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FOREWORD
f
' The SSSP documentation is presented in two volumes.
Volume I contains the basic user's manual text and all of the
simulation input and output descriptions as well as a complete
listing of the computer program FORTRA N V source deck.
Volume II contains a compilation of statistical data on previous
aircraft, missiles and space systems to serve as background
im%rmation and program inputs to the weight/volume portion
of the program,
This report is the first of three documents for Volume I.
Part _. c_ntains the program operating instructions and Part
3 describes the program output and contains all of the Voltrne
I appendices.
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SUMMA RY
L 4
The Space ShuttleSynthesisProgram (SSSP)automatesthetrajectory,weightsand
performance computationsessentialtopredesign of theSpace Shuttlesystem for
earth-to-orbitoperations, The two-stageSpace Shuttlesystem isa completely
" reusable space transportation system consisting of a booster and an orbiter element.
The SSSP's major parts are a detailed weight/volume routine, a precision three-
dimensional trajectory simulation, and the iteration and synthesis logic necessary
to satisfy the hardware and trajectory constraints.
The SSSP is a highly useful tool in conceptual design studies where the
effects of various trajectory configuration and shuttle subsystem parameters must
be evaluated relatively rapidly and economically. The program furnishes sensitivity
and tradeoff data for proper selectiG, of configuration and trajcctory predesign .
parameters. Emphasis is placed upon predesign simplicity and miuimum input
preparation. Characteristic equations for describing aerodynamic _nd propulsion
models and for computing weights and volumes are kept relatively ._imple. The
synthesis program is designed for a relatively large number of two-stage Space
Shuttle configurations and mission types, but avoi Js the complexity of a completely
generalized computer program that would be unwieldy to use and/or modify.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
¢
This report pr_..vides an engineering discussion and user's document for the Space
Shuttle Synthesis Program (SSSP). The SSSP has been developed to provide a f':_t
but moderately detailed and accurate tool for Space Shuttle launch vehicle sizing
and performance evaluation. The two-stage Space Shuttle system is a completely
reusable space transportation system consisting of a booster and an orbiter element.
Several preliminary, prcdesign studies of the system have previously been performed,
yielding baseline co'.ffigurations, sensitivities and some nominal missions and ground-
rules. This data bank of information was utilized as a basis for the development of
the SSSP.
The SSSP couples weight/volume and trajectory computations in one computer
and provides a proper interface between vehicle design parameters and theprogram
trajectory throughout trade studies for two-stage fully recoverable Space Shuttle
systems. This program was assembled by using the subroutine building-block
approach with the two major subprograms (weight/volume and trajectory) and with
the executive program which acts as the interface between the two major sub-
programs. The executive program, or synthosis driver, l_rovides the iteration
logic and adjustments required fGr consistency among the weight, volume, geometry
and trajectory data and mission constraints. The result is a useful, economical
special-purpose predesign program, which yields trajectory histories and vehi,_! 3
descriptions with considerable detail and with accuracy sufficient for generating
, reliable sensitivity data.
This rcport d_scusees the development, structure and usage of SSSP. In
Section 2.0 the overall organization, engineering development, program options,
and operating modes are described. Section 3.0 contains a discussion of the
0
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operational procedures for the program along with a discussion of each subroutine.
Section 4.0 describes the data-deck set up and input parameters. Section 5.0
discusses the output blocks of data and presents a sample case output. Volume II
of this report contains a detailed engineering description of the weight/volume portion
-, of the computer program along with a compilation of statistical data from which to
draw initial input.
. _
-•••2
°
.}"
._4 q
-I
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* 2.0 ENGINEERING DISCUSSION
. This section describes the Space Shuttle mission and vehicle model, discusses the
• SSSP rationale, groundrules, methodology and computational flow, and presents
,_ some guidelines for efficient program usage.
t-
5"."
_ 2.1 MISSION AND VEHICLE MODEL
2.1.1 The Space Shuttle Concept. The two-stage Space Shuttle concept is shown
in Figure 2-1. The two vehicles are mated and launched vertically with the orbiter
element attached in a piggy-back fashion on the booster element. A typical mission
-; is logistics resupply of an orbital space station.
During the boost phase usually only the booster element engines are
_ burning. At staging,when theboosterelement has depleteditsmain propellants,
O the stages separate and the booster performs a glide/decelerate maneuver to
i subsonic ve loci_ where the turbojet engines are started and cruiseback is initiated
for a conventional airplane type landing at an airfield usually in the proximity of
, the launch site. Subsonic cruise range to the launch site is about 400 nautical miles
• for a typical mission. After staging the orbital element engines are ignited and the
stage accelerates to orbit, docks at the space station and transfers pa_ ngers and
" cargo tothe station.Any passengersor equipmentfor returnto earthare then
loadedaboard the vehicle.A gliding/maneuveringentryintothe earth'satmosphere
ismade so thatthevehiclearrivesover thelandingsite. Turbojetenginesare
ignitedand thevehiclemakes a conventionalairplanetypelanding. Following
visualinspectionand minimum refurbishment,thetwo stagesare ready forpay-
, load integration, vertical assembly, refueling and relaunch.
Because the Space Shuttle concept employs msny common hardware items
and features for both stages such as main engines and structure concepts, Space
0
t
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Shuttle has the potential of greatly reduced RLT & E cost. Since there are no throw
away stages, Space Shuttle also has a low recurring cost per launch. In addition,
Space Shuttle has the potential of unrestricted launch azimuth capability. Payload
• growth and/or high altitude orbit payloads can be accommodated by using existing
expendable stages such as S-IVB, Agena, Centaur, etc.
2.1.2 Trajectory Profile. To provide a common basis for predesign studies and
to simplify the SSSP development and usage, a baseline ascent trajectory profile was
_ established. The terminal conditions for the ascent trajectory are perigee injection
': into an elliptic parking orbit (usually 50 n. mi. perigee altitude with 100 n. mi. apogee
:} altitude). This parking orbit provides a reasonable start for space station logistics
and other missions. Insertion at this low altitude provides good performance and
:_ allows an efficient entry trajectory for the booster stage. (The orbiter entry
:i C_, trajectory is initiated by retro from orbit and is therefore not dependent on the
,._ ascent trajectory).
:_' The ascent trajectory sequence is as follows:
,, 1. Vertical rise for a specified time (_8-10 seconds)
,_ 2. Pitchover {_16 seconds)
_ 3. Gravity turn (_= 0 between thrust and velocity vector) maneuver
.., to booster propellant depletion, stage separation (booster entry
i?
•::: initiated)
4. Orbiter burn with linear cotangent steering (cot _ = A+Bt) to perigee
insertion
P
Seven basic flight simulation sections are available to model this ascent trajectory
.' profile. A multiplier on the pitch rate during the initial pitcbover maneuver is
,2.
,: iterattvely determined to yield a specified flight path angle (or dynamic pressure)
-!
" 2-3 '
t
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• .-.... at stage separation. This separation flight path angle (or dynamic pressure) is chosen
to yield a near.-optimal ascent trajectory, a "cool" booster entry trajectory with short
cruise range requirements, and an acceptable environment for stage separation if
necessary.
t
The orbiter flight is then simulated with the two parameters A and B
: (the cotangent of the pitch attitude being linear in time) being determined to yield
%-
_,£_" specified injection altitude (_hf)and injection flight path angle (y_ at attainment of
:_ the specified injection velocity (Vf), (The weight iteration necessary to make.!:
-._
f
_ propellantexpendedby theorbitertoachieveVf agree with theweight-sizingpro-
-i
-'_. pellet computations is discussed later). This simplified pitch control vrngram
_: yields near-optimal performance for a wide variety of vehicle@arameters and
yields good convergence properties for the trajectory iterations.
•i_ At stageseparationthetrajectoryconditions(Vs , hs, _s'etc)are stored
_'_ for use in determining the cruise fuel requirements of the booster stage. This )
;_ determination may be accomplished with a number of program options; all of which
-. are described in detail later and are based on the cruise range requirement for the
: ! mission and Breguet's equation for the fuel required for a constant - L/D cruise.
_:( Subsonic L/D and specific fuel consumption are input constants. The following lists
-:I the options available for determination of the booster cruise requirements:
: 1. Stored empirical data for flyback range to the launch site as
functions of the trajectory conditions at stage separation and
a constant angle--of-attack entry profile.
2. Flyback range to the launch site as a function of the dynan,_lc
pressure at stage separation.
, 3. Constant cruise range requirement.
2.
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•" 4. Cruise range reqmrement as determined by the sum of the range
from liftoff to staging and the instantaneous impact range (conic
, solution) from staging.
5. Cruise range required via numerical integration of the equations
of motion for the booster evtry to start of subsonic cruise to specified
landing site.
_, The booster entry trajectory is therefore not numerically integrated except for the
,: last option.
•i, The last option for determining the booster stage cruise fuel requirements
_ is entirely user controlled via input and the modeling options available as opposed
r_ to the ascent flight profile which is closely coupled to the weight-sizing iterations
:,_ and is therefore constrained to definite modeling control. Eight flight simulation
.4" sections are available to model this entry trajectory profile. The landing site may
be selected with input coordiw_tes or return to the launch site as a built-in default
•i option. The booster subsonic cruise flight may be modeled to account for transition
_: range increments, idle descent cruise fuel losses and final descent fuel losses. '
,_• 2.1.3 Vehicle Characteristics and Constraints. The fundamental concept of
; Space Shuttle is the complete reusability of both stages w!tb the maximum use of
_ such common hardware items as the main rocket engines. The bcoster and orbiter "_
..-N
enginesare essentiallythe same, althougha largernumber of engineswillbe }
¢
in_talled on the booster than on the orbiter (e. g., 12 booster engines and 2 orbiter
engines) and an extendable skirt may be edded to the o .'biter nozzle to improve
vacuum performance. The computationsequence intheSSSP was chosen to best
i
provide this propulsion system co_ _onality. SSSP input specifies the ratio of the
_, , booster to orbiter vacuum thrust, Tb/To, the nv,mber engines per stage, and the t
thrust and the specific impulses (vacuum and sea level) of each type.
O .
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I
:: Man-rating the vehicle for a wide variety of possible passenger types
imposes a limit on IoNs (probably 3 to 4 gts). This requires throttling of the rocket
engines during the main burn after a specified axial load is reached. SSSP provides •
this option; maximum loads are specified separately for the booster and orbiter
l_ight phases, and the engines are throttled to hold the axial loads constant after the
:_. limit is attained.
:":" Structural, dynamic and thermodynamic constraints (such as maximum _ q
_:;: loading, b_lance, heating, etc.) are not considered in the SSSP. The effects of these
: ;_ constraints are analyzed externally by monitoz'mg and using SSSP trajectory, weights
r::. and geometry data.
_.
_i The SSSP provides for a number of ba3ic options which may be utilized to
.:_ constrain the basic vehicle design or to Investigate alternative approaches to the
"_i Space Shuttle concept. The following lists the major options provided b; input
 l,e,or2. Fixed GLOW. Solve for the paylcad.
| 3. Fixed Orbiter Gross Weight. Solve for the psyload or GLOW.
:_,_ 4. Fixed Orb lter Main Propellant. Solve for payload or GLOW.
4, . 5. Fixed Ltftoff Thrust/_Cetght (T/WLo). Solve for the GLOW,
•: '4
The first four options assume fixed-size engines (may constrain thrust levels) in
both the booster and the orbiter stages whereas the fifth option may be used in one
of two modes: (1) common engines in both the booster and orbiter, or (2) "rubb_Y'
size booster engines and fixed-size orbiter engines. In both cases the booster
thrust level is defined by the specified liftoff thrust/weight and the resulting GLOW.
i
:i The SSSP also prgvldes for secondary options which were developed duringthe early phases of _t_tng the Space Shuttle concept. The following lists these
a -
°1
"l
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secondary options provided by input control:
1. Fixed-size ,Solid Rocket Motor Strap-ons. Th_se motors are utilized
during the booster burn for thrust augmentation at liftoff and a_e
jettisoned prior to booster fuel depletion.
2 Simultaneous Burn of Stages. The SSSP assumes the b=oster and
orbiter engines are firing from liftoff to staging of the booster element.
(Note, the major options listed above assumed that the two stages were
sequentially burned). In this case the orbiter rocket engines may be
fed from the booster propellant tanks or from the orbiter tanks, i.e.,
a crossfeed or no-crossfeed mode is available.
2.2 SYNTHESIS METHODOLOGY
_ The SSSP is designed strictly for use in predesign, with layout drawings of baseline
vehicles and separate analyses of dynamics and thermodyna_::_[cs as egsen_ial
compauicns. Minor design changes (or variations about a point design) may not
require new drawings; SSSP's primary job is to determine the implications of the
design change on system performance, g_oss weights, etc., consistent with vehicle _
and mission constraints. For such minor changes, weight, volume and geomet_.,, '_
sizing equations can (and should) be relatively simple, utilizing such procedures as
similar-body scaling wherever possible. Major changes may require new drawings,
major redesign, and an essentially new set of baseline data for SSSP. The program
is thus not self-sufficient but is intended m r_. :luce the work and time required for
the predesign cycle, frcm point design to new l_oi' design, by providing fast,
reliable sensitivity data. Figure 2-2 illustrates this process and shows the inter-i
relationship between the pre_esign analyses and the SSSP.
The methodology and types of equations used in the major subprograms
(weight/volume and trajectory) are descr:bed tn tht_ section. The next section
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(2.3) will discuss the overall program organization and computational flow.
, 2.2.1 Weights and Geometry. The weight/volume portion of the SSSP (abbreviated
WTVOL in this report) is a library of weight and volume equations for the components
t
of space shuttle vehicles. The subprogram accepts inputs in the form of coefficients
to various weights and volume equations written in terms of the geometry of a parti-
cular vehicle type. It uses existing weight data, plus inputs describing the thermal
t_rotection system, propulsion and other subsystems, as well as performance mass
ratios a_1 other mission requirements derived from the trajectory subprogram.
The second generation weight breakdown in MIL-M-38330 was used as a guide to
determine the level of detail and order of weight output listings described in Section
5.0. Weight equations for each component or group of components were written by
incorporating appropriate provisions for varying weights correctly as the vehicle
_ weight and/or size changes. Volume equations for important volume components
are also included. An iteration process is employed so that component weights/
volumes and overall weights/volumes are mutually consistent. Figure 2-3 shows the
functional flow of the WTVOL subprogram.
The WTVOL subprogram solves the following basic problem: for a 3pecified
payload weight and mass ratio, find the stage gross weight and vohune. This problem _
Jis solved spearately for the orbiter and booster stages, then iterations are performed
to satisfy specified mission constraints or specified relationships between the
!booster and orbiter.
The weight equations used in WTVOL rely heavily on a unit weight approach,
, with any sophistication based more on selection of proper weight coefficients for
input rather than on the equations themselves. This method gives the user more
g
latitude for Judgement, and permits the same equations to be used for a wide range
of vehicles. To do this, however, a data library of vehicle weight coefficients
0
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obtained from detailed design studies must be avaiiable. This is one of the objectives
of the Weight/Volume Handbook, Volume II of this report. The Weight/Volume
4
Handbook contains the compilation of all of _he weight/sizing equations utilized in
. the WTVOL subprogram (specifically the WTSCH subroutine) and a procedure for
_. obtaining the proper coefficients that are input for each equation. These inputs,
:: however, are not intended Lo be absolute but a guide to the magnitude of the input to
_': ensure answers of the right magnitude for the item being considered. The ideal
_i_ input will always be obtained when a study of the specific design cc_ditions for the
_::_ item being considered is made, and the results of this study put in terms of the
_* program equation input. Figure 2-4 illustrates the development of the input
:..
_ coefficients for the WTVOL subprogram.
:5
:/-_ 2.2.2 Traiectory Computation. Introduction. The numerically integrated
,
_ O trajectory is computed by using a trajectory simulation module which is a special
_ purpose version of a standard trajectory simulation program currently in use at the
•; General Dynamics ConvairAerospace Division.This program, the General Trajectory -
._•:" SimulationModule (GTSM) isdescribedin detailinReference i. Pertinentextracts -
::_ from this document form the basis of this section and _ections 3.4 Trajectory 4
•-:; Simulation Overlay, 4.2.3 $DATA1 (Input Parameters), and 5.1.2 Trajectory "_
:_ Simulation(OutputParameters). Althoughthe ascentprofileisfixedforthe Space :
Shuttle Synthesis Program the Integrated booster return trajectory is modeled by
the same general methods of GTSM, consequently the program description describes
thegeneralmodeling optionswithnotesindicatingthoseoptionswhich are specified
, for the ascent trajectory.
The General TrajectorySimulationModule (GTSM) program is a general i
• purpose high speed, precision flight program which simulates the flight for an
aerospace vehicle in the gravitational field of a central hedy. It utilizes the efficient
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Kutta-Merson variable stepsize numerical integration technique Lo integrate with
respect to time the twelve state equations. These equations define the time rate of
' change of the three degree of freedom vehicle moL_on, the vehicle mass, the ideal
velocity and velocity losses, and a heating parameter. The vehicle motion equations
4
consist of three kinematic and three kinetic equations and are expressed in a natural
applied force coord;nate system which minimizes the extent of matrix coordinate
transformations common to other simulations. The mass equation is actually a
numerical model which is usually defined as part of the propulsion and fuel flow
model. The ideal velocity and velocity losses equations are the propulsive, gravity,
drag, and thrust misalignment acceleration equations while the heating parameter
equation is the product of the relative velocity and the dynamic pressure. Numerous
trajectory parameters are computed and output at each integration step. This
program is characterized by its high speed, accuracy, flexible fhght control options,
detailed simulation model capability, and its generality of application.
Important GTSM features are:
a. Flight profiles are simulated with sectional modeling. A general
staging procedure is used to terminate each simulation section upon
achieving a specified value for any parameter which is computed
during each integration step. An auxiliary or backup time termina-
tion is also available.
b. A powerful General Iteration Scheme (GIS) is available which elimi-
nates unnecessary parametric computations when iterating to
desired end conditions. For each of four possible GIS blocks, one
or two primary control variables may be selected from any of the
. simulation section initializing parameters and the corresponding
required end condition parameters can be any parameter which is
computed at each integration step. Up to four additional parameters
9-.13
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_:_ can be "chained" with each of the primary control variables.
%;.
c. A three-dimensional aerodynamic model is incorporated in GT_M
,
which provides for three common orthogonal components of the
_:_ aerodynamic force. Tables for each of the corresponding aero-
: dynamic force coefficients (yaw-normal, axial, and pitch-normal) are
:" provided as functions of Mach number and the pitch angle of attack.
d. It is possible to maintain a specified time rate of change of the flight
path angle by modulation of either the pitch angle of attack, or the
bank angle. This option is particularly useful when aerodynamically
controlling return trajectories.
e. Both oblate earth gravitational potential and surface geometry are
available. The potently', model is symmetric about the rotational
axis and includes the :- ,:: +h harmonic term. The surface is an
ellipsoid with symmetry about the rotational axis and the equatorial
plane.
The GTSM program has been used very successfully to simulate trajectories
fcr many types of vehicles and missions. Among these are:
a. SLV-3X/Agena D to synchronous equatorial orbit
_ _ b. SLV-3A/Burner II to targeted hyperbolic departure orbit
_ c. Atlas F targeted to impact in specified test areas
d. One and one-half Stage Reuseable Launch Vehicle to low earth orbit
e. Trtamese Reuseable Launch Vehicle to low earth orbit
!_ f. Maneuverable Lifting Entry Vehicles from parking orbit, through
propulsive and aerodynamic maneuvers, to landing site area or
ii ' cruise conditions
i .g. OV1 re-entry trajectories to impactii i*In the Synthesis Program special version, the yaw-normal aerodynamic force _'_
model has been suppressed. The corresponding equations have been left intact in
the program in order to minimize their incorporation should this model become
required. 9-_
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h. SaturnIB tolow earthorbit
i. Advanced ICBM's to targeted impact conditions, FOBS, and global
ballistic trajectories
• J. Air-Latmched Rocket/Air Breathing Missiles
_ k. Low-thrust vehicle in near-earth spiral trajectories
-• I. Miscellaneousorbitalmaneuvers, coasts,and transfersincluding
-_.
polarorbits,and multi-impulsemaneuvers
_._
_;. The use of GTSM for these studies has significantly reduced computer expenses
_-.
;-::.
_" whileprovidingdatasufficientlyaccurateforpredesignand severalnear-hardware
_,-.
:_• applications. GTSM is basically as accurate as the vehicle modeling options are
i_} representative of the vehicle; the equations of motion and the integration scheme are
-._
;_ preciseand resultin excellentagreement withotherprecisionprograms when the
vehiclemodels are nearlyequivalent.
_ EngineeringDiscussion. To obtainadequatesimulationof an aerospace
-.,,_
_._ vehicle trajectory it is necessary to define the vehicle equations of motion, to<
_" evaluate the terms and coefficients of these equations, and then to solve the equations
_ to obtain the time history of the pertinent trajectory parameters. The discussion of
_'_ ._
,.:_ this section presents the three degree-of-freedom differential equations which
_ describe the flight of an aerospace vehicle in a gravitational field of a central body _,
with applied external forces; the required coordinate systems, transformations, .i
and particularsolutions uch as crossingthepoles,verticalmotion, and constant _
time rate of change of relative flight path angle are discussed; and the vehicle
modeling options which define terms In the kinetic equations of motion and provide
Y
the trajectory output.
' Coordinate Systems Transformations and Equations of Motion. It is assumed
i that the motion of the vehicle is sufficiently described by three-degree-of-freedom
• O kinematic and kinetic equations of motion for this analysis, and correspondingly
1
'I
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7 that the rotational dynamics can be neglected and that the vehicle has the capability
to achieve and maintain any specified or required attitude. There are two sets of
three degree-of-_reedom equations of motion widely used at Convair, the inertial • .
system and the so called "relative" system described in Ref.l° Both systems
,J
accurately describe the motion of an aerospace vehicle in the gravitational field of a
q
central body and subjected to aerodynamic and propulsive forces. Experience with
/
_ previous analyses of lifting vehicles indicates that the relative system of Ref. 1 is
•" more suitable for these vehicles, resulting in smoother differential flight equations,
_ a corresponding increase in accuracy, and shorter computer run times. For these
_ reasons this "relative" system of equations was selected. It is emphasized that
this "relatiw" sye_em of equations describes the same motion wtth respect to inertial
: space as the inertial system of eqva._ions does; the principle difference Is that the
"relative" system of equations Is in terms of central body relative parameter_ which
are expressed in a natural applied force coordinate system. The complete derivation .-)
of these equations together with all pertinent definitions are described fully in Ref.
i 1. The important definitions and equations are presented subsequently. _
_: The inertial kinetic vector equation of motion is:
' FAPPLIE D + Fg ffi m [_ + 2_ × 1_+ _" × (_ × R)] (2-1)
; where: FAppLIE D is the total applied force (aerodynamic and propulsive forces )
vector
is the force vector acting on the vehicle which Is due to |g
the gravitational field I
"im Is the vehicle massis the current position geocentric radius vector t
R is the vector time derivative of R taken in an earth-relative
J
coordi-atesystem -") i}
1
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_t is the second vector time derivative of R taken in an earth
relative coordinate system
t
is the rotation rate vector of the earth
. The relative kinematic vector equation of motion is:
= R --- _7 (2-2)
where V is the earth relative velocity.
t is the time
/
J
Efficient solution of the vector equations of motion (Eq. 2-1 and 2-2) requires
expression of these equations in an appropriate coordinate system. Appropriate
coordinate systems and corresponding required transformations between these
coordinate systems must be defined.
O 2.2.2.1 Coordinate Systems. It is desirable to select "natural" coordinate
systems in which to express the equations of motion (Eq. 2-1 and 2-2) so that any
repetitive coordinate transformation requirement is minimal. There are five
coordinate systems which are used in the derivation of the GTSM scalar equations
of motion.
These are the primary inertial frame, the earth-fixed frame, the local frame,
the velocity frame, and the vehicle cocrdinate system; their definitions follow.
Primary Inertial Coordinate system. The Primary Inertial Coordinate System
(I1 "^ _2 - _3 axes), illustrated in Figure 2-5, has its origin at the center of the
central body. The first axis _1 ) lies in the equatorial plane at its intersection with
. meridian which is defined by the longitude at the initial time. The third axis _3 ) is
colinear with the rotational axis of the central body (perpendiculsr to the equatorial
, ^
plane) with positive _ense toward the North Pole. The second axis (I2) forms a
right-handed orthogonal coordinate system with __1and _3 and cons_luently lies in
v_ the equatorial plane 90 degrees east of _1"
2-17
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Figure 2-5. The Primary Inertial Coordinate System _)
The orientation of the _1"_2"_3 axes remains fixed with respect to the stare
in our galaxy.
Earth-Fixed Coordinate System. The Earth-Fixed Coordinate System (c1 -
_2 " _3 axes), shown in Figure 2-6, remains fixed with respect to the rotating
central body. The origin of the _1 - _2 "_3 system is at the center of the central
body. The first axis _1 lies in the central body equatorial plane at a longitude of
¢ zero (Greenwich, or prime, meridian for the Earth); the second axis (_2) lies in the
"i: equatorial plane at a longitude of +90 degrees (90 degrees east of _1); and _e third
axis (03) is collnear with the central body rotational axis with positive sense toward
il the NortL Pole. The _1 - @2 - _3 axes form a right-handed orthogonal coordinate
system.
0
._.
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" C.5:
. CE_L _oDYAxls^---q,/ NORTHPOLE
e3 - .
_. -, PRIME MERIDIAN
_.
_.
-_ ---. _ EQUATORIAL PLANE
?..
:_ Figure 2-6. The Earth-Fixed Coordinate System
::i Local Coordinate System. The Local Coo-dinate System - - axes), :
._ illustrated in Figure 2-7 has its origin at the current position of the aerospace
vehicle point mass. The first axis _ is parallel to both the central body'sequa-
torial plane mad the local horizontal plane and points in the direction of algebraically
^
increasing longitude (due east). The second axis (_ is parallel to the tsngent of the
' local meridian which is defined by the current longi_de; the _e axis points due north.
" . The third axis _R ) is colinear with the current geoceutric radltm _.,_ctor (_) and
handed oFd_ogonal coordinate system. It is noted that the position radius vector ([_), I^
O its magnitud_ (R), and the corresponding unit vector with the same direction (R) are t
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.7., _
R = (0) +(0) 0 ØX 4 =
_ identically related:• f-
^ % *R = (0)_¢ +(0) 40 +(1) = 1R
laR _8 (DUE NORTH)
i- CURRENT _.___----
' "_ PO_'ITION _ PARALLEL OF LATITUDE
:__ OF THE A (DUE EAST) DEFINED BY CURRENT
:-_ V_:HIC LE g LATITUDE 0
.._ I
-.::.-._
:=_ TANGENT TO TANGENT TO CURRENT
._i CURRENT PARALLEL OF LATITUDE
):i MERIDIAN OF•:"ii LONGITUDE
i!i,_ MERIDIAN DEFINED EQUATORIAL PLANE '• BY CURRENT ' BODY
 .ONGITUD ONALAXlS
),_ R IS CURRENT GEOCENTRIC RADIUS VECTOR
_,_'I SOUTH POLE
' _:_ Figure 2-7. The Local Coordinate System
• :3
" "5
,$
Relative Velocity, Coordinate System. The Relative Velocity Coordinate System
A .A _ _, axes) also has fi;s origin at the current position of the aerospace vehicle%" iv ,_
point mass but has an orientation (see Figure 2-8) such that the second axis _V ) is
}. collnea: with, and has the same sense a_, the relative velocity vector V. The first
._. axis ) lies in the local horizontal plane and is perpendicular to the plane defined
i_ by _'and the current geocentric radius vector (R). The _Baxis points in the direction
that the relative veloetty vector would move in if the relative azimuth were !(-)
_;_: 2-20
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: algebraieMly increasing. The third axis (_7) lies in the plane deled by "V and R
, d A"and is perpendicular to both%an , V. The_vaXis points in the d_rection that the
relative ve!oclty vector would move in if the relative flight path angle were increas-
' tng algebraically. The -, axes form a right-handed orthogonal coordinate
system. It is noted that the relative velocity vector ,$_r), its magnitude (V), and the
_. corresponding unit vector with the same direction (_) are identically related
-! ""_"
--
-: _/,IV, V, VH, R LIE
IN THE VERTICAL PLANE
HORIZONTAL PLANE
0 -
_7 _ V
1
DEFINED BY HORIZONTAL PLANE
R ANDV
_/_" RELATIVE AZIMUTH
' / 7-- = RELATIVE FLIGHT PATH ANGLE
N = VECTOR IN THE HORIZONTAL 1/
. ./- _ FLANE POINTED NORTH !f
R = GEOCENTRIC RADIUS VECTOR
V = RF_LATIVE VELOCITY VECTOR
._-- 1_ _z_ _AlV I FORM A RIGHT HANDED VH = RELATIVE VELOCITY VECTORPROJECTION IN THE HORIZONTAL
ORTHOGO_AL COORDINATE SYSTEM PLANE
Figure 2-8. The RelaUve VelocityCoordinateSystem
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• _ Vehicle Coordinate System. The Vehicle Coordinate System (g-
which is illustrated in Figure 2-9 has its orig_ located on the lon_tudmal center
axis of the vehicle (usually the longitudinal axis of symmetry) at the aft vehicle ,
section. The first axis (_axis) is the roll axis and is eoltuear with the longitudinal
_:- center axis and is pointed forward. The second axis (the _ axis) is the pitch axis
._. and is positive to the rigbt of the vehicle. The third axis (the _axis) is the yaw axis
• . - axes form an ortho-
• !_ and is positive toward the bottom of the vehicle. The _- _
:.:_'_- gonat right-handed coordinate system which is in accordance with the coordinate
-- _;-. system specifications listed in References 2, 3, and 4.
_ ROLL AXIS
3
""" 11 PITCH AXIS
: _ YAW ANDS ORTHOGONAL COORDINATE SYSTEM
i_ Figure 2-9. The Vehicle Coordinate System -_
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.-_5 2.2.2.2 CoordinateSystem Transformations. To derivethe "natural"appliedforce
: equationsofmotion used in GTSM, one must express allelements ofeach c_Jation
' of motion (Eq. 2-1 and 2-2) in the same coordinate system. Consequently it is first
: necessaryto specifywhich coordinatesystem istobe used for a particuhr equation
4
and thenidentifyand definetherequiredcoordinatetransformations.Itis desirable
._- toexpress Eq. 2-1 intheRelativeVelocityCoordinateSystem i_- _ -_ axes)
_,= V V
and Eq. 2-2 in theLocal CoordinateSystem ^ _9- I_Ra.xes).Sincethe expanded. % -
: _, forms of these equations contain elements which are readily expressed in other
• :_: coordinatesystems, itisnecessary todefinethe requiredtransformationsto both
::!.-,_,_ the _8 "_V- _, and _-_ _xe - _ systems. This is accomplished by repeated application
i_:_ of the elemental coordinate transformation matrices which are presented in Appendix I,
_:_ transformation from Vehicle Axes to Relative Velocity Axes. Determination of
ill! O the aerodynamic fOrces acting On the vehicle requires knowing the pitch and' yaw
orientation with respect to the relative velocity. Express!on of the vehicle propul-
":_:i_ sive forces in the relative velocity frame requires knowing the vehicle orientation
c, with respect to the relative velocity. The transformation matrix for the Vehicle
• ...q
:;_!" Axes to Relative Velocity Axes transformation t s obtained by assuming an initial
..,_:,._ A
.::.,.:_ alignmentof these twocoordinatesystems (see Figure 2-10a) such that the _ axis is
}-":_ colinear wi_h the _^ axis with the same sense, the _ axis is colinear with the _,, axis
¥
.:-._" with the same sense, and the _axta is collnear with the _ axis with the same sense.
V
The tnverse transformation from the _B - _V - _system _ the _- _-_systemA A #
is then defined by using four sequenced rotations of the _- _- Caxes about the
' _S" _ "_ axes consisting of:, y
' a. The first two rotations are comprised of; first a rotation about the yaw
i A
_|#. . axis (C axis) through +90 degrees, and then secondly about the new rollA
_i i axis (_ axis) through 180 degrees. The algebraic sign is in accordance
withright-handedrotationsofthe -  axes. Aisanyvector
"_' _,. exp'ressed in the _ - _V - _ system prior to these two rotations, then
._ 2=23
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_::2!. theserotationsare expressedin matrix form as:
A 0 = 0 0 -1 0 - 1 0 A v (2-3)
o-,/_4\oo- o @
•:_ The resulting alignment of the _ _:_ - - axes is shown in Figure 2-10b.
_:_.-._. b. The third rotation is about the roll {_ axis) through the roll (bank) angle
_:i (_). The algebraic sign is in accordance with right-handed rotations of
,_-.,.
:!_i the _ - _- _axes.
:_. c. The fourth ro*_tion ts about the pitch axis (_ axis) through the pitch angle
-,_ of attack (_)_ The algebraic sign is tn accordance with right-handed
,_,'.
:_: rotationsofthe_-_-_es.
A
d. The final rotation Is about the yaw axis (_axis) through the yaw angle
:"_ of attack(_,). The algebraic sign is in accordance with right-handed !
rotations of the _- _- f axes. ,
...... 'b' ==> • 1
" Figure 2-10. Axes Alignment Initially and During the Vehicle O
', Axes to Relative Velocity Axes Transformation
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If A is any vector which is expressed in the. -1V-l _ system, then successive
applications of the elemental coordinate transformation matrices (A-M1), (A-M2),
and (A-M3) in that order for a, q, and ), rotation angles, respectively, yields A
expressed in the _- _-_ system.
A_ = s X cos), 1 0 cosa sin 0 (2-4)
0 \sina 0 cos -sina cos_/ 0
By carrying out the matrix multiplications indicated in Eq. 2-4, and noting
that for orthogonal coordinate system transformations the inverse matrix is equal
O to the transpose matrix, Eq. 2-4 becomes:
= (+cosX cosa) l-sln).cosa) (+sina) Azl (M-l)
\(+cos ) s`ina cosa -sink sina) (-sinX sina cos a- cosk sina) (._cosacos_)]
:
Transformationfrom LocalAxes toRelativeVelocityAxes. The transforma-
tionmatrix forthe Local Axes to RelativeVelocityAxes transformationis readily
obtainedby assuming an initialalignmentofthe VelocityAxes withthe Local Axes
such thatthe_8 "/_V- _ 'axes are respectivelyparalleltoand have the same senseY
as the _¢- _8 - _R axes. It is necessary to define two parameters;, is the earthi
relative flight path angle measured positively upward from the local horizontal, and
• 9is the earth relative azimuth measured clockwise from north. Two sequenced
rota_tons of the/_ 8 - _V - _ system about the _¢ -/_O- _R system after the initial
O alignment define the transformation matrix. The seq_.enced rotations are:
2:25
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a. A first rotation about the _ axis through the negative of the relative
Y
azimuth (- B).
b. A second rotation about the _ axis through file c_rrent relative flight8
path angle (y).
The alc'ebraic sign for both r_tatio_ "s in accor..kmce with right-handed
rotations of the/_B -/_V " _ axes. If ._ is _,, vect. _ which is expressed in theY
_--0- system, then successive appltcat_vn_ c_ .L- _ __ental coordinate trans-
formations (A-M3) and (A-M1), in that order, for _h_ _ __and y rotation zngle_
respectively, yields A expressed in the _ -_V - _1_v system. It is noted that by
convention the azimuth (8) is measured clockwise from North, consequently the first
rotation is through a -_ angle since a +_ rotation would require a left-handed rotation
about the _ axis. _
Y
 I:l(i° !/(iD- O (-= cos y sin 7 s 8) cos(-j_) A8 (2-5) ._
-sin7 cosy/ 0
Carrying out the indicates ma_.rtx multiplications, Equation 2-5 becomes:
f B 0 A¢
= in/3 cos y cos/3 cos "/ sin Ae (M-2)
l_in_siny -cos_sin_ cos AR
Transformation from Earth-Fixed Axes to Local Axes. The transformation
matrix for Earth-Fixed Axes to Local Axes is obtained in a manner similar to that _ j
used for the previously derived transformation (Eq. M-2). In this case the Local
Axes are assumed to be initially aligned with the Earth-Fized Axes such that the
_--26 l"!
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• _ 40 -_R axes are parallel to and have the same sense as the _1 - Ae2- cA3axes,
, respectively. Two parameters must be defined; G is the geocentric latitude and is
positive in the northern hemisphere, and _is the geocentric longitude wMch is
,,, measured positivelyto theeastoftheGreenwich Meridian. Two sequenced rotations
.j..,..:" of the_ - Ai{}-_lR system aboutthe _1 - ^e2- _3 system are requiredafterthe initial
'_ alignmentto definethetransformationmatrix. The sequenced rotationsare:
i: iI an": longitudeplus 90 degrees (_+ 90°). Itisnecessaryto add 90 degrees
: .if to direct the first axis t_) due east at the completion of the transformation.b. A second rotation is the _axts through the complement of the geocentric
i•:!i_ latitude(90°- 0). The complement is requiredtoplacethex_Raxis intheup radial direction upon co pletion of the transformation.
i)! O The algebraic sign for both rotations is in accordance with right-handed
!.::_ rotations of the _ "_g"_R axes. If A is any vector which is expressed in the
,=,_"_i_ eA1- _2 - _3 system, then successive applications of the elemental coordinate
: _ -._
,_,_ transformations(A-M3) and (A-M1)t in thatorder, forthe _+ 90° and 99° - e
:':" rotation angles, respect ively, yields X expressed in the _ -_ - _R system.
_._
AR "sin(90°-0) cos(90°-0 , 0 1 \Ae3/
Executing the matrix multiplication indicated in Eq. 2-6 leads to:
., R \cos ¢cos 0 sin _ cos 8 sin 0/ kAe3/
"_! 2-27
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.-;/. Transformation from Earth-Fixed Axes to Relative Velocity Axes. The trans-
formation matrix for Earth-Fixed Axes to Local Axes is readily obtained by combin-
ing the two transformations represented by Eq. M-2 and M-3. The Relative
Velocity Axes are assumed to be initially aligned with the Earth-Fixed Axes, rotated
"-_ to the orientation of the Local Axes defined by _and 0, and then rotated to the
'!_:. required orientation for the Relative Velocity Axes defined by 8 and _ If A is any
•., vector which is expressed in the A system, then successive appiication of
- e 2 -
/_: the tran _formations defined by Eq. M-3 and M-2 in that order yields A expressed in
the_-_V-_ system.Y
A = sin _ cos _ cos _ cos y sin cos _ sin e -sin _ sin e cos Ae (2-7)
,%/ _-sinBsin7 -cos_sin7 cos 7/ _cos_cos 9 sin _cose sin 8/_Aes/
3
Carrying out the matrix multiplication indicated in Eq. 2-7, the required
transformation is obtained:
_ : Transformation from .Relative Velocit T Axes to Local Axes. The transforma-
tion from the Relative Velocity Axes to the Local Axes is the inverse operation from
• that described by Eq. M-2, Transformation from Local Axes to Relative Velocity
Axes, Since this transformation i_ between orthogonal coordinate systems, the
inverse of the transformation matrix given by Eq. M-2 is equal to the transpose of
the matrix. Consequently, ff A"is any vector which is expressed _.nthe _V "_'f
system, application of the transpose of the transformation matrix given by Eq. M-2
yields _ expressed in the f_b"_" _R system. 0
,._ 2-28
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sa cosy / \,%/
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• ,_ 2.2.2.3 Three Degree-of-Freedom Scalar Differential Equations of Motion. The
_ solution of Eq. 2-1 and 2-2 yields the time history for the pertinent trajectory para-
_._ meters. To solve these equations, tt is necessary to express them as scalar
_i equations• This is accomplished by first expressing them in a convenient coordinate
+,: system and then equating the vector components along like coordinate axes. Two sets
_+ of scalar equations arise; the kinematic scalar equations and the kinetic scalar
ii
Kinematic Scalar Equations of Motion. Eq. 2-2 can be reduced to three
kinematic differential equations of motion. £he technique which is employed to
.:+ obtain these .equations is to express both _ and V in one of the defined coordinate
_t
.c_,. systems, perform the most simple sequence of transformations which results in both
_!_ _ and V being expressed in the same coordinate system, and then equate like vector
_ components. The 1_ term is readily expressed in the Local Coordinate System,
;:_ 0 - while the _ is first expressed in the Relative Velocity System, - -
_ and then traw _'ormed into the Local Coordinate System.
Examination of the geometry of the Local Coordinate System (see Figure 2-7)
indicates that the _ component aIm,g the _ axis (direction of _ncreasing longitude) is
_+ R _cos e, along the _0axis (direction of increasing latitude) is R Gt, and along the
_R axis (direction of increasing geocentric radius magnitude) is R. Thus _ in vector
,,ii® +
,.,',
:!
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- Itiseasiestto express_ intheRelativeVelocityCcordlnateSystem, sinceby
#" _V
• definition of this system, the direction of the axis is the same as V, consequently
V is expressed
_' V = (0) + V + (0) V _V
._ Poth the transformations defined by Eq. M-2 and M-5 have the same terms.
_ However, Eq. 2-9 is simpler than Eq. 2-8, consequently it appears easier to trans-
-_
ii form Eq. 2-9 to the L_al Coordinate System than to transform Eq. 2-86to the
Relative Velocity _ystem. Eq. 2-9 is easily transformed into the _ - -/'£R
Coordinate System-by applicatt u of the coordinate tra_form_tton matrix [M-5]*.
V8 = [M-5_ -= (Vsin,8cos ",v)%+ (Vcos._ cos 7)% + (_¢sin}I)_R= _ (2-].0) -'D
Since Eq. 2-.10 is expressed in the same coordinate system as Eq. 2-8, no
further transformations are required. By the relationship of Eq. 2-2, 1_which is
given by Eq. 2-8 is e_sl to _ which is given by Eq. 2-10; consequently in order to
satisfy this equ::_valence, like components of each equation must be equal. Equating
" - these components yields:
i
i I_ = V sin_ :_ = V siny [ (2-11)
o voo .- ,
(2-12)
t R cos e 12-13t
[M-_denotes the transformation matrix contained in Eq. M-5
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:: Equations 2_11, 2-12, and 2-13 _re the scalar representations of Eq. 2-2 and
are consequently the three scalar kinematic equations of motion. _hese equations
, define the geometry of motion in terms of local position and relative velocity par _-_
meters (R, 0, ¢, V, y, B).
.. Kinetic Scalar Differential Equations of Motion. Eq. 2-1 can be reduced to
_:_: three kinetic differential equations of motion by a technique similar to that used to
.:_- obtain the three kinematic equations of motion. The principal differences are that
"i(_ Eq. 2-1 has more terms and consequently requires more manipulation than Eq. 2-2
:-'_j_. and that it is desirable to transform all terms of the kinetic e_uatten into the Relative
Velocity Coordinate System rather than the Local Coordinate System. The procedure
ii that is used consists of:
- a. Each term of Eq. 2-1 is expressed m the most convenient coordinate
system.
C b. Each term is transformed into the _ - _ - _ system, if it is not alreadyV y
:_.:_ expressed in that system, by the most simple sequence of transformations,
:. , c. The vect,,r components along like coordinate axes, which must be
!(•:,_ identically equal to satisfy Eq. 2-1, are equated to obtaim the three kinetic
"i{:_
*z¢!_
....":: scalar equations of motion.
..:_,-_
._ The applied force vector (FApPLIED) of Eq. 2-1 which consts_s of b._th
Aerodynamic and propulsive forces is conveniently expressed in the Vehicle Axes
(see Figure 2-9}. The _rce components of FAPPLIE D are defined:
F_ = Axial thrust plus the aerodynamic* axial force. These forces act
, . along the t axis.
i F_? = Aerodynan_"; yaw force which acts along the _ axis.
_I _ F_ = Aerodynamic normal force which acts along the _ 8xis.
ii * Algebraic sense
2--$1 "
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The algebraic sign for Fg, F, and F_ is in accordance with the _- _-
coordinate system, l. v_ctor form, FApPLIED is Oven by
F'APPLIEI5 = F_ _ + _71_ + F_ (2-14) •
: The _APPLIED vector can be expressed in the 61B-_V - 1/_ysystem by application of
": the coordinate **ransformation matrix [M-l] t
: I !) _/' i " [M-I] ::_ FAPPLiED F_O A
ffi +-Fv*V  Fy
\Ft./
:; (2-15)where:
F]9= (+Cos_ sJm_ sin{_4-sLn)_cc_ O1F_ 4,(-slak sinffsinff-+cos X cosa)F_  (-cos_ sinor)Y_
_ Fv = (+cos_ cos_,)F_+ (-sink cos_)F_. (*sina)r_
_. Fy = 1.¢ .k _m _ cos c,- sLnksinc;)F_+ (-sin),sm_eosa - cos).sina)F_7+ (-cosy,cos a)F_ _
.,:: The gravitational force vector (Fg) of Eq. 2-1 is easily expressed in the Local _
_' Coordinate System (see Figure 2-7)
' Fg - 1_. [(0)%+ g_lAp - gP.'_I'l] _ m [g01_8 - gR_I:R'J (2-16)
Application of the [M-2 ] * coordinate transformation matrix to Eq. 2-16 yields
the F vector expressed in the _8- _V" _%,systemg -
 Fgv/1
i, t iM-i ] de.uote8 the transformation matrix contakled in Eq. (M-l). :'9
[
[ * [M-_ ] denot¢s the t--sasfonnation matrix contained in Eq. (M-2)
I 2-32
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where: gois the gravitational acceleration along the _8axis and gR is tbs gravita-
• tional acceleration alcng the - l_R axis.
The earth-relative acceleration R is obtained from its definition:
R = dV" .= v (2-18)
'7"
V can be considered as being composed of motion in a cogrdinate system which is
moving with respect to the Earth-Fixed Coordinate System. If this moving system
is taken to be the Relative Velocity Coordinate System, then by noting that
G
"g T
A = A + _ x _, 12-19)
where A an arbitrary time varying vector expressed in both the non-rotating 1
reference frame and the rotating frame
A is the vector time derivative of ^ taken in the non-rotat,.ng rcCerence
frame
%-
A is the vector time derivative of A taken in the rotating frame
is-the rotation rate vector of the rotating frame about the non-rotating
reference frame _/.
' Eq. 2-18 can De written:
t
= "dV" =/clV'_ + _V/F × V (2-20) _"
¥'C
0 .
2-3_
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where: the subscript RVC denotes that the derivative is taken in the !
Relative Velocity _ord.i.n_te System. _ "
WV/F is the rotational rate and direction ,'eetjr of the - _ - _v
system about the_ -_ -_ system.
e I e 2 e 3
The rotation of the I_cal System about the Earth-Fixed System (defined by the
rotational rate and direction vector _L/F ) together with the rotation of the Relative
Velocity System about the Local System (defined by the rotational rate and direction
vector _V/L) comprise the rot ation of the Relative Velocity System about the Earth-
Fixed System (expressed by _V/F ). In equation form, this composition is expressed:
wV/F = WL/F + WV/L --_ (2-21)
From the geometry of the coordinate systems (see Figures 2-6, 2-7, and 2-8)
the _L/F and _V/L vectors can be expressed as:
- Equvtions (2-22) when combined according to Eq. (2-21) yields
1971015347-050
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Equations 2-22 are obviously "mixed mode", that is, their terms are expressed in
, various coordinate systems• This is permissible since in each equation, the two
rotation components are l_rpendtodar and consequently are mathematically indepen-
dent. Before usingEq. 2-23 to expand Eq. 2-20 itisnecessaryto express allterms
_. of Eq. 2-23 inthe_- tV -9 system. This is accomplishedwith thetransformatioRV
• . •
_ mat_rices[M-2]* and[M-4]* LetX= _^e, _= -8 i_ , and Z-= , then:
.:_i" = [M-43 X" = + +
._.
where: 12-24)
x_ = -_(sln_ cose)
X V = _(cosBcosTcos e+sinTsin
X_ = _(-cosB sin_ cose+cos_sm 0
_':I and
"."?4
>;:i Yv-- [_-_? . g --YB +Yv_v+'_
i!i where (2-25)
{_ YB = "_ (cos_])
f zv =-_(sinsco_y_-_(s_,_,)
Y7 = +d (Sin/_siny) - _ (cosT)
Adding the terms o_ Eq. {2-24) and 12-25) with Z, Eq. (2-23) is rewritten as
' _V/F= [_-._'(sina)_o_o)-_(cos_)gB
_ ' "J_'v
_: . + [_(cos _ cos ), cos _ + sin _,sin e)- _(sin _ cos 7) -_ (sin7) 12-26)
,i +[_(-cos_s__,cose+cos_sin_+_:sin_s__)-_(cos_)]"_/
"[M-. ] and [M-4] denote the transformation matrices contaim.d in Eq. (M-2) and (M-4),
•_!ii " _=38
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By substitutingthe kinematic expressions for e and _ which are _ven in Eq. 12-12) -)¢,:,
:_' and (2-135 into Eq. (2-265, the 0 and _ parameters are eliminated from Eq. (2-26_
._elding:
_)WF = - " R' + (_inBs_TcosTtan 0)-_(sinY
= (2-275 "
+ (sinBcos 2 y tan 0 - _ (cos 7
i-,;... From the defiBigon of the Relative Velocity Coordinate System,
.£_.;-
_: RVC
-,°.
-;_
=_ t_g/F X V can now be obtained
Ii iiovIiv,l10 V 0 "_"_._.-
f. ;:
i!_ By solving _his actermlnant and adding the resulting expression V _V' the expanded
_i_ form of Eq. (2-20)is obtained; viz.,
L;'_ R = +_v/r xv -- v (_s -/)-_ {sin_cos_-VTan 8) • vj V _ _ "_" {cos), (2_29)
:.;:,. VC
:!_! The remaining terms of Eq. (2-21)which must be expressed in the _- _V -#T
system each contain the vector _. _ is easily expressed in the Ear_-Fixed Coordi-
nate System as _ _3" Use of the transformation matrix _-4 ] yields _ expressed
in the _ - _V - _T syst_ma.
t
, (_-305
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"...iC;.'.i'.- The term _J X_ is the same as _ x V by virtue of Eq. (2-2) and can readily be
determined from:
_xR --- _xV" = [-w(s_ cosO)] [_(_Bcos_'cosS+s_Ts_e)] [cu(-cosBs_ycosO+coaysL_Ol]
i * V 0
•_.. Solving the determinsnt and simplifying yields:
-: ,_.,:"
1 ' _ The final term of Eq. (2-1) which mu_t be expressed in the - _V - _ system
-_;: y
•-_. - is _ x (_ x 1_). R is expressed in this system by application of the transformation
matrix [M-2].
::!:_ Then:
:M o [_(s_,,"y)] [_(cos,j,)] "
•,,,.. Solvingthedeterminantyields:
.,.._ caxR = [_I_(cosjlcose)] + [_IZ(s"oiIcos_ cose)
• (2-33)
+ [-_oR(sin_Isiny cosO)]_y
. ' _x(_Xr,) - [-ta(a_¢©o*8}] [,X_osB_.o_'y_s_ tue)][_(-¢o_jl_a_,eosO,©osys_aO)l
• _ [u]t(oo_Bcos0)] [(,,,]R(_itcos_ cos8)] [-_oR(s_n¢ sin_,co_OB
"ili which when solved becomes:_ _ _
• 1"d •
-,_,-._ + [_1_(-cos-/cos20- cosPs_ 7 sin0cost))]
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':_. The equations for the terms of Eq. (2-1) are Eq. (2-15), (2-17), (2-29), (2-31), •
-:_ _d (2-34).These_ equation'_e ressallte_s ofEq.(2-_)inthe_'_-'_V-q_
coordinate system. Since Eq. (2-1) equates two vectors expressed in the same coordi-
nate system, the vector components along lii_ axes must be equal. Consequently, by
equating the like components of the term equations remembering to include any required
. :_ coefficients which were pre_ously omitted {e.g., m, and 2), three scalar _quations
•:._._ are obtained. By equating the componentg and noting that m = _/go (go is the refer-
. _:..:._
_: ence surface gravitational acceleration):
. ._
.-_i? [ V2
.-_:,, =W
. "_: FB- mgs(sinB) _0 BVlcos_)-¥-(sin0cos27 tan 8)
•. :._i.!"
•: ':_ + 2 _oV(cos _ sin_ cos 8 - cos 7 sin 8) - 002R.(sin _ sin 8 cos
_:_•_ where F_ is defined in Eq. (2-15); rearranging yields:
i .1--/__ (_m_°*_ _'_ e)-g0l_m_+"_-*_v( _'_'_°_'c°_e) '"_s_"°_°_°(2-35) ]V(cos _) .
By equating .the _V componevts the second scalar equation is obtained.
FV •w--(gecos_ cosT-gR slnT)=_ l*+ o_2R(-sin,'_cos20 _-cos_cos7 sln8 cos (_Igo
_.:._. . "_
'?- ._. ,:here F V is defined by Eq. _-15). By rearrangement
FVg0 -
. g0 (cos _ cos 7)_gRlSinT) + --_--- + w2R (cos 6J(sinycos 8- cos ¢cos 7 sin (2-36)
_- The _ components yield the third scalar equation (inwhich F is d_ined In Eq. (2-15)) '
{-_ 7 7
W _V- (cosy)-2wV(slnBcosO) cosTc_s28-co_sinTslnScos|3
_' 2-38
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which when rearranged yields:
Equations (2-35), (2-36), and (2-37) comprise the scalar kinetic equations of
:? motion. These equations are the scalar representation of Eq. (2-1) which describes
_ the motion of an aerospace vehicle in a gravitational field with harmonic terms under
_:i!._ the influence of applied forces, and are expressed in terms of local position an-_ rela-
:':- tive velocity parameters. The simultaneous solution of these kinetic equations together
:_ with the kinematic equations tEq. _-11), (2-12), _nd (2-13)) completely define the
_-_
._ trajectory since this solution yield_ the time history of the state variables R, V, y,
o: _ {) and _ The other trajectory parameters can be readily obtained as functions% ' •
_ of these six state variables.
"t
-_}- Ci 2.2.2.4 Supplementary Trajectory Parameter Differential EquP.tions. In addition to
:_ the six trajectory parameters which are obtained by solution of the kinematic and
-.:_ kinetic differential equations of motion, there are other trajectory-related parameters
• of interest which are also obt_ed by solution of their differential equations. These
_"i parameters include the curren_ wetght, ideal propulsive velocity, gravity relative
_ velocity loss, aerodynamic relative velocity loss, thrust misalignment relative vel-
:'_ ocity loss, and a heating parameter.
._ '-.
Weight. The vehicleweight (W) is obtainedby integratingthetime rate_ change F
of weight which is de_ined b.y various models. The total time rate of change of weight
_V) is composed of three te_ms; the '_ term which is derived as part of the SIMPO
; propulsion options (_VsIMPO), the _V term which is derived from the Propulsion Table
i options (WTABLE), and the _V term which accounts for any GIMAC* control flow rates !_
') (_VGIMAC). These three _V terms are independent of each other. _°
;:i *Gas Inlectlonmaneuvering and control
]97]0]5:347-055
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• Both the WSIMPO and the WTABLE terms can be directly defined by the appro-
priate input parameters. This is true even if there is no corresponding thrust. These _
J
parameters can also be derived from the currently defined reference thrust (I'sIMP O
or TTABLE) and reference specific impulse gSIMPO or ITABL E) values of their par-
titular option by use of the relationship between weight flow rate, thrust, and specific
impulse:
• T_MPO
WSIMP O = 'I8_[MPO
• . TTABLE (2-38)
W TABLE =
If control by gas ejection (GIMAC contzol) is to be provided, it is necessary to
account for the associated weight expenditure rate. Assuming tha_ the vehicle is flying
at or near the tz_m angle of attack, this GIMAC weight flow rate is primarily dependent
on the aerodynamic normal force coefficient (C_), the dynamic pressure (q), the Mach -_
number (M), the relative velocity (V), and four GIMAC coefficients (k1, k2, k3, and i{4)
-_
and is expressed as:
,WGIMAC = 2C_q (kiM3 + k2 M2 + k3M + k4)/V (2-39) _
Each weight flow rate term is assumed to be positive ff it, taken by itself, would
cause the weight of the vehicle to decrease with increasing time. None, any, or aH
three _Vparameters can be used to define the total time rate of change in vehicle weight.
For example, if all three paramete_-s are used:
" I_,TABLE _VGIIVIAC (2 40) _'
_VSI_MPO - iW = + + i
'i
Ideal Propulsive Velocity and Associated Velocity Losses. Four velocity param-
eters are useful for trajectory analyses; these are: 1) the propulsive ideal velocity,
2) the relative velocity loss due to gravity, 3) the relative velocity loss due to aero-
dynamic forces, and 4) the relative velocity loss due to thrust misalignment. _)
2-40
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:;:_: The propulsive ideal velocity is that velocity which would be achiev,_l by the
7"
application of only the thrust forces from the initiation of the simulated trajectory to
, the current time. In calculating this ideal velocity, it is assumed that there are no
gravity or aerodynamic forces, and that at any time the total effective thrust vector is
_. aligned with the relative velocity vector. The effects of the atmospheric pressure
_. on the total thrust are included in the effective thrusL Consequently the ideal velocity
_ defined here differs from the ideal velocity given by the logarithmic rocket equation
_:: since this equation assumes a constant specific impulse.
_{. The total propulsive ideal velocity (A VID) at time t is given by:
'_
•_'i_'
.]._,, = dt (2-41)
to
where: go is the reference surface gravitational acceleration.
_ G': t is the current time.
:_ T is vehiclethetotalrollcurrentaxiseffective_, thrust acting on the vehicle, in line with the
_-iii to is the time at the initiation c_f the trajectory simulation.,i W is the tctal current weight of the vehicle.
The relative velocity loss dueto gravity (AVg)is the velocity difference from
Y
•: the Ideal velocity which results from the presence of a gravitational field. Contribu-
tions to the gravity losses occur whenever the gravitational acceleration vector _)
has a net component which is parallel to the relative velocity vector. The net gravi-
tational acceleration component in the -V* direction is obtai-_ed by transforming the
' _ vector from the Local C°°rdinate System to the Relative Velocity Coordinate Systom
using Eq. (M-2). This component is the neg_Uve _ the coefficient of the _V axis.
_ Noting the result which is given in Eq. (2-17) the ._ravi_ loss is expressed by:
'=i t
i,i! _ AVg" = ft {gR sin' -go cos/_c_s ,)dt (2-42)
! o
,_'., _Takea as nogative by convention.
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The velocitydifferencefrom theidealvelocitywhich isdue totheaerodynamic
forcesiscalledtheaerodynamic reiativevelocityloss (5VA). This lossoccurs
whenever there are aerodynamic forces acting on the vehicle which have net compo-
nents which are parallel to the relative velocity vector. The net aerodynamic force
in the V direction is obtained by trr_orming the total aerodynamic force vector
(FAERO) from the Vehicle Coordinate System to the Relative Velocity Coordinate
of Eq. (M-l). This component is the coefficient of the _V axis.sy3tem by means
By noting the results ,of Eq. (2-15), where F_ which conf_ius propulsive forces is
replaced by the axial aerodynamic force (FA) which does not contain propulsive
forces, the aerodynamic loss is given by:
ftI[-(cos} cos 5)FA+(silik cosL_)F17-(sin_ F[ ]g0[ (2-43)
AVA --I0 I W jdt
)
The relativevelocitylossdue tothrustmlsalignment (AVM) is thevelocity
decrement from theidealvelocitywhicb resultswhen thetotaleffectivethrustvector
has net com.,_'.nents which are not parallel to the relative velocity vector. This thrust
the _V axis is the difference between the total effective thrustfrlOSS t! along magnitude
--_
and its component along tne _.. axis. This component is readily obtalned by applica- "_
V
tion of Eq. (M-l) to the thrust magnitude (r) to trsnsform it fror.l the Vehicle Axes
to the Relative Velocity Axes and is equivalent to the rerJulflng component along the
_V axis. Applying the results of F,q. (2-15), where F# wh_ch includes ae.._: stoic
forces is replaced by T which does not include aerodyne.mic _orces, the thruv f'_!s-
alignment velocity loss is express_)d as:
AV M = f _g0(1-c°s)-cos or! dt 1' i4) ,
w - /
"t0
After initial consideration, one might assume that:
V _ffiAVID - AVg - AV A - _VI_I (NOT TRUE)
2,-42
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:;, This is not true although in some cases it is nearly true. Examination of Eq. (2-36),
which defines, the time derivative of' the relative velocity, indicates that the gravi_
loss is included in terms of its time derivative as _he first two right-hand terms ofq
the equation. By expanding FV of the third right-hand term of Eq. (2-36) by means of
" Eq. (2-15) and noting that F/_ = F A + T, it can be seen t' _t the total ideal velocity minus
the thrust _nisalignment plus the aerodynamic velocity losses are represented as their
_ time derivativesinthisthirdright-handterm. This leave_,:he_ourthright-handterm
_: of Eq. (2-36) unaccounted for in terms of velocity losses. This term is actually the
'_ Coriolisaccelerationcomponent (ithas a correspondingvelocityloss (AVcoR)) inthe
_ direction of the instantaneous relative velocity vector. For most trajectories encount-
• ered in which the velocity losses are us_ul, this term i_ small* when compared with
-:. the total ideal w_locity. The compiece relative velocit_ -- ideal velocity relatiop _hip
becomes:
_ G V = AVID- AVg- AVA- AVM- AVco R (2-45)
'_ when the algebraic sign is in accordance with Eq. (2-15), (2-36), _2-41), (2o-42), (2-43),
" and (2-44).
.._
Ae:'odvnamic Heativ_ Par.%m.eter. The heat tiu_; _rIF) is defined to be the product
.:: of the dynamic pressure (q) and th,_ relative velocity (V!. The heating parameter (Hp)
:i at time (t) is the time integral of the heat flux. These two relationships are:
)
HF = qV
(2-46)
to _'0
where t o is the time at the initiattonof the trajectory simulation.
.
* For example, for a typical ascent to orbit trajectory ,zith a AVID _ 30, G00 ft/sec,
20 R/see < AVco R < 000 fl/sec.
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• '- 2.2.2.5 Trajectory Solution Singularities. There are some trajectory situations
.-- .,
" which result in an inability to define some of the kinematic _md/or 1_ tic state vari-
ables; these requ_.re special !ogie to insure the correct solution, or to yield desirable f
flight control histories.
Undefined Cases. Examination of the state kinematic and kinetic equations of
motion (Eq. (2-11), (2-12), (2-13), (2-35), (2-36), and (2-37))indicate that the solv-
: .... ability of all except Eq. (2-11) which defines l_ depends on the values of some of the
•-'. parameters which appear in the terms. The parameters whose values can present
:. difficulties are the geocentric radius magnitude (R), the relative velocity magnitude
" " (V), the vehicle weight (W), the relative flight path angle (_), and the geocentric lati-
.._" tude (0). Since R is never zero no special provisions for R are required.
•. -.(,:
_!. Normally the relative velocity magnitude is greater than zero, however if the
--..-!_! vehicle has an inertial velocity M th a due east inertial azimuth, a zero inertial flight
i "::---i:i path angle, and a magnitude such that the vehicle has no motion with respect to the
:' local meridian the relative velocity is zero. This condition most often o_.nurs either
-":_-:?_ at liftoff with a zero initial velocity or in synchronous equatoriaJ orbit. The equations
•-." ;_ 2;
. -._ which become critical as V approaches zero are those which d_iine the time derivatives
:_. _: of the relative azimuth (Eq. (2-35)) and the time derivative of t£'_erelative flight path
- _- angle tl_q. (2-37)) The lift-off case, which occurs only at tl'.f, initiation of a trajectory".°,..g •
" simulation, is easily handled by assuming initial 0 and _, values and assuming that the
..- .-.,
_ time derivative (_) is zero until after a specified time (provided by input parameter
"ATQ"). The synchronous equatorial case and all other cases which might arise are
handled by assuming that the time derivatives _ and _ (Eq. (2-37) and (2-35) respec-
tively) are computed by substituting a specified (provided by input parameter '_JELQ")
minimum relative velocity magnitude in the denominator of these two equations when-
••!i:-_ ever the specified value of. V is less than this specified minimum. This has the effect
i of smoothing .the values of these functions by not permitting their values to become too
_,.:.! large in magnihade, while providing a reasonable starting value for these derivatives . )
•:'_ 2-44
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- if the zero V condition is later passed. The physical significance of these parameters
on the resulting trajectory is minor since whe_ the velocity is near zero, its direction
and magnitude do not appreciably affect position (Eq. (2-11), (2-12), and (2-13)). Wheni
operating near these conditions, care must be exercised to insure that the integration
• tolerances are sufficiently small to prevent V from becoming negative. From the def-
inition of V, this con_itior, should theoretically never occur, however the integration
.,.:, process uses polynomials to predict the succeeding values of the integrated variables,
.'_.-
-_-- consequently the t_lerances must be such to prevent the l_Iyn0mial determined value
:_ of V from becoming negative.!!-
.y,-
:- The vehicle weight (W) should never be zero or negative; however this can occur: L"
_: when trying to achieve a simulation section termination condition which is unreason-
) able for the modeled vehicle and the trajectory it is flying. This problem can be
avoided by use of the back-up time termination procedure (see Section 4.2.3.5, Program
.,
C Control) which provides a secondary simulation section termination capability. In thisi '
_:_::_ case, if the normal simulation section termination conditions are not met by the time
-- ,; :"
:.:'- which is defined by the back-up time, the simulation section is ternlinated. The bae_-
_i up time, then, should be determined on the basis of allowing sufficient ti=:_e for the re-
::':i_, quired propellant expenditure plus whatever margin of time is necessary to prevent
-._
- :.,.
_: interference wi_h the normal simulation sectio_ termination procedure and the deter-
-'. ruinationof any requirediterationend conditions.
J
The l_etic equation for fl (Eq, (_.-35)) becomes critical for y values near either
+90 or -90 degrees. Normally this only occurs at lift-off and during the subsequent
vertical rise for ascent trajectories. Physically, of course, the azimuth fl has no
, meaning under these circumstances. For the initial lift-off case, an initial launch
• azimuth value is assumed and the time rate of change of fl (fl) given by Eq. (2-35) is
-: " assumed to be zero for I)'1 values above a specified value provided by input parameter
:_. "AGQ". Additionally, the time delay parameter ("ATQ") which is used to delay corn-
-,[
:'i C putation of /_ for low initial relative velocities is also applicable in this situation.
if:! 2-45
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_!:: Should this condition arise at any other time in the trajectory, the fi equation is )
automaUcallyset tozerowheneverither I is greaterthan"AGQ"or is
within 0.00005 degree of 90 degrees. It is noted that under those conditions, (} and i
¢ are identically zero (Eq. (2-12) and (2-13)).
At either central body rotational axis pole, both the relative azimuth (_) and the
longitude ¢ (Eq. (2-35) and (2-13), respectively) are undefined. From a physical point
of view, these parameters have no definition under these conditions; however certain
assumptions are made which result in _'ealistie definitions for _ and ¢. If the position
results in a geocentric latitude (0) such that 101 is within 0.0005 degree of 90 degrees.
J
these equations which define t} and _ are set at zero. This means that the previously
determined values of fl and ¢ (either from the pre_ous integration step or from the
initial values if the trajectory is initiated at one of the poles) are assumed at the pole
:_ in question. After a pole is crossed, the integration procedure would be expected to
predict about the same values (as before the crossing) for _ and _ (in the absence of -_
.;, any drasticturningmaneuver) and a valueof 0 themagnitude ofwhich is greaterthan
._,,
: 90 degrees, however when this condition arises, these parameters are reset to corre-
C
spend to the physical situation by the following scheme:
0: 0= 180" - 00 if at the north pole (0 0 near +90")
0 = -180" - 00 if at the so,,th pole (00 near -90")
So+18o"•
¢: _0 + 180" *
where the 0 subscript here denotes the polynomial-predicted value after the pole was
crossed and before the logic just devcribed has been applied.
Rotational Rate of the Central BOd_,. in the derivation of the vector kinetic equa-
tion (Eq. (2-1)), it was assumed that the inertial frame had its origin at the center of
the central body and that the orientation was fixed with respect to the stars in our galaxy.
• _ and ¢ can be adjusted such that both _ and ¢ are between 0 and 360 degrees ff _
required (See Section 4.2.3.5 Program Control for the 'rPRIF(K)" option).
2-46
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' The rotationalrateof'theEarth-FixedCoordinateSystem abouttheInertialSyste_ is
A
thentherotationalrateof thecentralbody (o_)and shouldbe definedby usingtheside-
realday (approximately86164.091"mean solarseconds for theearth)ratherthanthe
**
mean solarday (exactly86400*mean solarseconds for theearth). Ifanotherwwere
, used, then the relative parame_rs would be defined with respect to a coordinate sys-
tem which rotates about the 13 axis at a rate other than that of the central body. This
characteristic has specific applications to some analyses where the results are assumed
to be independent of the trajectory direction, e.g., a non-rotating earth solution. In
this case, the rate _ is assumed to be zero. Another application requiring a special
rotating system is rendezvous analyses where it is necessary to determine the space-
craft's trajectory with respect to a satellite a_a the satellite orbit. In simulating this
case the e I -e 2 plane of the "Earth-Fixed" Coordinate System is coplanar with the
satellite orbital plane and the origin of this system remains at the center of the attract-
ing body. Consequently the 13 axis (and the e3 axis which is colinear with !3) becomes
the axis of the satellite orbital motion. The '_Earth-Fixed" Coordinate issystem given
a rotational rate so that it rotates with the regular motion of the sateilite.
2.2.2.6 Specified Time Rate of Change of Relative Flight Path Angle. For some
types of flight it is necessary to be able to control the altitude, the radius magnitude,
or the relative flight_ath angle time history. Typical examples are atmospheric "
entry and subsequent aerodynamic flight of a maneuverable lifting vehicle, or the _
,\_
relatively low-altitude flight of an air-launched missile which is subjected to both
" aerodynamic and propulsive forces. In an actual flight, this control is accomplished by
by modulation of the vehicle attitude to obtain the necessary propulsive and/or aero-
dynamic force components along the geocentric radius vector. For this reason, and
noting that the kinematic equations define only the geometry of motion rather than the
motion resulting from external forces, it is necessary to use the kinetic equations of
motion which contain the external forces to control _e resulting trajectory. Inspec-
tion of the kinetic equations of motion (Eq. (2-35), (2-36), and (2-37)) indicates that
©
* Reference 5
**
Use of this t_(0, 0041780746*deg/soc for the earth) results in the relative parameters
being defined with respect to the surface of the central body.
2-47 $
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:_ the only euitable equation for this purpose is Eq. (2-37), which defines ),. Theoreti-
cally there are three modes which can be used to contro 1 the F term of this equation.
These are: bank angle modulation, pitch angle of attack modulation, and yaw angle of
at'_.ack modulation. Of course any two or all of these may be used simultaneously for
o
control; however, in most circumstances either of the first two modes used iLdepen-
_: dently provides excellent control of the relative flight path angle. Consequently only
_, the bank angle and pitch angle of attack modulation modes are provided in the program;f
:: and only one of these two modes may be used at a time, that is only one may be used
during any simulation section.
The technique which is used to effect contr_,_ of the altitude, radius magnitude,
or relative flight path angle time history, is to assume a constant time rate of change
of relative flight path angle and then solve for the required bank angle (cT) or pitch
i__ angle of attack (_). Equation (2-37) can be rearranged as:
:'" 3
0 (m_ny cos fl) + gR(cos y) - 2_oeV(s!n B cos O)
_¢e2R V!_" - (cos 0)(cos _' cos 0 + sin _ cos $ sin 8) t- V [RAD R
-$.
where:
is the specified time rate of change of the relative flight path angle, ,
in degrees/second.
RAD is the radian to degree conversion factor; 57.2957795 degrees/radian.
The F term of Eq. (2-15)is defined in terms of the three _- _ -_ components of the
applied force (F_, F, FC) and the roll angle ((_), the pitch angle of attack (c_), and " i
_* the yaw angle of attack (_.). The aerodynamic force components of F_and F_ (FA and
Fr_,) are dependent on Mach nmnber and a while the aerodynamic force component F_7
_ is dependent on Mach number and _.
• It_is noted that control of _ is not really equivalent to controlling the altitude
because of the oblate surface geometry.
_e
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. If turning is required during any phase of fl;..h,---s-, hi which a Sly. _ified time rate of
change of relative flight path angle is specified, then it is necessary to use bank angle
modulation. The bank angle (Ors)which is required to maintain a constant _s can be!
readily obtained by assuming that _ is independent of (_, that X = 0, and that F = 0.
' These assumptions are nearly the case for mo_t applications. Since none of F_, F,
or F_ are dependent on or, then the F term o/Eq. (2-15) reduces to:9'
F 7 = (sin o_cos or)F_ + (-cos _ cos or)F_ (2-48)
from which the required roll angle can be obtained as:
Eq. (2-49) is symmetric about cr= 0, that is either a right or a left bank angle Cos) can
be obtained from this equation; consequently the algebraic sign* of the bank angle must
C_ be specified in order to completely define ¢y . In addition, if the required F defined
s )'
by Eq. (2-47) is greater than what can be obtained from acceptable _ values (¢xis
assumed to be independently specified) then there is no acceptable solution to Eq.
(2-49). Indeed, the magnitude of the denominator of Eq. (2-49) can never be less
than IF T I. Should this denominator equal F_, then _s is identically zero. The
adopted procedure is to specify a minimum (maximum)t ¢rLIM; if the computed ¢7s _
value is below (above)t O'LIM, then CrLiM is assumed instead of ¢_ . Upon reachingS
¢7LIM, the specified _s can no longer be met by bank angle modulation for the current ,
trajectory conditions (cx and Mach number); it is however possible to achieve _s later
on if the required trajectory conditions are met. Finally, ¢7LIM must have the same
sign as the initial ¢ysince generally the ¢r function is monotonic while for constant
s
trajectory parameters (¢xand Mach number) the F given by Eq. (2-48) passes through
*/
a maximum at ¢7= 0.
O * Positive for irlght bank angles, negative for left.
t Algebraic sense; the condition specified in parentheses is applicable to left bank
angles.
2-49
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_.. Pitchangleofattackmodulationis used tomaintaina constant7s when an inde-
dependently specified bank angle (or) and/or yaw angle (A) is required. Unfortunately
there is no simplified solution such as Eq. (2-49) for the pitch angle of attack (O_s)
required to maintain a c(_stant 7s" In general F_ and F_ are dependent on o_and in
some cases ofc_modulation,non-zero valuesofboth_ and A might be required. To
solve for _ , a Newton-Raphson iteration is perfo_r_ned on the _ in the equation which
': 8
;:_ defines FTin terms of _, ¢_, _, F_, FW, and F_ -- Eq. (2-15). At each iteration step,
?
_ the F( and Fc terms are evaluated for the current a value• This solution, thus, requires"r
only that (r and A be defined independently of _ and that cr, X, F£, F, and F_ have
;,._ reasonablevalues. Pitchangleofattackmodulationhas bounds which are usuallyde-
_'_ termlnedfrom thevehiclecharacteristic,._.Sincethe expressionfor F CEq. (2-15))
7
!-.
_./ isnon-symmetric aboutcz = 0, no special;onsideratlonotherthanstric_adherence to
i_. algebraic sign convention is-required for negative a values, a is bounded from above
;'_ and below and these _ limits (C_MIN and _MAX) must be specified. If the iteration
callsfor an ccoutsidethebounds, thevalueof thenearestczlimitis assumed and the --
_ trajectory simulation is continued. This use of an ct limit means that cz modulation
for the trajectory conditions being considered cannot provide the required F (from
_ Eq. (2-,.47)) to maintaintheconstant7s" cxmodulationwillbe resumed automatically '
as soon as the trajectory conditions permit it.
2.2.2.7 Solution by Numerical Integration. It is necessary to solve the six slmul-t
;_ t_eous differertial equations of motion (Eq. (2-11), (2-12), _-13), (2-35), (2-36),
and (2-37)) in order to define the vehicle trajectory. It is generally not possible to
sqlve theseequations and the six supplementary trajectory parameter differential
equatioas (Eq. (2-40), (2-AI), (2-42), (2-43), (2-44), and (2-46)in closed form,
• consequently, it is necessary to employ a numerical procedure to integrate these
twelve equations.
An integration scheme which is simple and precise, yet economical, for this
problem is that suggested by 1t. H. Merson (Reference 61 in 1957. This process, _-_
• _ _
i
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\ known as the Kutta-Merson Integration Technique, is _ fourth-order Runge-Kutta type
with provision for an automatic integration step interval adjustment. This technique
is simple to initiate, _imple to terminate, and does not require storage of parameters
computed during previous steps. A summary description of this technique follows.
Let each of the N differential equations be represented:
dy'k( T)x "f x, y(1), y(2), y(3), ..... y(N) (2-50)
where
x is the independent variable
y(k) is the k-th simultaneously dependent variable
fk is the k-th functional relationship which defines the derivative of y(k)
with respect to x.
O Itis that need not_e it includetermsemphasized fk analytically expressed;
Can
defined by tables, and/or specific input, and/or analytic function (e.g., F_, Fv,
and F of Eq. (2-35), (2-36), and (2-37), respectively). For this application, when-
ever fk is evaluated, it is necessary to evaluate the vehicle and environmental char-
acteristics for each value of x which is considered. ,
Let h be the integration interval step and let the subscript of yj(k) denote the
.t-th predicted value of y(k). The zero subscript of x0 and y0 (k) denotes the values of
x and y(k) at the initiation of the integration. The Kutta-Merson process (Reference 7) 4
for each dependent variable is shown on the following page.
O
I- °
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_ (k_ y(k)
}._ whore Y5 is the accepted value of at the end of the integration step (x + h). Each .
_. group of yj(k) is evaluated simultaneously. It is noted that fk is only evaluated five
_Imes during each integration step regardless of the number of dependent variables.
If the interval h is such that fk (x, y(1) y(2), . . . y(N) ) can be represented by the
linear approximation
fk x, , . . . =Ax + + + .... +C
for x0 g x _ x0 + h and where A, B (k), and 0 are constants, then It can be shown
(ReferenceI0)thattheerror ofy4(k)and ys(k)is
1 .-521
; ERROR IN y_) =- ._1720hS(_) O
2-59.
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From Eq. (2-52) it csn be seen that the error in y5 (k) is 1/6 the error in y4 (k), con-
sequently, a good estimate (Reference 7) for the error (c (k)) in the accepted value
of y (k) is:
1 . (k) _ y:k)[ (2-53)- e(k) = _ly 4 "
The error estimate given by Eq. (2-537 for each dependent variable can be used
to either expand or contract the intcgr_:.u ,_,r_;:_ze, I_ is noted that the accuracy of
the predicted y5(kl" is better for s'.,,_ller values of h, consequently, it is reasonable to
decrease the step size in the event that c fk) is too large for an_/dependent variable(s)
o,(k)). .Ifc(klis sufficientlysmall foralldependentvariables0,_ ') thenthestepsize
can be increased. This is exactly what is done. Dual sets of ir_t-:,_:,_:_tton tolerances :
,., (y(k)).are specifiedfor each depen _ _ntvariable The firstset¢:,_n.a!-;._tsofupper tol-
...rances(TOL 1 (k))each one ofwhich isapproximatelyequaLto .;:_;:Tuaximum accept-
ableerror in thek-thdependent':,adableover an integrr,tiou:-t_'.,_If_._) islarger
thanTOLI(k )for any y(k) thentheintegra':_onstep s_.ze_,_,....'_-,,_.eased by a contraction
coefficient(G1)and theintegrationis restartedfrom the_t_"._ousuccessfullyinte-
gratedvalues. The second setot tolerancesconsistof t:_elower tolerances{TOL2(k)).
These lower tolerancesare selectedfor each y(k)such thatffeach TOL 2 (k)issatis-
fied,expansionof theintegrationstepsizeby a specifiedexpansioncoefficientG2 will
resultinmeeting theupper toleravcesduringthesubsequentstep. Table 2-1 shows
these data in sum:mary form. i "
Contraction and expansion coefficient values of 0.5 and 2.0 for G1 and G2, re-
spectively; TOLI(k ) values selected as the total acceptable error at the end of the
simulated trajectory divided by the total expected number of integration steps; and
TOL 2 (k) values selected as 1/10 the corresponding TOL 1 (k) value have been used |
successfully for a wide range of _2pes of trajectory simulations which have been {
!
determined with GTSM. Successfully used values of these patameters are internally iO
compiled in GTSM; however, all (with the exception of G1) can be input with a different _.ll.
value in any or all simulation sections. ]
2"53 " I
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Table 2-1. Summa_-'y of _rror Conditions
Number of y(k) for Which Effec on h arid
Error Condition Condition Exists Integrati Procedure
I I I '1| I i i " --
(k) < TOL 2 (k) All The curren_ in gra_ion step is
(lower tolerance) successful and h is expanded to
G2h for startirJg the next integra-
tion step
c(k) >TOL 1 (k) One or More h is contractec to Glh al,d the
(upper tolerance) current integrlLtion step is re-
attempted
c(k) <TOL 1 (k) All The current in gration step is
successful and h is unchanged for
e(k) > TOL 2 (k) One or More startingthene integrationstep
To initiate integration it is necessary to know the values of x0, y0 (k), h 0, G1, G2,
TOLl(k), '2OL2(k ), and the minimum acceptable integration step size (b_MIN). The
(k)
valuesofx0 and YO are usuallydefinedeitherfrom theinitialconditions"uputfor _
thefirst,_imulationsectionor from thevaluesdetermined atthe end of theprevious
simulation section. A simulation secuion is defi,_ed as any segment of the simulated _
trajectory in- which the integration process is continuous; a section begins with the _
initiation of an integration process and ends wit_ termination of that particular inte-
gration process. Each lime tl_t fk is evaluated, any parameters* which are used to :_ .
define terms in fk must, of course, also oe defined.
Teminntlon of integrationin a simulationsectionoc-'urseitherby diret_tionor
by error. A simulation section termination parameter is defined by input together
with its termination value, direction, and tolerance. The termination direction lndi- _
cates whether the value of the termination parameter should be increasing or decreas- t
!ing at termination. When the integrated value of the termination parameter pasges
I
through its specified section termination value in the correct direction during an inte-
gration step, the value of the integration step size is iterated on by using the Newton-
Raphson iteration technique until the integrated value of the termina_on parameter
,/
i
* These parameters are known as the necessary trajectory parameters.
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is wituin the termination tolerance of the tel_nination value. The integration step is
rea_.te:l__ptedfor each Newton-Raphson prediction. An auxiliary integration termination
plocedure is also used. This procedure, which is called back-up tin'le termination,
occurs automatically whenever the current time exceeds the specified (_y program input)
i
back-up time and the normal integration termination iteration procedure has not already
: been initiated. In the event that an error _ccurs when evaluating any term of fk which
.):
requires a modeling table, the integration process is terminated with an apprcpriate
;: diagnostic. If the integration step size contraction procedure results in requiring an
:*_ integration step size _•hich is less than the input minimum acceptable integration ste_.,
._- size, a diagnostic is printed. Under these circumstances, integration termination is
_._
::: optional. If continuance of the integration is selected, the most recent reduced integra-
l'S;: tion step size which is not less than this minimum step size is assumed. In this caste,
_. each integration step which fails to meet the integration tolerance is accompanied with
_::" G an error magnitude for each of the twelve state variables listed in Tab!e 2-2.
_ 2.2.2.8 Trajectory Parameters. A trajectory parameter as used herein is a param-
eter which describes the vehicle, its motion, or its environment and is computed at
i:i least once during each integration step. There are four principal categories of trajec-
?.i tory parameters which will be subsequently elaborated upon; these are: 1,_the state
_::; variabies, 2) the necessary parameters, 3) the after-the-fact parameters, and 4) the
•; optional after-the-fact parameters.
State Variables. The state variables as defined in Table 2-2 are the twelve
parameters which are determined by numerical integration. These parameters have
been defined previously but are listed in Table 2-2 for convenience.
Necessary Parameters. The necessary trajectory parameters, are those
•-" i
parameters which must be defined in order to determine the coefficients and terms
:_ of the twelve differential equations which are integrated. These necessary parameters
_ must be evuluated at least five* times per integration step and, consequently, in orderi
• If the step size is contracted, these parameters must be evaluated five times per1
' contraction. See Section 2.2.2.7 (Solution by Numerical Integration).
:i 2-ss
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Table 2-2. State Variables
-- "T
Program Internal
Symbol Parameter Parameter Designation
• , ,.. ,..., ,, .. , -
R Geocentric radius , Z(1)
V Earth Relative Velocity Z(2) .
y Earth Relative Flight Path Angle Z(3)
Earth Relative Azimuth Measured Clock-wise i
from North Z (4)
i
8 Geocentric Latitude, Positive in the Northern :
Hemisphere ! Z(5)i
¢ Geocentric Longitude, Positive to the East of
the Greenwich Meridian j Z(6)
W Current weight of the Vehicle ' Z(7)
AVID C_:mulative Propulsive Ideal Velocity Z(17)
AVg Cumulative Gravity Relative Velocity Loss Z(18)
_V A Cumulative Aerodynamic Relative Velocity Loss Z(19)
AV M Cumulative Thrust Misalignment Relative Z(20)
Velocity Loss
Hp Cumulative Heating Parameter Z(39) ._
- ]
to eliminate redundancy, they are computed separately froa the so-called afte- *he-
fact trajectory parameters which are not required in defining the terms of the t_. lye
differential equations. These necessary parameters are listed below in the order
that the_, appear in Section 5.1.2.1 (Regular Output Parameter) together with their
t
definitidas. The corresponding program internal designation appears in parentheses
/
to the right of each parameter symbol and the units appear in parentheses at the end i
of each d_ffinition.
t ) The absolute time which is measured from a reference Ilme. _
\ The reference time is defined by specl ying the time (to) at i
the initiation of the trajectory simulation (start of simulation
section I). If _ is the current time from the initiation of {_
simulationsection1, then
= (sec) (2-54)
t to+_ 2"56 |
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. tu (TR) The section relative time which is the current time from the
initiation of the current simulation section. (sec)
Position
h (Z (8)) The local altitude above the surface of the oblate central body.
h = R - R (ft) (2-55)
S
Acceleration
." :f
F (Z(24)) The aerodynam._c yaw force which is directed along the
• _ standard pitch axis (_ axis). The algebraic sign is in
. g accordance with the - _- _ coordinate system which is
T:
-_ defined in Section 2.2.2.1 (Positive to the Right).
F = C qA (lb) (2-56)
_.
;;.;__"' FA (Z(25)) The aerodynamic axial force which is directed along the
;..:._ standard roll axis It axis). The algebraic sign is in . .
:":i':i':! accordance with the _ - _- A• _ _ coordinate system which
/.i/._.:.:_! is defined in Section 2.2.2.1 (Positive Forward).
:_.x,, FA = CA q AA (lb) (2-57)
...;_j._
• _:_"_ F_ (Z(28)) The total applied force which is directed along the
_:_/:,_ standard roll axis (t axis). The algebraic sign is in
5 A A
• _ accordance with the _ - 17 - _ coordinate system which
is defined in Section 2.2.2.1 (Positive Forward).
F_ = T + F A (lb) (2-58)
-"i_, FI_ (Z(26)) The aerodynamic nomal^ force which is directed along
:y_ • the standard yaw axis (_ axis). The algebraic sign is
"_: - _ coordinate system
•.' _ in accordance with the t _- A
iii  fii©
,.../ F{ = C_ q A_ (2-59)
;4, J
})_:,_ 2-57
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"': _, (Z(29)) The aerodynamic yaw load factor which is directed <
along the _7axis. _
Z = F /W " (g) (2-60)
_A (Z (30)) The aerodynamic axial load factor which is directed
: along the _ axis.
_'.
::: SA = FA/W (g) (2-61)
_- _ (Z(31)) The aerodynamic normal load factor which is directed
-:.
_ along the _ axis.
;::< _, = F_/W (g) (2-62)
L (Z(32)) The thrust load factor which is directed along the
; T
" axis.
$T = T/W (g) (2-63)
4
._ £_ (Z (33)) The total applied force load factor which is directed ,,
along the _ axis.
7 T+F A F_L_ (g) (2-64)
: _ W W
_AERO (Z(34))The total aerodynamic load factor. _
l
= I + L:+ /,_ (g) (2-65)£AERO _ 2 2
(Z(35)) Ti_e total applied force load factor.
APPLIED • i
,>"IAPPLIED 0
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The following three parameters,. F_, F V, and F)/ are obtained by transforming
the F t,_ F?, and Fg_forces from the Vehicle Coordinate System to the Relative Velocity
Coordinate System by means of the coordinate transformation de.tined iv Eq. (M-I).
The algebraic sign is in accordanCe with the _ _ /_
- 1v - 1_, coordinate system which is
defined in Section 2.2.2.1.
/h .
F_ (Z(44)) The total applied force directed along the 1_ axis. The resulting
:_'_ expression for F@ is presented in Eq. (2-42). (lb)
'- Fv.. (Z(45)) The total applied force directed along the axis. The
¢. resulting expression for Ftt is presented in EcI. (2-42). (lb)
_..
:E
": F (Z146)) The total applied force directed along the _ axis. The
_ resulting expression for FB is presented in Eq. (2-42). (lb)
-:_
?' Attitude. The following three parameters (_ c_ A ) are defined according to the_,"
f_.. geometric meaning as ven in Section 2.2.2 _ (Transformation from Vehicle Axes to
Relative Velocity Axes) and in Section 5. t.2.1 (Attitude). These parameters and the
:i _ and _ parameters which are listed subsequent to them are either evaluated directly
by input or are computed according to the selected input options which are described
:i in the sections under Section 4.2.3.6 (Attitude Models).
:! (Y (Z(ll)) Roll (bank) angle which is defined in Sections 2.2.2.2 and
5.1.2.1. Except when using the bank angle modulation
scheme, the current roll (bank) angle is evaluated directly
from program input according to the selected roll angle
control option. These options and the corresponding roll
, angle definitions are described in Sectio,. 4.2.3.6 (Roll
(Bank) Angle Deflnitioa). For description of the bank
• angle modulation scheme for maintaining a constant time
rate of change of relative flight path angle, see Section
Ii:!,¢i _..2.2.6 (Specified Time Rate of Change of Relative Flight
Path Angle). (deg)
1
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_ (Z(12)) Pitch aagle of attack which is defined in Section 2.2.2.2 and
5.1.2.1. Except when using the pitch Angle of attack modula-
tion scheme or the pitch angle attitude control mode, the pitch
angle of attack is evaluated directly from program input
according to the selected pitch angle of attack control option_
These opti ms are described in Section 4.2.3.6 (Pitch Angle
or Pitch AnT,le of Attack Definition). For description of the
,:
pitch angle of attack modulation scheme for maintaining a
. constant time rate of change of relative flight path angle,
;! see Section 2.2.2.6 (Specified Time Rate of Change of,
Relative Flight Angle). If a pitch angle attitude definitionf_
J
mode is used, c_ is then determined from _band k; (yis
assumed to be zero when using the pitch angle attitude
definition mode. From the definitions of _, k, _, R, 3 "
_, and V, the geometric relaUonships of these parameters
: can be illustrated as in Figure 2-11. c_ is then given by:
= 90" -7 "¢0 _"
' where /._ (deg) (2-67) .
_0 = ARCCOS _cos X] .a.
In the event that Icos _ I > Icos k I, the previous value of
o_is assumed. If k = 0, then _0 = _ and Eq. (2-67) becomes:
= 90" - T- _b (deg) (2-68)
k (Z(13)) _'aw angle of attack which is defined in Sections 2.2.2.2
and 5.1.2.1. The yaw angle of attack is evaluated directly
from program input according to the selected yaw angle of
attack control option. These options are described in
Section 4.2.3.6 (Yaw Angle of Attack Definitiun). If the /'_
2-60 j
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A
' _0 is the unit vector R, _, V ando P
projection of _ in VH are coplanar
the 1_ - _' plane
_'_ is the vector pro-
H jection of T7in the
horizontalplane 3/
AL
• ,_ HORIZONTAL PLANE
Figure 2-11. Pitch Angle of Attack Defined from the Pitch Angle
specified roll axis azimuth mode (e.g., "LAMC(K)" =
3., or 4., ) is used, X is then determined from cz or _,
% _, and the specified roll axis azimuth (5). For this
C_ mode, a zero rollangle ((r)isassumed. Ifitisnecessary
toinitiatethesimulationsectionwith thevalueof 5 atthe
end of the previous section or, in the case of Section 1,
• !
the vame of 6 which results from the initial value of X,
than thl_ initial value, 5 0 is obtained by the following
procedure (see Figure 2-12).
_0t = 90" - _0 -T0 (deg) (2-69) !$
where T0 is the flight path angle at the initiation of the
current simulation section. If _ is within 0.0000001"
of either 0° or 180", 50 is assumed to be zero. If X 0
' is within 0.0000001 ° of =_90°, than the horizontal com-
ponant of X 0 (XH0) is equal to ), 0' otherwise:
0
)kH0 = ARCTAN \ sin ¢0 / (deg) (2-70)
2-61
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-_ R _
A
,'2:
:g
._.
_'_J: Figure 2-12. Geometry for the Specified Roll Axis Azimuth Mode
-_ 50 is then expressed by
q 0
o-
"e When a is specified, 5 at the section relative time tR ,
'_. is determined according to the following scheme (see
:_:_ Figure 2-12.
_ = 90 ° - _ - y (deg) (2-711
: XH = 5 tR + 5 K .,- %-_ (deg) (2-72) ._
where 5 K is a constant input angular term.
If _b_ is wlth_ 0.0000001 * of either 0 ° or 180 * or if the
i value of _H is within 0.0000001" of _:90 ° , then the value
of ), is assumed to be equal to that of )'H' otherwise:
k = ARCTAN (sin g/tan _H) (deg) (2-73) O
i
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For the case where _b, rather than a, is specified, 5 at the
section relative time tR is determined according to the
following procedure. All is determined by Eq. (2-72); then
if kH is within 0. 0000001 ° of 0° , ±90 ° , or 180 ° , the value
of A. is equal to that of k H, otherwise:
k = ARCSIN (sin k H sin $) (deg) (2-74)
_b (Z(43)) Relative pitch angle which is the angle between the current
geocentric radius vector (up direction) to the vehicle roll
axis (£axis). This angle is either evaluated directly from
program input according to the selected pitch angle control
option (these options are described in Section 4.2.3.6.
Pitch Angle of Pitch Angle of Attack Definition) or as a _
O teometric relationships of these parameters are _llus- _ .
trated in Figure 2-13.
p = 270" -5
cos p ,, - sin
IN TtIE LOCAL HORIZONTAL PLANE
O NOTE, _ and _1 7ectcrs have be. omitted to keep the sketch simple.
Figure 2-13. Pitch Angle Defined from the Pitch Angle of A_ack
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For general values of these parameters, _bis obtained by
the following procedure:
_2 = 90° -_/
e
=
_bI ARCCOS (cos cosc_+ sin_02slnacos_)
b(deg) (2-75)
(c°s_2 -c°s _l c°s _ )
_) = ARCCOS (cos_I cos _ - sin_1 slnA sln5 )J
The above equations can be simplified if @and/or a and/or _'
are equal to zero. If _ = 0, then:
t_1= £0" -y-aand8 = 180" (deg) (2-76)
= ARCCOS (cos_Zcos_)
Ifk = 0, then@ = @1 and, consequently,theexpressions
for 5 and @ Hsted in Eq. (2-75)need notbe evsJuated.If
bothcrand A equalzero, then:
- 90_ - y- a tdeg) (2-77)
Logic has been provided in the program to use these sim-
plifications when appropriate in order to reduce the number
of trigonometric functions which must be evsdJated and the
number of required arithmetic operaUo_s.
(Z(78) The relative pitch rate w__ch is the time rate of change of
the .relative pitch angle (_). The algebraic sign is positive
for increasing values of the pitch angle. This rate is either
specified directly vy program inlmt according to the selected (_)
2-64
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pitch angle control option (these options are described in
Section 4.2.3.6, Pitch Angle or Pitch Angle of Attack
Definition) or as a function of the _btime history. L_ this
latter case, _ is expressed as:
_ -_o= (deg/sec) (2-78)At
where
¢0 is the vah:e of @at the completion of the previously
successful integration step
;!
At is the time from the completion of the previously i
i
successfu 1 integration step
Environment
i
) q (Z(9)) The dynamic pressure (with p in lb/in.2):
q = 100.8p M 2 0b/ft2) (2-7.9)
lOgl0q (Z(92))Thelogarithmto thebase 10 ofq. Log10 q is defined
according to: i
If q>0.001 lb/ft 2 ARG=q (2-80) _
If q _ 0.001
(V+I 12
9.6 _25800/
,ooooi) (,-81)51000
10
Then log)0q = log10 (ARG) (2-82)
(Z (I0)) The total gravitational acceleration vector, g is obtained
directly from the ventral body gravitational potential energy
_ ftmct/on U by taking its gradlmt (VU). The express/ca for
U. obta/ned from Reference 5. is:
2-6,5
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.! U = - _" 1 - Jn Pn (_t_/sec 2) (2-83)
n=2
0
where
A ._s the equatorial radius
il Jn _s then-thgravitationalpot_nUalharmonic coefficient
4-.
.._ N is _e highestorder harmonic which isconsidered
.:_ Pn is then-th Legendre polynomialin sin0 terms
I_-
_-_-" _. is the gravitational field constant of the central body
_. The gravity model which is used in GTSM includes up
'_ through the fourth harmonic term 0a = 2, 3, 4,) and assumes
._!
_: symmetry about the rotational axis. _ne corresponding
Legendre polynomials in sin 0 terms are:
P3 1/2 (5sln39 - 3 sin0) _-84)
1)4= 1/8 (35sln4{_ 30sln20+3)_.
J The gravitational acceleration vector g is then given by:
' - - i
" (ft/sec2) ?
Since symmetry is assumed about the _ta_onal sxis
(e3 axis)) the first right hand term of Eq. (2-$5) is zero.
By convention the component m_ _tudes c_ g are defined:
/1V_ \ }
,:', Ct/see_) (_-86)
|
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:-_ Then g can be written:
--g0+ gR =g0io- gR _R
__ {ft/sec2) (2-87)
-_o
_. R s (Z (14)) The local surface radius of the central body. The surface)4
,_ in general,can be definedas an oblatespheroid{see:<
:._: Figure 2-14) with symmetry about the rotational axis and
. ;-;.:
;:::i theequatorialplane. This surfaceis describedmathe-
'-:- maticallyas a symmetric ellipsoid.The localsurface
':} radius is then expressed as a function of the geocentric
-$. latitude (el from the equation which defines the elliptic
..'7
......_ cross sectioncontainingtherotationalaxis.
.!":
_ R s = --  {ft)12-88)
:.-_
' 2;?
:J
:C: _ NORTH POLE -
_._ _ A EQUATORIAL RADIUS
•.-_"':. _ ..BPOLAR RADIUS
EQUATORIAL PLANE
, A + =I
(,i '
"('_-_i" SOUTH POL___// "_-EARTH'S SURFACE (ELLIPSOID) -
i)! ® Figure 2-14. Central Body Surface Geometry
ili _._7 ;•
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_" gR (Z(15)) The local gravitational acceleration along the geocentric
_,._ radius vec_r. The algebraic sign is positive for the
downward direction toward the central body. gII is readily
obtained fro,n Eq. (2-86), (2-83), and (2-84).
_!";_2 gR = = I - (n¢ I) Jn Pn
_; n 2
- ._:.'i:_ ft/see2) (2-89)".. .: (
- "_O_t_
_" gB = - gR IR
_ g8 (Z(161) The local gravitational acceleration along the t 8 axis with
-_.i pvsitive direction toward the north, g8 is readily obtained
t from Eq. (2-86),(2-83),and (2-84).
ii;_ I 8U _ fl d Pn "_'_
go = - - -_'2 Jn -_-
n=2 (2-90)
ie = go _'O (ft/sec2)
i:-_ where4 ,"•
-:. dp 2
m _m
= 3 cos 8sin 8
• d0
d0 2
._ d0 = ._ 7 sin30- 3 sine cos0
p (Zt36)) The current atmospheric ambient pressure which Is
assumed to be a function of altitade, p Is obtained
: directly from program input. See Section 4.2.3.6 O
(Atmosphere Model). (]b/in. 2)
9.,,,88
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V (Z(37)) The current velocity of sound which is assumed to be a
S
function of altitude. Vs is obt_ed directly from program
input. See Section 4.2.3.6 (Atmosphere Model). (ft/sec)
HF (Z (38)) The current heat flux which is the product of the current
dynamic pressure and the relative velocity.
HF = q V (lb/[ft-sec]) (2-91)
_ M (Z (40)) The current Mach number
•:*i-.
."_.'.-_ V
• .:_.- M = _ (2-92)
Vs
• ._
•_ Aerodynamics
:i_ C (Z(21)) The aerodynamic yaw force coefficient* along the standard
=:'i_ pitch axis (_ axis) with algebraic sign in accordance with
!:i_ _ the Vehicle Coordinate System described in Section 2.2 ?. 1
Y.;_._ (positive to the Right). C_ is assumed to be a function of
"- e'_
:_:_ Mach number and yaw angle of attack (k). Symmetry ts
assumed about k = 0. The value of C is obtained directly
"z'-4
:_,_" from program input. See Section 4.2.3.6, Aerodynamic
•:,_,, Yaw Force Coefficient. Table (C_? Table).
_••_ C_ (Z_2)) The aer_lynamic axial force coefficient along the standard
roll axt_ (_ axis) with algebraic sign in accordance with
• the Vehicle Coordinate System described in Section 2.2.2.1
: (Positive Forward). C is assumed to be a function of
" #
Mach number and pitch angle of attack. The value of C_ i
i} is obtained directly from program input. An option has
-3
_!.i * This parameter is suppressed (1. e., set equal to zero) in the current version of the
:i;t _}_? Space Shuttle'Synthesis Program. The skeleton logic has been retained, however, to
simplify the incorporation of this parameter if this should become desirable.
,,._ 7
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-_: been provided in which two separately obtained (i.e., from
separate tables) C_ coefficients are combined algebrNcally
to form an effective C_ value. This option is used when
modeling both booster and orbiter vehicles simultaneously
during booster burn. See Section 4.2.3.6, Aerodynamic
_. Axial Force Coefficient Table (C_ Table).
: C_ (Z(23)) The aerodynamic normal force coefficient along the standard
." A
:' yaw axis(_ axis)withalgebraicsignin accordancewith
the Vehicle Coordinate System described in Sedtion 2.2.2.1
_ (PosiUve Downward). C_ is assumed to be a function of
Mach number and pitch angle of attack. The value of C_
: is obtained directly from program input. An option has
._ been provided in which two separately obtained (i. e., from
:_. separatetables) C_ coefficientsare combined algebraically ._)
:.! to form an effective C_ value. This option is used when
_:_ modeling both booster and orbiter vehicles simultaneously
_,. during booster burn. See Section 4.2.3.6 Aerodynamic _
._ Normal Force Coefficient Table (C/: Table).
_" Weight 7
W (Z(711 The current total weight of the vehicle. This weight is '
the result of integration of V/ (see Section 2.2.2.4 Weight)
and the initializing and/or the jettisoning of weight at
discrete points in the trajectory (see "JETW(K)" listed
in Section 4.2.3.6 Weight Models). (lb)
f
} Propul.sion. All propulsion models currently within GTSM are SIMPO models.
A SIMI_ model is a propulsion model defined by three propulsion parameters from
which the current propulsive thrust (T), propellant flow rate (_/PROP), and Specffl,. O:1
-2
; 2-_0
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(" Impulse (Isp) can be obtained. GTSM has nine* SIMPO model options per simulation
section and two propulsion table options per propulsion table (see Section 4.2.3.6
Propulsion Models). The propulsion tables can be considered as SIMPO models in
t
which one or two of the necessary propulsion parameters, depending on which tabJe
' option is being used, is (are) defined at the current time via table look-up. By including
the table options and the zero thrust case, there are eleven basic procedures by which
T, _V_RoP' and Isp can be defined.
% a. Zero thrust case; T ;,nd Isp are assumed to be zero and is input,._- ROP
._v'.
:.- directly.
• -t-:._
_:':= b. Given the vacuum thrust (TvAc) in lb), the sea level thrust (TsL in lb), and
;_ the propellant flow rate (_r in lb/sec), then the current thrust (T) and Specific
Impulse (Isp) are obtained by assuming that W is constant and that T and Isp
i_ are uniquely defined according to a linear independence on atmospheric
,:_ G pressure(p).
_'_ T = TVA C - (TvAC - TSL)(p/p0 ) (lb) /;
'(__ I (2-93)_'_ lsp = (sec) ,
_,_ W
:,_._;:' where P0 is the sea level atmospheric pressure.
.-_ c. Given thevacuum thrust(TvA C in Ib),thevacuum specificImpulse _VAC
in sec), and the sea level specific Impulse (IsL in sec), then the current
specific impulse (Isp), propellant flow rate C_V),and thrust level (T) are
obtained by asstuning that W is constant and that T and I are uniquely
sp
' definedby theatmosphericpressure (p).
i® J* Only two options are used during the ascent trajectory. These options, which are
,_ internally set are the option described in paragraphs a and g. All options are
available during the return trajectory.
;1 -71
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_: Isp = 1VAC "- (IvAc - ISLI(P/P 0) (sec)
= TVA C/IvA C 0b/sec) (2-94) ,
T -- (lb)
sp
•}:- d, Given a constant thrust level (Tc in lb), the vacuum specific impulse (IVAc
in sec), and the sea level specific impulse (IsL in sec), ta_n the current
i_ specific impulse (Isp), and the current propellant flow (W) are defined
":- uniquely by assuming a linear dependence on atmospheric pressure. This
_:. option describes a propulsion system in which the propellant flow rate is
modulated to maintain a constant thrust.
_. T = T (lb)
_. Isp = IVA C - (IVA C - ISL) (p/p0 _ (sec) (2-95) --_
0b/sec)
"-_ _g= T/Isp
e. Given the vacuum thrust (TvA C in lb), the propellant flow rate 0_ in lb/sec),
_ and the total engine exit area (AExIT in in?I, then the current thrust level 2
_; IT) and specific impulse (Isp) are defined as a linear function of atmospheric _
pressure (p), and W is assumed to be constant.
T = TVA C - p AEXIT (]b) ,i_
(2-96)
Isp ffi T/_ (sec)
. f. Given the sea level thrust (TsL in Ib), the propellant flow rate (W in Ib/sec),
_- in.2),
and the total engine exit area (.&EXIT in then the current thrust level
(T) and specific impulse (Isp) are defined as a Hnear function of atmospheric
•: (p), and W is assumed to be eonstsat.
i
, 2-72
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1
T = TSL + (P0- p) AEXIT (Ib) [ (8-97)]Isp = T/ V (sec)
g. Given the maximum vacuum thrust ([TVAC]MA X in lb), the vacuum specific
impulse (IvA C in sec), the sea level specific impulse (IsL in sec), and an
engine throttling condition which is the maximum allowable total applied i
force load factor along the _ axis ([_ _ ]MAX in g's), then for _ _ <[_ _ ]MAX _
the current specific impulse (Isp), propellant flow rate (W), and thrust level
(T) are obtained by assuming that %Vis constant and that T and I are
so
uniquely determined by the almopsheric pressure (p) by Eq. (2-94). When
_ > [$ £]MAX (the throttling condition), the thrust level is defined such
that the resulting _ _ = [_ _ ] MAX" :_ is noted that Eq. (2-94) is solved
prior to testing the value of L_ in _ r to obtain the Isp value, i'"C
T = W [£_ ]i,_AX- FA (Ib) [ (2-98)
_V= T/Isp 0b/sec) /
The negative sign in the thrust equation results from the sign conve_, on :
{
used for the aerodynamic forces.
h. This option is identical to that described in g above, except that the maxi-
!
mum sea level thrust ([TsL]MA X in lb)is specified instead of [TvAc]MAX. •
In this case the second equation of Eq. (2-94) is replaced with:
' (V = TSL/ISL (lb/sec) (2-99)
All other computations are the same as those defined in g above.
©
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:; 1. This option is identical to that described in g above, except that the maxi-
mum allowable thrust load factor ([_T]MAX in gts) is specified rather _n ,,
[ _ ]MAX" In this cas,', the throttling condition is based on the value of Y'T "
and the first equation of Eq. (2-98) is replaced with: i
T = W [ ZT]MA X (lb) (2-100)
j. This option is identical with that described in i above, except that the maxi-
mum sea level thrust ([TsL]MA X tn lb) is specified instead of [TvAc ]MAX.
In this case, the second equation of Eq. (2-94) is replaced with Eq. (2-99).
k. Given the vacuum thrust (TvA C in lb), the effective vacuum specific impulse
(IvA C in sec), and the engine exit area (AExIT in in.2), then the curren_
propellant flow rate (W), thrust level (T), and specific impulse (Isp) are
determined as a function of atmospheric pressure (p):
Q
ITvAc_ _ "
W = NENG \I_Ac/ 0b/sec) 'i
T = NEN G (TvA c - PAExIT ) cos A (lb) (2-101) _!
T !
= -- (sec)
ZsP '
whe re: !
NEN G is the number of motor groups simulated by the input value of
TVA C, e.g., t_,o solid strapons with motor data input for one
solid.
t
b is the motor cant angle. Propulsive components due to a cant
angle wMch are not parallel to the _ axis are assumed to cancel
out by symmetric placement of the motors each one of which are
assumed to have the same cant angle.
0
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.
This procedure is used for the propulsion table option in which TVA C is
specified as a function of a time argument and a constant effective vacuum
, specific impulse is assumed. When both TVA C and _V ar_ specified as a
function of a time argument, the same procedur ^ is used except that "_Vis
" the product _ NEN G and the %Vwhich is obtained from the W table.
Logic has been provided in the program to handle special cases for those
options in which no difference between sea level and vacuum conditions is
specified.
2.2.2.9 After-The-Fact Parameters. The after-the-fact trajectory parameters are
those parameters which do not need to be evaluated in order to solve the twelve differ-
ential equations. This is significant in that it is not necessary to evaluate these param-
eters until after an integration step has been successfully completed, consequcntly,
thes_ parameters are not computed as often as the so-called necessary trajectory
C:' parameters. _
Position
DR (Z(49)) The downrange angle. DR is thecentralanglebetween the
initialvectorand thecurrentpositionvector (seeFigure 4-3
in Section4.2.3.3 (Targeting).The initialvector (L)is a unit
geocentricvectorwithdirectiondefinedby theinitiallaUtude
A
(SL) and the initial longitude (_L). The unit position vector (11) _
is a unit geocentric vector with direction defined by the current !
latitude (@)and the current longitude (¢). _ and _ are expressed
in the Earth-Fixed Coordinate system as:
=(cosSLcos_L)_ +(coseLsln_)% +(_'"%)_3
, _(z-I02)
Define an angular argument ARGDR such that:
AR%__ ARccosd_"i_)
2-75 !
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Then from the geometry •
if (_0" 180") ([_ x _]. _3)>0, DR = 360. - ARGDR (2-103) "_
ff (_0 - 180" ) ( [_ x _ ]. e%) _ 0, DR = ARGDR (deg) , ,
where
BgiS the initial relaUve azimuth at the initiation of the
trajectory simulation and [_ x _]- cA3defines the component
of _ x R along the _3 axis. The algebraic sign is positive
A
ff _ X R lies in the northern hemisphere.
CR (Z(50)) The crossrange angle. CR is the angle between two planes
S 1 and S2 where S1 is the plane which contains the initial
vector (_) and a reference target vector ('_), S 2 is the plane
which containstheinitialvector (_)and theunitposition .i_
vector (_). See Figure 4-3 in Section 4.2.3.3 (Targeting). _
The reference target vector (_) is a unit geocentric vector with
direction defined by the target latitude (ST) and the target longi-
^
tude (_T). T is also expressed in the Earth-Fixed Coordinate
system as:
_= (¢°S OT C°S_£)_l_'(c°s {)T stn_T) cA2+(sin ST)_3 (2-104)
The unit vector in the western direction (_) at the initial
coordinates is expressed
_= (sln_L)/_1 - (e°s_L) _2 (2-105)
#
Definean angularargument ARG_R such that:
O
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:_ ": Then from geometry, the relative azimuth of plane S2 at the
initial coordinates eL and eL is given by
,(deg) _?-I07)A A
• If[LX R ]" _3< 0, /3R =360° - ARGflR
The relativeazimuthofplaneS1 attheinitialcoordinatesi"
0L and _L is given by
_i...; 1ST=ARCCOS _ i_.,;_- ] (deg) (2-108) J
5 Then crossrange becomes i
:,: CR = ARG_R - _T (deg) (2-109)
._,
_ 0 It is noted that there are more direct vector methods which
could be used to obtain CR. These methods require taking
t A A A A
,_ either the dot or the cross product of (L x R) and (L x T).
However, crossrange is used frequently when iterating to
, specified coordinates (0T, _T)and, consequently, values !
,, of CR near zero must be accurately de_ermined. For this
i A Areason it is not desirable to dot multiply (L x R) and (L xT)
since this results in defining the cosine of Clt which does not l
have acceptable resolution for small values of CR. The i
A A A A
cross product of (L X R) and (L x T) defines a vector which
, in absolute value can be used to define the sine of CR, The
problem here is that the algebraic sign is lost when taking the
absolute value of the vectors, hence, _ldi_tonal logic w_ald
' be needed.
@
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_!. TMISS (ZlS1))The target miss angle, TMISS is the central angle between
the unit position vector (1t) and the reference target vector
(_). Since there is no algebraic sign associated with this
distance angle, TMIS8 can be determined directly from
_ the cross product of _ and T.
, Iflx l
g TMISS - ABCSINE (deg) (2-110)
.{ J * :: fir (Z152)) The relative azimuth of plane S2 at the ini_a! coordinates
.} 0L and _ is defined by Eq. (2-106) and (2-107).::"2 L
:: DR T (WQ(7, M)) The target down range central angle is determined by the
• _'{ A
-_. same procedure as DR except the vector T replaces the
i_ vector R and, correspondingly, 6 T and _'I replace e and
i!I _, respectively. _
_T (WQ(8, M)) The relative azimuth of pla, m S I at the initial coordinates
(WQ(9, M)) eL and _ L where _T is expressed by Eq. (2-108) and 0° <
_:_ WQ(8, M) < 180° . Logic similar to that of Eq. 2-107 (except
._.I that the vector T replaces the vector R) is applied when
_, determining WQ(9, M), consequently 0° • WQ(9, M) <360 ° .
ye  ity
Vi (Z (41)) The inertial velocity magnitude f_ri). "_Iis defined by
expressing both the inertial velocit7 vector _I) and the
relative velo_dty vector (V) in the Local Coordinate System,
, The velocity vector (_r@) due tn the rotation of the central '
_. body is:
' _'_ (2 111)_;-" _0 = _OR -
)
_-'18
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I Let VI_, Vie, and ViR denote the components of VI along
! the i_, i 0' and iR axes, respectively (see Figure 2-15).I
! Then by geometry and Eq. (M-5).
VI_ = _RcosO +V (sing cos_) }
Vle = v (cosflcos_) (ft/sec) (2-I12)
!_ VTR = V(siny)
By root-sum-squaring:
_" --'_ + V2 +V 2- {ft/sec) (2-113).,. VI _ Ie IR •
:_ TI (Z(42)) The inertial flight path angle (_/i). TI is the angle between
VI and _'IH and is defined by
5
'_ Yl = ARCSIN \_'_-I/ (deg) (2-114)
(Z(65)) The inertial azimuth (fli}. _ is the angle between 48 and i}
and is expressed i
..; --
" ARGBI = ARCCOS Vie (dog) (2-115)COS )_I
ff Vi_ > 0. then _I = JIRG_I
(deg) (2-116)
, if VI_ < 0, thenBi =360"- ARG_I
}
i
" !_. Figure 2-15 illustrates the above relattonshll_ in diagram-matic form.
I.
1"
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i!i_ VIH is the projection of the inertial velocity vector (VI) in the horizont_l
:_::i'!! plane whlChprojectioniSdefined by _e and _ plane ' -')
VH is the of VR in the horizontal
VO is the velocity vector due to the rotation of the central body
BI is the inertial azimuth, the anne bet_'een _0 and VIH
is the relative azimuth, the angle between _e and VH
" YI is the inertial flight path angle, the angle between _'I and VIH
is the relative flight path angle, the angle between V and _rH
'i Figure 2-15. Inertial Velocity- Relative Velocity Vector Relationship O :
!
, , ,..... • . .i i mill I I II IIll III llrl --'
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2.2.2.10 Optional After-The-Fact Parameters. The optional after-the-fact param-
eters are those parameters which are computed only if specifically called for by pro-
gram input. These parameters currently consist of the orbital elements (includes the
instantaneous impact parameters), the inertial/relative components R, V, VI, and _,
and the radar coordinate parameters.
_ Orbital Elements
:.
i (Z(66)) Orbitalinclination.The orbitalinclination(i)can be defined
_: directly from the geocentric latitude (0) and the inertial :
.'_
-:'> azimuth (_) by solving a spherical triangle. See Figure 2-16. _.
_" i = ARCCOS (cos8 sin_I) (deg) (2-I17) _
}" Appropriatelogicisprovidedintheprogram torecognizethe _
condition of either zero VI or 7I ---+ 90 degree. Under these
circumstances both i and the nodal longitude are set to zero.
C_ NORTH POLE--_
CURRENT P
-;
LOCAL M ERIDL%N
' Figure 2-16. OrbitalInclina_onand Nodal Longitude
¢N (Z(67)) Longitudeoftheascendingnode(ON). The longitudeofthe
ascendingnode (nodallongitude)is thelongitudedefined
_ by the intersection ofthe current orbital plane and __e
2.,81
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:_i' equatorial plane at the node (point of intersection on the ref- /
! erence sphere) at which the position passes from the southern
to the northern hemisphere. With reference to the geometry
/ presented in Figure 2-16, an argument of longitude (ARGLNG)
is defined:
• :; ARGLN G = ARCCOSINE cos _I (deg) (2-118)
....,t \ /
- If the inclination is either zero or 180 degrees, the orbital
..- i.' plane is coplanar with the equatorial plane and, consequently,
:.-:..--_.! the nodal longitude is undefined. In this case the nodal longi-
. i::':i_ tude is assumed to be the current longitude (_). If i is 90
-" ":_.. degrees, the nodal longitude is equivalent to the current
longitude (¢) ff _ = 0 degrees; ff _ = 180 degrees then _N
is set equal to _ + 180 degrees. * For the normally defined
i:,_,_
._.,:.._ cases in which i does not equal either 0, 90, or 180 degrees,
•:...::i
::,:::i the nodal longitude is defined in the following table.
::!i! Table 2-3. Nodal Longitude Definition
Position and Velocity Conditions Nodal Longitude*
- • • i,i i iii
e> 0, 0"<_I < 90", i < 90. qtN = _ - ARGLN G
9_ 0, 180.>fli> 90° , i<90. _Nf_-ARGLNG .
0< 0, 0.<_I _ 90", l< 90° _N ffi¢ + ARGLNG (2-119)
: 0< 0, 180">_i> 90°, i<90 ° _N =_+ ARGLNG
0> 0, 180.<_ I < 270., i > 90. _N = _ + ARGLNG (deg)
......._ 0> 0, 360.>_i>27ff', i>90" _N=_+ ARGLNG
e< o, 180o<flI _:270,, 1 • 90. _N = _ - ARGLNG
0< 0, 360.>_i>270", 1>90" _N=_- ARGLNG
O
_m-_ =mFnmmmD
' _lJusted, ff necessary, to yield 0 s¢N < 360*
2-82
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?
i:._ - C3 (Z(68)) Orbital energy (C3) in English units.
C3 = VI2 . 2__ (ft2/sec 2) (2-120)R
where/_ is the gravitational field constant of the central
: , bo_ expressed in ft3/sec 2.
V (Z(69)) Local circular velocity (Vc)
-4, C
.'_
_i Vc -_'-R (ft/sec) (2-121)
..._£ R A (Z(70)) Current geocentricapogee radiusmagnitude (RA). RA is
•2. only defined for elliptic orbits; in the event that parabolic
ii..I or hyperbolicconditionsexist,RA is setequalto zero.
'i_ For elliptic orbits, RA is expressed as:
:_ /_(I + e)
@ RA- Ic31 Ct) (2-122)
where e is the orbital eccentricity
•'_::l
_=:;:{_,...,, V A (Z(71)) Current apogee velocity(VA). V A isnotdefinedfor
..:,_i parabolic or hyperbolic orbits; under these conditions
-_'_ V A isset equalto zero. For ellipticorbits:
:_
.2a :2
VA = # (I - el Ct/sec) (2-123)
C3M 1Z(7211 Orbitalenergy (C3M) expressedinmetric units
fill ; C3M= C3 (CNV4) 2 (ltm2/sec 2) (2-124)
t
_':! where CNV4 is the conversion factor, 0, 00030480061
i!] Q kilometers per foot.
¢.'?
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-' e (Z(73)) Orbital eccentricity (e) ._
e = / 1 + --pC3 (2-125)
where p is the orbital parameter in feet
p (Z(74)) Orbital parameter (p)
i C 2
p = -- (ft) (2-126)
: where C is the Keplerian area constant in ft2/sec
,: C (Z(75)) The Keplerian area constant (C). C is the angular momen-
,_ turn which is twice the time rate of area swept by the radius
• vector.
C = R / V 2 + V 2 (ft2/sec) (2-127)
4 I¢ IO _)
:._ _ (Z(76)) The true anomaly (_). Let an argument of anomaly ARG
be defined:
');. ARG = ARCCOSINE - 1 (deg) (2-1281 ;, !
• Thea i
if 7i • 0 _ = ARG_
(deg) (2-129
if _I < 0 _ =3600 -ARG_
I" (Z(77)) The orbital period (1") ':
T : 2, a (see) (2-130) '
where a is the semi-major axis defined by
(ft) (2-131) @
[ I
[
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_ COp (OOp). istheanglebetween the
_ (Z(91)) The argument of perigee Wp
ascending node and the perigee measured in the orbital
plane, positive in the direction of orbital reotion. For polar
t
inclinations, _ is defined:
P
q
oo * = 8 - _7when V I isd._.ected
P northward
.. _ , (deg) (2-132)
-_ w * = 189 ° - 8 - 77w_.,._, VI is, :xected
• _. p
_: southward
• -j,
" .j_.
between the current position and the ascending node is
given by:
A¢ = CN - ¢ (deg) (2-133)
,- _.'
y.=_:_ _ where A_ is adjusted to be in the principal cycle, [0",360*).
Let angulararguments C and C ' be definedby:
'-_;_::.-.._' C' _ = ARCCOSINE (cos 0 cos A_) (deg) (2-134)
c'
-'_:" C = if 0 < 0 °
_>..:"_, (deg) (2-135)
_'-J:_---" C = 360* - C' if 0 > 0 °
:- Then Wp is given by:
o_ _ = 360 ° - C - W (deg) (2-136)P
1t (Z (96)) Current geocentric perigee radius magnitude (Rp).: P
_, R is expressed as:
/i-! P
,..:, 11 = _ Ct) (2-137)
_;_"I p l+e
;:_iI O * The angular value 1_ adjusted to be in the principal cycle, [0 ° , 360" ), if
.-;.. "PRIF(K) = 0., " otherwise it is not adjusted.
Here C _ is assumed to be between 0° and 180" . 0_ < C _ < 180 ° .
'_'!i_ 2-85
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_ _b (Z(97)) The geocentric latitude of the perigee (_p).ii P
4
_p = ARCCOS (sin i sin w ) (deg) (2-138)P
J
_A (Z(98)) The geocentric latitude of the apogee (_A)
/ _A = - _p (deg) (2-139) •
:. _A(REA) The surface radius of the earth at apogee and a_ perigee
"_' (I_A). The surface is defined as an oblate spheroid (see
' 'I Figure 2-14) with symmetry about the rotational axis and
the equatorial plane. It_A is expressed by:
• _.
- -1/2
::'_ "1- sin 2 _ sin 2
-}i = , P P
-'::_i- P_A A2 + B 2 (ft) (2-140)
i:ii_ h ._Z(99)) The perigee altitude %) as measured from the earth's oblate
i1 .u. oe.
il hp = llp - P_A (ft) (2-141)
hA (Z(100)) The apogee altitude (hp) as measured from the earth's
oblate surface.
_-.
_, h = RA - P_A (It) (2-142)
The following parameters are used to target the orbiter to an orbit in which the apogee
altitude, perigee altitude, and injection true anomaly has be_ specified. Let:
i SQ(3,1) hAREQ = required apogee altitude (ft) ] <
i 'SQ(3, 21 hi,BE Q = required perigee altitude (ft) (2-143)
:_. SQ(3, 3) tiRE Q = required injection true anomaly (deg)
g
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_ The subscript REQ is used to denote the required value of any parameter in order to
satisfy the input values of hAREQ, hPREQ, and 17REQ. These targeting parameters
are defined by the following procedure.
RAT RAREQ = I_A + hAREQ (ft) (2-144)
1
AT aREQ = P_A +_ (hAREQ + %EQ) (ft) (2-145)
RAREQ 1 (2-146)
ET eRE Q - aREQ
SQ/3,4) cos WREQ
(2-147)
SQ(3,5) sin UREQ
RAREQ (1-eRE Q) (ft) (2-148)
_i_ RT RRE Q = (1+ eREQCOS WREQ)
HT hREQ = RREQ _ Re (ft) (2-149)
VT VIREQ = aR_Q ) (ft/sec) (2-150)
--/JA aREQ ) (ft/sec)VAT VAREQ (R__E Q I " (2-151)
GAMT ARG = ARCCOSINE ( VAREQ RAREQ"_ (2-152)
7 \ VIREQ RREQ /
• Ifsin (_REQ) _ 0 7II_EQ = ARG (2-153)
If sin (11REQ) < 0 = -ARGTIRE Q 7
2-87
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" Z(101) The differencebetween thecurrentaltitudeand therequired _
'_ altitude (L_h) is:
Ah = h - __hREQ (2-154)
_ Z(102) The difference between the current inertial flight path angle
! and the required inertial flight path angle (AT,)is:
1
= - (2-155)
" _: A7 I _ TIRE Q
"" "'t"
..:..-_. Z(103) The difference between the curr_nt inertial velocity and the
:--_',_.. required inertial velocity (AVI) is:
AVI = VI - VIREQ (2-156)
The following parameters define the instantaneous impact point, This point is the
intersection of the conic orbit which is defined by the current trajectory conditions _
_i i with the surface of the central body. These paramete: • although computed as part
of the Orbital Elemeute are not computed automatically whenever the previously listed
Orbital Elements are computed. These impact parameters are computed only if
specifically called out by program input and only if
_.:_,_ a. Rp _ 0.999B
::., b. RA_ B
c. 0.0001 _ e _ 0.9999
6
where P_ istheperigeeradiusof theinstantaneousconicorbit.
4
i Solution for oblate surface geometry (as opposed to assuming a spherical central .
body) is optional; however, it is noted that when the oblate solution is required, it is
necessary to iterate on the value of the impact latitude (OIMP) to obtain the correct
solution.
0
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' 5 (3-:: '-_i• _ - MP.......; MP (Z(84)) Geocentric latitudeof the instantaneous impact point ).
.! There are two procedures for solution; the first procedure
: is used when the inclination(I)is nearly 90 degrees (Ii- 90" I
< 0. 000001) and is presented in Table 2-4 while the _ _.cond
procedure is used for general non-90 degree inclination
: cases and is Presented in Table 2-5 and Eq. (2-157)
_'
..-.-"---_. Table 2-4. Latitude of the htstantaneous
.....:" _ Impact Point for Polar Orbits
.."-." _ ....
:•":{':':/_ _I = 0. ARG1 = 0 + A nIMP +1
,/.a' _I = 180" ARG 1 - e + A _TIMP -I
ARC; 1 OIM P
,_i O [ARGII< 90" elm p = ARG 1
......•-'"_. 90" _.[ARGI[< 270" {)iMP = (XKFI) (180.) - ARG I
:,-,-_,./;...._
.: .L-"# _
':"-:_¢_-,--, 270. < [ARGI[ elm p = ARG 1 - (XKF1)(360")_'-_. _, -,-._._
_._._-__...,,"_ , ,
.; ..:-.:;_: ,_._
:...._ where
?'i)ii.i ARG 1 isa temporaryangularargument
• :"" " XKFI is a flag and/or coefficient.
,,,, ,,
{#IMP is expressed
t
.,,,,_ 8IM P = ARCSIN [(XKFI)(XKF_) sin i sin D] (deg) (_-157)
_,-'.';.,_.,
-,.',-.._"_:
,t ._, o
: ZY-. ' •
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p.
•"9 3;; Table 2-5. Latitude of the Instantaneous Impact
_ Point for Non-Pola r Orbits
_I e XKF2 _A* ' _* l :'_
'0._BI_180. + +1 _A _I'- g_= "'_ " ':
"i 180'<_i<360. - -I CA=_N AG=_-GA
C = ARCCOSINE {cos8 cos _); 0"_ C < 180"
j"
• i ii , i i i j i i|i i | ii i _,
_" C _Aq D XKFI XKF3
i i i i ii -- •
C - A_iMP _ 0" D = C - At/IMP +I 0
0.>C-AWIMP>- 180. D =A_IMP-C -I 1
)
-180' _C - AqiMP D = 6qlMP - C - 180" +I 2 •
where C and D are angulararguments
XKF1, XKF2, and XKF3 are flagsand/or coefficients
A¢ is thedifferenceinlongitudebetween ¢ and _A
CA is the instantaneous longitude of the next nodal
crossing.
• The _,_ngularvalue is adjusted to be in the principal cycle, !
C0". i i
i
_IMP (Z{85)) Geocentric longitude of the instantaneous impact point _
(_.mp)
_IMP = _P - tO AtIM p (deg} (2-13_
°i
! '
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I
_IMP is the longitude of the instantaneous impact point for
a non-rotating central body (w = O)
A_M P is the time to impact from the current _ime.
• P_IMP (Z(86)) Radius magnitude of the central body at the instantaneous
inlpact point (I_-i ).;: MP
;°
":_- - _ ",21-1/2
•>_: COS S in
• .-_ RB)IMp
_i:'.. = + (ft) (2-159)
" -:_ _MP (Z(87)) Time to impact from the current time (_tiMP). It is first
/-_ necessary to evaluate the eccentric anomaly of the current
-_:"_ position (E)and the impact point (EIMP)
/'_;::; - (E) I - e_-:.-;_ tan = (rad) (2-160). ..: _ tan = _>0< E<21T
.:-
.-:
.._L,
:;..-:,. tan = EIM P
.!_J_ _--_---_tan =_,o_ < 2
-- .}
-_ (rad) (2-161)
•.;: Then
._ = "_" 7" (sec) (2-162)
._; I_' _biMP; (Z(88)) GeoceuLric longitude of th_ instantaneous impact polvt for a
t
..! , non-rotating central body '(_IMP). As in the ease of OIMP,
;: ', there are two procedure_ for solution; the first procedure
• _ Is used when the mclicaUon (l) is nearly 90 degrees
;.',;5 _"_' (ii- 9u° I < 0.O00001) sad la preheated in Table 2-6 while
/I
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I the second procedure is used for general non-90 degree T)I.
I inclinationcases and ispresentedin Table 2-7,
i
Table 2-6. Longitude of the Instantaneous Impact Point for Polar
i Orbits and A Non-Rotating Central Body
I
t ,
' ARG1 ¢IMP
n
0
IARG_I<900 5_,_P:*
ARG I90°_ I I< 270° _p = _ + 18@
, 270"_IAZROil _p'=
where ARG1 is defined in Table 2-4 and Eq. (2-163)
* The angular value is adjusted to be in the principal
cycle, [ 0° , 360 ° ).
Table 2-7. Longitude of the Instantaneous Impact Point for Non-
Polar Orbitsand A Non-RotatingCentralBody '_3
= 01_ ; IT <ARG I<180" tos p 4
XKF3 t31 ,_ P .,_
0 0" _;_I _;180" A_M P = - AR_
0 180° < _I AC_p = ARG_
1 IT _ _I ,c 180" A¢IMP = A'_ ¢ !
! 180° < _[ a¢iMp = -ARG_
2 IT g _I g 18IT _IMP = ARG_ + 180" Q i
2 18IT< _I A_IMP = -ARG_ - 18t_ i
, n -. #
where D and XKF3 are definedin table9.-5
A¢IM p is the difference in lc¢_imde between 00
.--2-92
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I
Then ¢IMP is expressed*
t
¢IMP = CA + A¢IMP (deg) (2-163)
t
Ar_M P (Z(89)) Central angle from the current position to impact (&_TiMP)
ArliMp = r_iMp - _ (deg) (2-164)
; where _IMP is the true anomaly of the impact point
_IMP (Z(90)) True anomaly of the impact point (-_iMP)
R_IMP - I
ARG = ARCCOSINE . (deg) (2-165)
_? e
0° _ ARG _ 180 °
: Then
_IlVlP = 36ff -- ARG (deg) (2-16.6)
Position, Velocity, and Acceleration Vector Components. There are two options !
(A and B) currently available in GTSM which are used to determine vector components i
position, velocity, and acceleration vectors in the Earth-Fixed Coordinateof the
System or in an Inertial Coordinate System. Figure 2-17 defines the Inertial Coor-
]
dinate System graphically. I
The _1 - _2 - _3 Inertial Coordinate System is defined at the initiation of the !
trajectory simulation and is a right-handed orthogonal system with the third axis
^
(J3 axis) passing through the meridian which is defined by _L at a specific angle ¢
from the 13 axis of the Primary Inertial Coordinate System. The direction of the
• A
first axis (J1 axis) is defined by a relative azimuth angle _( which is also specified.
The second axis (JA2 axis) completes the right-handed orthogonai system.
O
• The angular value is adjusted to' be in the principal cycle [ 0° , 360 ° ).
2-93
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-" INTERSECTION OF rtIz INITIAL
A o
., 13 MERIDIAN PLANE J_ND THE^
NORTH PL,kNE DEFINED BY THE _1
_':-
:_. ANy_2AxEs! I
-_2: I
-_.: -180"...-_ ........... ;-:_ .... : -:- " .-... _ .
-_
_'._ INITIAL MERIDIAN PLANE _
_.',_ WHICH CONTAINS 0L AND _L ._
'"_ AT THE INITIAL TIME
.:..::
i
=90"-_L-_
_¢ AND _ AlOE SPECIFIED
ANGLES WHICH CAN BE
USED TO ALIGN THIS SYS-
TEM WITH THE GEODETIC 4 •
_: LAUNCH CONDITIONS
_ .
... FiB%ire'-17. The _1- _,- _3 InertialCoordinateS'.tstem .Q
i
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:._ £!+ The vectors which are to be resolved into components are normally expressed In
either the Relative Velocity or the Inertial Velocity* Coordinate System; consequently,
it Is necessary to transform these vectors into the _1-_2-JA3 system. Four trans-
formations are required; these are:
4
a. The Relative Velocity System to the Local System
. b. The Inertial Velocity System to the Local System
c. The Local System to the Earth-Fixed System
':: A A /_
. d. The Earth-Fixed System to the J1 -J2-J3 Inertial Systemt."
. ^ A
' " The first tnmsformatton which t.,'ansforms a vector from the ""1_- I v - '_- system to
A A
i:,-" second transformation which transforms a vector from the t_ - _ - i system to the
i_: 1¢-10 -1R system Is defined by the transformation matrix [M-6j below. [M-6] is
L :,
!ii? obtained directly from [M-5] by replacing fl, V, and 7 with _I' VI' and TI. For a
t.- general vector A which Is expressed in the Inertial Velocity System, tt is trans-
!" formed to the Local System by [M-6].
_-_:
"i._'"_ I?' 1 {°s'I/ sin,i cosTi-sln,i sinzil i ,ij/A _ -.,
+i_ .. (} = Sl: _ cos _+I cos 71 -cos flI sin TI V (M-6) ,
L°i .
" _ sin 7I cos 7I 7 ++
Noting that, for orthogonal coordinate system transformations, the inverse matrix
I+ is equal to the traJ,spose matrix, Eq. (M-3) land the inverse of matrix [M-3] ) yields
i_ the third transformation matrix _M-7], whlc£ transforms a vector from the _ -_^ -_"
t system to the _1-_2-_3 system. For the general vector A, this transformation is:
, Ael sin _ -cos 0 sin O cos ¢ cos _¢
e2 = Ic_s_ -sln¢ sin0 sin ¢ COS A e (M-7)\Ae3 / COSCJ sine R
The fourth transformation which transforms a vector from the @1-_2-_ 3 system
to the PI" J_ "_3 system is derived by assuming that the _I-_2-P3 axes are initially
O
-*Similar to the Relative Velocity System except the axes 11_I- I VI - l_i) are defined
by 1t and VI rather than fi and _¢" 2-95 I
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i_ aligned in the same direction as the _1-_2-_3 axes, respectively, and then perform-
ing three sequenced rotations which result in the required orientation of _l.-_2-_3 •
TAItt _Attt /_3rptBeferring to Figure 2-18, let o1 ,02 , denote the _1-_2-_3 axes in the initially
assumed alignment with the cA1 eA2 cA3- - axes. The three rotations are defined:
-_'"°""h" g"'a. The first rotation is a rotation of the o 1 -o 2 - about the axis
,t _3_. C is the angle which:, through an angle C to a new ortentatio_n _1"-_2 -
results in placing _1" at a longitude of _L and is given by:.-.-
::: C =_L - a)t (deg) (2-!57)
where t is the absolute time
*
• b. The second rotation is about the _2" axes through an angle ¢ to a new
: ._ orientation _1 t-_2 t-_3' where_ is:
c = 90° - 0L - 5 (deg) (2-168_
_ where OL is defined by program input (see "GTIP" in Section 4.2.3. 1 -)>i_ •
-..:-k: c. The final rotation is about the _ axis through an angle D to the required
?i orientation _l-_2-J 3 . D is given by
,:_ D = 180° -_C (deg) (2-1691
:.._: whzre _¢ is defined by program !nput (see "AZMI" in Section 4.2.3.1
. -: If A is any vector which is expressed in the _1 -_'2 - _3 system, theri successive
applications of the elemental coordinate transformation m--.trtces (A-M3), (A-M2),
and {A-M3) Inthatorder for rotatlonanglesof C, ¢, and D, respectively,yields_,
e.xpressed in the _1-_2-_3 system and defines the transformation matrix [M-8 ]:
<.o.....il( o:.0i/"I°o.o , 0 .o°o.o,.,, \::,, \_,_i • o o V'"' o oo,, o ,,_i o
,)
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_- NORTH POLE %' _3"'_ _'' _1 _1'" ARE IN EQUATORLAL
;",_i ) 3 PLANE AT ¢ = 0"
._,.
_2' _2'" ARE IN EQUATORIAL
( _C ,, PLANEAT¢=90_
• _'1 IN EQUATORIAL
PLANE AT ¢ ffieL
#,- \%.&,..,
:" _3"'-_ FIRST ROTATION :ROTATION ABOUT THROUGH C
_ k_3"'_.',:
_" _3 _3 _'' _3'" _1 %" ARE INT_E .:_ " ¢ J3 ' ' "
:_ _ MERIDIAN PLANE
'_:_ DEFINED BY ¢ = eL
_ _ = 90_ -8L-8
'; 18L + 6)
- -'.b.
._. _{ "_':.:,, I
':.:-:_ _1 l
: _ SECOND ROTATION :ROTATION ABOUT _2" THROUGH ¢
, %,% .
.,,,i! .. D _
.3 _J2 '
I"
_ THIRD ROTATION :ROTATION ABOUT ' THROUGH D
j ;
/ Figure 2-18. Transformatbn from Earth Fixed Axis to _1-_2-% Inertial Axes
•' 2.,,9'I _
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• "!>
_) which upon carryingout themultiplicationbecomes: "3
" k/ \t\--. /AjI [cost cos_ cosD -slnC slnD] [ slnC cos_ cosD'i'cos C slnD_ I-sin(cosD] el
!,
Eoo c coo,.IV'd
The angle 5 isdefinedby program input. There isan optionin thisdefinitionto
_! internallyset 5 equalto thegeodetictipangle(ST)atthegeocentriclatitude8L. Use
-_, A
,._ of this option rceults in orienting the J3 axis parallel to this geodetic vertical. The
- 7..
. .-. expression for 6T in terms of 0L, the equatorial radius (A) of the central body, and the
polar radius (B) of the central body is readily derived from the geometry which is
illustratedin Figure 2-19. This cross sectionisdescribedby assuming theproperties
_ of an ellipse, consequently:
i_ x2 y2
.4 ---- + _ = 1 (2-170)
"7 A2 B2
...:_
I
"" dx _)
,!_ The slopeof the tangentT at pointS is _yy and isobtaineddirectlyfrom Eq,(2-170)viz.,
:!i!i (iX __ A2 Y (2-171)
. slope of tangent at S = dy B2x
-- -I/[dx--_consequently:
i_!ii..,_ The slopeofthelinePS (perpendiculartothetangent),atS is 7 _dy/ '•,'_._
"':" -- - 1
,-./ slopeof PS =(-_vy) = tan 811 (2-172)
The line OS has a slopei
i
slope of O'-S- y - tan OL 12-1731X
---t By combining Eq. (2-1711, (2-172), and (2-1731, Og Is expressed in terms of 8L: .
' , tan 0g = tan 0L 12"774) .
0
<
2-98
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_ (:i! 5T can now be obtained from Eq. (2-174) and the geometry of Figure 2-19 as:
&-
"_ 5T = Og - 8L
[ A2 ] (2-175.. 6T = ARCTAN[B--_ tan 8L -6 L
Since Eq. (2-175) is defined by tangent functions, and since 5T is a first or fourth
_' quandrant angle, the correct algebraic sign is automatically determined when evalu-
r..
/ atmg it.
NORTH POLE-7
_:,._
f Y
_"-" _. " :
"_. _i
.!
: EQUATORIAL PL._uNE
" O P X X ;
?--
:' Figure 2-19. Geodetic Tip Angle
_! Option A. Option A determines the vector components of the geocentric ra_hu_
vector 1_ and the relative velocity vector V in the Earth-Fixed Coordinate System (see
Figure 2-6), and the net acceleration vector, a in the _1-_2-_3 Inertial System. The i
net acceleration vector includes all accelerations ac_g on the vehicle -- ae_:lyn_ic,
propuletve, and gravitati,.=al.
Let R1, R2, and R3 denote the components of R along the _1' _2' and _3 axes,
0 respectively. The associated program Internal designations are Z(53), Z(54), and
Z(55), respectively. Expression of 1t as
L
:0
; 2-99
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..,! and application of transformation matrix [M-7] yields: -..--)
R I 0 ,_,
R 2 = _rM-7] 0 (ff;) _ (2-176)
3 R
:_ Let g 1, V2, and g 3 denote the components of _" along the e_1, e2^ , and ^e3 axes,
.._ " respectively, with corresponding respective associated program internal designations
Z(56), Z(57), and Z(58). Then for
..%..
"..: _¢= (o)  N)+ (oj _y
:-4
_! successive application of transformation matrices [M-5 ] and IN-7 ] yields:
:_ V2 = _I-7] _vI-5] (ft/sec) (2-177 I
;_. 3
_ The total applied force (does not include the gravitational force) vector is ex-
_ pressed in the Relative Velocity System as:
- '_-i_ FApPLIE D = FB'_8+ FV + (]b) (2-178)
!";! Multiplying Eq. (2-178) by (-_) yields _he applied force acceleration vector (_) with
. component_ f_, fv' and f), where go is the reference gravitational acceleratioa at
which weight is measured, f is then transfozmed into the _ - _0 - _R system by means
of the transformation matrix [M-5], thus, yielding components f_, fo' and fR:
to = _I-5 ] (_t/see) (2-1'79) ,
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_i C _ The total net acceleration vector g) is obtained by adding the components of the
_: gravitational acceleration vector g (with components ge and -gR) to the total applied
= acceleration vector. This is accomplished easily in t_.e_-_e -_R fra:.le. The
• resulting components are then transformed to the _1- _2-_3 Inertial System by
successive application of transformation matrices [M-7] and [M-8], thus, yielding
,_ the net acceleration vector expressed in the _1 - _2 - _3 system. Let a1, a2, and a3
_;_, denote th_ components of _ with corresponding respective program internal designa-
_ tions Z(59), Z(60), and Z(61); then:
,_?..
•r:e a 2 = fM-8] [M-7] + go Ct/s (2-180)
, 3 -gR/"L-"
:_ Option B. Option B defines the vector components of the geocentric radius vector :
:_ R, the inertial velocity vector Vi,_ the total applied force acceleration vector {, and the
_ 0 ^ S2 ' igravitational vector g in the J1 - - '_3 Inertial Coordinate System. The total applied
force acceleration vector with components f_, fv' f is obtained by multiplying thei - 7(go)ii total applied force vector FApPLIE D (Eq. (2-180)) by _ . This vector does not
i_ include the acceleration due to gravity. The vector components are designated accord_|
ing to Table 2-8.
• Table 2-8. Vector Component Designations
'_ ' ' ' Components InThe components InThe Corresponding•
Frame In Which _i-_2-_3 Inertial 3?rogran"Inert,al
Vector InitiallyExpressed Frame Dasignatlons
R (_R axis) R_, R2_ R 3 Z(53),Z(b4).Z(55)
_, VI V I (_VIaxis) Vil , Vi2, Vi3 7(G6),Z157),Z(58)
;, f f,6' fv' f'/ fl' f2' f3 Z(59),-Z(60), Z(61)
_' g gO' -gR gl' g2' g3 Z162), Z163), Z164)
: 2'=101
t
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. : i--i_ Then by successive applications of appropriate transformation matrices of [M-5 ],
•-:; [M-g], [M-7], and [M-8] the vector compouents are obtained; succinctly:
R2 = [M-8] t_M-71 0 (ft) (2-181)
R3 R
:" . ,
" :'_-'-: = [M-S] [M-7] [M-5] _t/sec _) (2-1831
_1 g2 " = [M-S] [M-7] _ft/sec2)
g3 , -gR
_!! Positionin Radar Coordinates. Itispossibletocompu._ thecurrentposition
.:\:.:.!. in radar coordinates from the i_tttal traJec-o_j coordinates (e L, eL' RL) and, if
_'_ :"' _bT, RL is the radius:.:_",_,,, required,thecurrentlydefinedtargetcoordinates(8T, RT).
:: _ magnitude attheinitialposition.
-.,.-,,
I_r (WQ(10,M)) r,adiusmagnitude c_.thecurrenttazgetr_dar site
i
i l_r = ReT + hT (ft) (2-184)
where: R_r isthe surfaceradiusmagnitude at0.r
_1' is the altitude of the _°oxlar site
1971015347-118
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::_ (_i AZ L (Z(52)) Azimuth of the vehicle neasured at the initial trajectory
coordinates (AZL).
AZL = J]R (deg) (2-185)
See Eq: (2-106) and (2-107) in Section 2.2.2.9.
• . 8R L (Z (79)) Slant range of the vehicle measured at the initial trajectory
: coordinates (SRL).
::
" .,::- A A
S-_L= R R - Rs L (ft) (2-186)
"'2"
,- _"
:}: snT.=I_LI ct) (2-1s7)
_: EAL(Z (80)) Elevation angle of the vehicle measured at the initial tra-
jectory coordinates (EAL). Let
4:"
-i_ " S-RL
-=_:..__ A_ax --aRccos_ g_ -] (deg) (2-._88)
:-_:_ Then
_'.
::._ EA L = 90° - ARGX (deg) (2-189)
:-.,_. AZT(Z(81)) Azimuth of the vehicle measured at the current target radar
:::_ site coordinates _.IAZT). AZ T is determined in a manner:_::_- A
;:_ similar to the procedure used to evaluate _R except that T&
replaces I_Jin Eq. (2-106) and (2-107)
/_× R):_."WAil (deg) (2-190)\
--' Then from geometry, AZ T is given by
"; A A _'
':..:,;:! if [Tx R]. e3 _ 0, AZ T = AROAZ ._
•.-! (deg) (2-191)
-"'i A A A
::i! _) .if [TxR_. e3< 0, AZ T =360" -ARGAz;:i :_
._-I 2-103
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i:: SRT (Z(82)) Slant range of the vehicle measured at the current target
': radar site coordinates (SRT) -)
A A
SRT = RR - RT T _t) (2-192)
SR T = ivX%t (ft) (2-193)
_ EA T (Z(83)) Elevation angle ,_f the vehicle measured at the current
target radar site coordinates (EAT). LetL
• T" SRT
ARG X = ARCCOSINE \' SRT ] (deg) {2-194)
-L
Then
: EA T = 90° -ARG x (deg) (2-195)
AZ v (Z(93)) Azimuth of the target site as seen from the vehicle (AZv).
, AZ v is determined simularly to the procedure used to evaluate )A
':: _R (Eq. (2-190) and (2-191))except that the _ and R are inter-
changed.
 "%zv= ' [ fi X_[ ] (deg) (2-196)
From the geometry, AZ v is given by:
If [RX_]" eA3> 0, AZv = ARGAz v (deg)
(2-197)
If [_X_]" Ae3<0, AZv= 360°-AZ V (deg) .:
AAZ V (Z(94)) The difference between the azimuth of the target site i
from the vehicle and the azimuth of the vehicle (4 A ZV) (2-198) 6 t
hA Zv = A Zv - 8 (deg) _
• !
There is an option to increment AAZ v by ±n 360 ° for 0 _ n
10 in order to restrict the value of {AAZ v { to be less 0
than 360 deg.
2-104 {
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(
(_.-_ In any event, tests are made to verify that _ AZ V has the
correct algebraic sign (e.g., ff _AZ V = 0 is being used to
terminate a simulation section, the value of AAZ V should
approach zero) _-_ndis witMn 300 deg of zero. These tests are-
ff _ < 0 and _AZ V > 60 deg, then Z_AZv is decremented by 360
deg.
\
: AAZ v = AAZ V • 360 (deg) (2-199)
:_- If _ > 0 and _AZ V < -60 deg, then AAZ V is incremented by
:. 360 deg.
AAZ v AAZ V (d (2=- = + 360 eg) -200_,
2 RNG T (Z (95)) The surface range in nautical miles between the vehicle and
the target site or landing site (TNGT)
:i RAD / " C-N-V3 / (n.mi.) (2-201)
:: whe re:
, CNV3 is the conversion factor which defines the number
.! of feet per nautical mile (6076. 1033 ft/n.mi.). _
:_
_ RAD is the radian to degree conversion factor;
::] •
57.2957795 degrees/radian :_
4
4 2-1os
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2.3 SYNTHESIS TECHNIQUES
The overall organization of the SSSP i_J slmwn in Figure 2-20, and also
illustrates the major iteration process that exists between the WTVOL and GTSM
subprograms. The additional iterations that exist due to option capabilities provided
_ by the _SSP are contained within this major iteration process. The answer sought
'_:-. for a given run (or major ":_eration) is a vehicle and trajectory combination wh-lch
_._.
_+ will deliver a specified payload to a specified parking orbit. (This specified payload
-.+
is provided by internal iterations to the WTVOL subprogram if the specified gross
:: lfftoff weight (GLOW) option is utilized,) For each run the following basic items are
:: fixed: payload we__ghtor GLOW, number of main engines per stage, injection
+'i conditions (Vf, hf, and _,f), staging ¥or staging dynamic pressure, specific
::. impulses, and AV allowances for lx_st-injection maneuvering. Commonallty options
V also fix several booster characteristics (weights, thrust levels, etc. ) In terms of
::. calculated orbiter values, Wf_in the WTVOL subprogram it is thus convenient to
+2 design (size) the orbiter first, then the be'.. ster. For the orbiter the weight and
-_ volume computations are based on fixed thrust/weight or thrust, payload and mass
.t
-:°
';:_ ratio _o . The answers are gross weight and volume. The booster computations are
!:_ based on fixed thrust/weight or thrust, payload and mass ratio _B ' its payload
:,.- being the computed orbiter gross weight. In order to size the booster and orbiter,\
i+ it is therefore neees sary to know _B and '_o" They are _reated as two independent
parameters by the iteration logic in the SSSP, and are deter_,_ined in order to
satisfy the vehicle (size constraints) and trajectory (characteristic velocity) con-
ditions iml_sed.by _he gr_undrules. Initial estimates of _B and total characteristic
velocity (to perigee insertion) are input (the _ntttal estimate of _ ts computed
i-.+ internally) and adjustments are made after each WTVOL/GTSM computation until
+, a vehicle/trajectory solution is obtained to within input-specified tolerance s.
,r
": f
.% +_
*_; e
4
.4
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The primary function of the GTSM subprogram in the synthesis procedure is
to provide a characteristic velocity requirement update from the initial estimate
(by determining the velocity losses on the trajectory which change as the vehicle
design varies), thereby dete-mining the mass ratios. (A secondary function of
GTSM is to provide bc:oster subsonic cruise :]ata for adjustment of the booster
airbreathing engine fuel requirements).
The organization of the SSSP was substantially influenced by the large storage
requirements of the component routines (WTVOL and GTSM), which necessitated
usage of the OVERLAY feature of the Univac 1108 computer. This is discussed
in Section 3 of this report, Programming Discussion. It is introduced here because
of its impact on the computational sequence. Basically, the OVERLAY feature
allows large parts of the program to be temporarily stored on peripheral memory
equipment, unavailable for computations, while other parts (called OVERLAYS) are
used in the central processor. The WTVOL and GTSM routines cannot be utilized .)
simultaneously; neither can the SSSP input and program control routines be used
with either of the other two. Transferral of these OVERLAYS between central and
peripheral equipment is fairly expensive in computer time. Consequently, it is
economical to minimize the number of travsfers from one OVERLAY to the other. _
Maximum useful information must be obtained from each OVERLAY before trans- _
ferring to another. This influences the type of iteration logic used to satisfy the :i:
vehicle size constraints and velocity requirements. The procedure chosen, which
has proven to be very efficient, consists of nested iteration loops: an outer loop,
requiring one transfer of each OVERLAY, whose purpose is to satisfy the velocity
requirement, and a series of inner loops, handled internal to the WTVOL subprogram,
whose purpose is to satisfy certain vehicle constraints imposed on the problem such
as requiring a specified gross liftoff weight for the system. The operation of these
loops are discussed in the following subsections in _erms of the operational capa- i!
bilities and synthesis interface techniques of the SSS1_'. The WTSCH subroutine, _) !
i
2-108 i
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which contains the data bank of weight scaling laws (described in Volume II of this
report), and the trajectory subprogram (GTSM) will be treated as two "black-boxes"
in this section. The synthesis interface parameters which drive these two basic
i
portions of the program will be discussed in terms of synthesis driver input para-
meters, the calculated items output from these two basic program blocks, and any
basic input parameters which are required from the weight/vohlme data blocks in
order to describe the synthesis iteration process or option capa:_ility of the SSSP.
These input data bl_cks are discussed in Sections 3 and 4 of thh_ report however,
in t_e following sections when a parameter is an input to the syn;hesis driver data
block, $DATA2, the input parameter will be denoted in capital l_tters identical to
the actual input acronym.
2.3.1 BASIC SYNTHESIS ITERATION
The important fixed parameters for a SSSP case are payloa(_ascent trajectory
C_i terminal conditions, stage specific impulses, main-engine thrust i'evels (or ignition
thrust-to-weight ratios, T/W's), and staging flight path angle or staging dynamic
pressure. The most important input estimate is the required total charact eristic
velocity, AV (input as IDVEL*), from liftoff to parking orbit injection. This
quantity is characteristic of a given mission, and is usually known hirly well after
a few runs with a particular configuration. It varies primarily with liftoff thrust-
to_eight. The gross vehicle size is strongly dependent on AV. A good estimate o_:'
IDVEL results in fewer program iterations, since the initial vehicle is sized for
approximately the correct velocity requirement; the trajectory computations merely
refine the velocity requirement by accounting for the velocity losses, which vary
. rather weakly with vehicle stage sizes and characteristics.
*In succeeding sections synthesis input parameters will be capitalized and tn the
C_ form input to the $DAT,_2 input data block.
2-109
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The computational flow (as illustrated in Figure 2-20 ) is summarized as
follows:
1. Input data to basic data blocks: fixed input quantities and estimates
for IDVEL, main impulse mass ratios for the booster and orbiter
(UB, _o) and gross stage weight for the booster and orbiter (WGB , WGo).
• j*
: 2. Process input data and adjust _o estimate to agree with IDVEL estimate.
3. In WTVOL, size the vehicle:
: a. compute WGo , using fixed T/W ° or thrust, t_o, and payload
b,, compute WGB, using fixed T/W B or thrust, _B' and booster payload
.. .--WGo
_-.
!' c. compare vehicle with sizing constraints imposed by input options if
;_ utilized and, if not within specified tolerances, adjust control para-
.:._:_ meters and repeat step (a) cycle
='_ d. prepare GTSM data from WTVOL output
i!_i 4. In GTSM, simulate ascent trajectory with fLxed _B, determine _o* required
to reach the specified terminal velocity (Vf) at orbit insertion.:,_e--
_,_:_ 5. In synthesis driver, test the error _o-ao* with specified tolerance,
:i
a. if acceptable, set termination flag and cycle through WTVOL and
GTSM for printout
b. if not 9ccept_ble, adjust ub and repeat Step 3 cycle, *
,., The adjustment made to the input value of _) in Step 2 above is made as follows:
,,_; &Vo = IDVEL - IB go _n t_B
and
 V/%ogoI ;3
"_' _0 = e
2-110
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C
=:" where /_V = charaeteristic velocity i_crement esUmated for the orbiter
o
go = 32.2
' I = effective specific impulse of the bo_sterB
= (1 - PERISP)*ISLB(1) + PERISP*IVACB(2)
PEtllSP = input scaling factor (_.80) which accounts
for the impulse lost due to atmospheric
a pressure on the nozzle exit areas.
:: ISLB(1) = input value of the sea level specific impulse
:, for booster
**_: IVACB(2) -- input value of the specific _.mpulse at vacuum
,/"
"_ conditions for booster
:-. IV = input value of the vacuum specific impulse
o of the orbiter
i --IVACO(5)
: With a reasonably good input estimate for IDVEL (e.g., within 250 ft/sec), the
.:_ basic synthesis iteration loop usually converges within three iterations. The test
-.:_ specified in Step 5 is performed in the subroutine ITER8 and the error is compared
_:,, with the input tolerance on _o' TOLMU (_. 005 is usually acceptable). The estimates
.: for the gross stage weights (WGB, WGo ) need not be good (_50% is acceptable on
vehicle size), since the convergence is very rapid and stable. The basic sizing
constraints referenced in Step _ above are discussed tn Section 2.3.2 Basic
Synthesis Options. Calculation of the booster cruise requirements and how the
6
: requirements interface with the basic synthesis iteration process are discussed in
: Section 2.3.4, Booster Subsonic Cruise Options. The basic synthesis iteration
_ loop is continued until convergence or until the allowable number of iterations lmve
been exceeded as specified by the input SYNIT (=6 as a maximum).
I
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2.3.1.1 Weight Sizing Driver: The basic data bank of sizing laws are contained
in the WTSCH subroutine. These sizing laws and their L.put requirements are
described in detail in Volume II of this report, Weight/Volume Handbook. The
basic input requirements to WTSCH are the scaling coefficients, fixed weights and
estimates made to initiate the sizing process.
The b._sic scaling process performed by WTSCH results in component weights
; and volumes for the stage that are based on the eslimatc for the overall or gross
stage weight and volume. Therefore an i._ra_ion process is employed to ensure
that these two are mutually com_istent. The iteration to ensure the. the sum of the
component volumes is mutually con._istent wlth gross volume is eon_ reed within
WTSCH and is a simple repetit_.ve iteration on the total stage bo_y ,:..:_4me. The
iteration _o ensure that the sum of the comooneni weights is consi_¢e:. with the
gross stage weight (WG) is the r_ponsibility of the subroutine SC]I v _:. In SOLVE
a Newton-Raphson iteration proce_:_re is used to drive the differ_-_ _-in the gross
stage weight that is the estimated input, W ' snd the gros_ '_:._,_-__veight that isG _
' -*O° -_,',_'Newton-Raphson
obtained from WTSCH, WG, to zero, viz., _'G - W G
iteration for (n+l) th step is as follows:
/
W' .--:W' - e //_(n) ' e(n-1) q
(n) W ' - W ' 1) I
G(n+l ) G(n) / _ G(n) G(n"
where, W ' , W ' , W ' = estimate for the stage gross weight for the
G(n+1) G(n) G(n-l) th(n+l) , (n)th, and (n-1)th iterations,
respectively.
i
e n_l_ _ = the error in the outpu_ vs. input of thee(n)'
, for the (n)th andgross weight, WG-W G_
•. (n-l) th iterations, respectively. 0
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This iteration is continued until the error f,)r the (n,1) th step, e(n+l)_is within
specified input tolerance (_5 lbs) for each stage. The orbiter sizing is performed
in this fashion with fixed payload, ao and vacuum thrust or vacuum thrust/gross
weight. The orbiter gross weight obtained is set equal to the booster _ayIoad and
the process is repeated for the booster with fixed L_B anal v__uum thrust or vac_mm
, thrust/booster gross weight. Thus the data bank of sizing equations contained in
_ WTSCH is used for both the orbiter and booster stages with the fixed weights,
scaling coefficients, initial estimates, and sizing tolerance being input separately for
_:_ each stage (see Section4 of t_;is volume and the Weight/Volunle Handbook, Volume
II of this report).
The basic output of this weight sizing iteration is a set of vehicle weights and
component weights consistent with the constant velocity requiremen_ imposed on the
system. Optional vehicle constraints imposed on the system which _equire additional
_ resizing of the config_:ration before updating this velocity requirement (i. e.,
.;_ _ simulating the ascent trajectory) are discussed in Section 2.3.2, Ba. "c Synthesis
Op,tions.
2.3.1.2 Trajector_ Simulation Driver (A scent). Simulate.on of the ascent trajectory
basically tests the vehicle configuration obtained from the WTVOL subprogram to
insure that it meets the total velocity requirement _hich formed the basis of its
!, sizing. In addition the oatput from the simulation forms th_ bases for a detailed
; analysis of the design trajectories for the shuttle configuration while providing
an excellent means for determining sensitivitie_ to t',e basic design due to changes
in mission requirements. Simulation of the booster entry trRj_ctory is provided as
an option, however the only result obtained which is necessary to the synthesis
process is the cruise range requirement which is used to estimate the booster
• cruise fuel requirements, in general a second order effect on the total system
sizing. This option along with the calculation of the booster cruise fuel require- _'
ments is described in Section 2.3.4, Booster Subsonic Cruise Options.
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Due to the complex interrelationship between the design of the shuttle and its
mission, a baseline ascent trajectory profile was established and built into the
basic synthesis process of the SSSP thus simplifying usage of the SSSP and providing *
a common basis for predesign studies. The subroutine TRAJC provides the basic
logic that presets the input parameters to the GTSM subprogram which establishes
this trajectory profile. The preset values of these parameters are described in
Section 4, Program Operating Instructions.
Seven basic flight simulaticn sections are available to model the ascent
flight profile. The following is a summary of the seven simulation sections to be
used as a reference for subsequent discussion:
1. Booster ignition (instantaneous startup of main engines)
a. vertical rise for an input specified time _8-10 se2onds)
b. pitchover maneuver at a constant relative pitch rate for an
inputspecifiedtime (_16 seconds)
c. gravityturnmaneuver (pitchangle--of-attack= O)to a section
terminalconditionspecifiedby input(usuallya time pointor the
pointatinitiationf main enginethrottlingifrequired)
2. Gravityturnmaneuver toboost-phasepropellantdepletion
(instantaneous shutdown of main engines)
3. Coast of the attached vehicles for an input specified time. Termination
of th_.s simulation section is considered the point at which the vehicles
are st aged or separated and the point at which the booster entry/return
is initiated.
4. Coast of the orbiter stage for an input specified time.
5. Orbiter ignition (instantaneous startup of main engines) and burn for an
input specified time. _.
6. Orbiter burn to a section terminal condition specified by input (usually
a time pointor _hepointatinitiationfmain enginethrottlingifrequired). 0 I @
 -Iz4 1
|
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7. Orbiterburn toorbitinsertion,i.e.,attainmen*ofthe input
specifiedinertialvelocity(Vf).
The vehicleattitudeduringtheshortcoastperiodsinflightphases 3 and 4 above may
, be modeled as eithera gravityturn or a specifiedconstantpitchratemaneuver as
specifiedby input.A multiplieron theinitialpitchrateduringflightphase 1 above
is iterativelydeterminedtoyieldan inp_tspecifiedrelativeflightpath angle(or_) at
terminationof flightphase 3 above. The orbiterflight(phases5,6 and 7 above)rosybe
simulatedwiththecotangentof thepitchattitudebeinglinearintime, cot*=A+Bt.
The woo parameters A and B are iterativelydeterminedtoyieldtheinputspecified
injectionattitude(hf)and injectionflightpathangle(_,f)at attainmentoftheinput
specifiedinjectionvelocity(V_).(An optionalmethod of specifyingtheascent
trajectoryterminalconditionsisdiscussedin Section2.2.2, TrajectoryComputation,
where theinjectionpointis inputspecified by theperigeeand apogee attitudesofthe
C_ parking orbit and the true anomaly of the orbit at the insertion point. ) All of the
specified input parameters mentioned above is input to the GTSM data block ($DATA1)
discussed in Section 4 of this report.
The basic output derived from the ascent trajectory simulation is the ol ter
propellant required to achieve Vf thus determining the orbiter main impulse mass
ratio, tt° . In addition the maximum value of the dynamic press_lre (QMAx) obtained
during the ascent is stored for use in the sizing equations in WTSCH for the next
basic synthesis iteration. The separation condition flight parameters (at termina-
tion of flight phase 3 above) are also stored for use in determining the booster
cruise range requirements and update of the booster cruise fuel requirements for
' use during the next basic synthesis iteration. These updating processes utilized _
for these parameters are discussed in the following sections.
#
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- The basic output from the WTVOL subprogram necessary tc simulate the base-
line ascent trajectory is prepared in the subroutine TAMPER prior to entry of the
J
GTSM subprogram, These output parameters are obtained directly from the
last p_ss through the WTSCtt subroutine for each stage and include the following
computed items:
_ WGB gross weight of the booster
_ WGo = gross weight of the orbiter
WPB = booster main propellant expended during ascent
.: "-_
=
S , S = total (theoretical) wing areas of the booster and orbiter
.: WB Wo
-: TVB , TVo = total stage vacuum tbr_t of the booster and orbiter
°--_
,J
:;_ The booster gross weight is set equal to the initial weight at the start of flight
:.-._ phase _ above. If fixed-size solid rockets are utilized for thrust augmentation at
•:_ liftoff, their gross weight is added to W G to form the total vehicle weight at liftoff. .;"._
b _, B
.;_ In addition flight phase 1 is automatically terminated on the burn time of the •
._.: solid rockets at which time the spent rockets are jettisoned, This option is ::
discussed in Section 2.3.3, Secondary Synthesis Options. The orbiter gross weight
is set equal to the initial weight at the start of flight phase 4 above. The booster
propellant expended is used to determine the section teru'gnal condition of flight
phase 2. Use of the orbiter main engines (fed from the orbiter propellant tanks)
during the initial boost phase is also discussed iu Section 2.3.3, Secondary Sy_:hesis ,
Options. Use of this option modifies the section terminal condition to include
., this prr_pellant expenditure. The theoretical wing areas are utilized as the
aerodynamic reference areas for computation of the aerodynamic forces on the
'i'- I) 2--116
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vehicle during the trajeatory simulation. This process performs the scahng
of the aerodynamic forces on the vehicle as the vehicle size and wing size varies
ducing the synthesis iteration process. (NOTE: the aerodynamic force coefficients
remain unchanged and are fixed specified input and should typify the shuttle con-
figuration being ex':m_ned • ) The propulsion characteristics are defined for each
ascent flight phase and utilize T_ and T computed from WTSCH, input specified
v Vo
specific impulses (at sea level an_ vacuum conditions) for each stage and input
multiplicative thrust fact-,rs which are used to control variations in engine performance
during flight such as utilization of emergency power levels or changing the _ozzle
expansion ratio. (These factors are also used to control certain propvlsion options,
such as simultaneous burn of both stages at liftoff. )
The subroutine TAMPER supplies the GTSM subprogram with the total
vacuum thrust (T V ) and effective specific impulse at vacuum and sea level conditions,
C_ Iv and ISL, are defined for each of the flight phases as follows:
1. TV = TVB *TFCTRB(1) + TVo * TFCTRO(1)
Ty
ZsL - IVACB(Z) Vo WACO(Z)
where
• ,W = , TFCTRB(J) TFCTRO(1)
TV B IVACB{.I) + TV O * IVACO(1)
. 2. TV, Iv, and IsL are cOmputed the same as in flight phase 1 with the replace-
ments in the equations: i
2"11'?
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TFCTRB(1) = TFCTRB(2)
TFCTRO(1) = TFCTRO(2)
IVACB(1) : IrA6_(2)
ISLB(1) = ISLB(2)
IVACO(1) = IVACO(2)
! ISLO(1) = ISLO(2)
.-
3. &4. COast: TV, I v and ISL are set. to zero internally. (NOTE: the subscripted
: parameters listed above are a._o input specified but utilized for printout
-i purposes onlywhere the subscript"3" isconsideredthenominal condition
and the subscript "4" is considered the uDrate d con_liticn of the parameter. )
4 5,6 _-,7.
j_ TV = TVo * TFCTRO(I) --_
}_ I = IVACO(I)
V
::-_ ISL = ISLO(I)!
_ where I = 5, 6 Or 7
.. The thrust factors may be used to show the effect on syrtem sizing or performance *
: by upratingthemain engineperformance or by usingtheorbiterenginesduringthe
: boost phase. Use of the thrust factors for the orbiter during flight phases 1 or 2
require that the input value of FIRE be set equal to 1., however (see Section 2.3.3,
Secondary Synthesis Of .ions). The normal operational procedure for the shuttle
usually requires only sequential burns of the stages and therefore would not require
J
} these thrust factors for the orbiter and hence the input value of FIRE must be set
• equal to2., see Section 2.3.3.1, Sequential Stage Burns.
• Propellants "expended only
.{
g
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, (-i!" 2.3.2 BASIC SYNTHESIS OPTIONS
The basic options provided by the SSSP operate within the WTVOL subprogram
prior to entry into the GTSM subprogram. In this manner the vehicle configuration
is sized within specified constraint tolerances with constant total velocity require-
ments. These basic options include constraints due to commonality between the
i
engine sizes of both stages or due to restrictio[_s placed on the gross weights of the
_ stages. The first two options describe the basic propulsion system procedures one
: of v&ich must be selected to model the configuration. In additon, the sequencing of
' the stage burns must be selected, i.e., the orbiter main engines may or may not
: be utilized during the booster burn to staging. Sequencing of stage burns is discussed
in the next section, Secondary Synthesis Options, Section 2.3.3, since this procedure
does not directly enter into the synthesis process. The last three options in this ,
section describe restrictions which may be placed on the gross size of the stages
however, they need not be utilized to examine system performance.0
2.3.2.1 F_ed Booster Thrust (Common Stage Engines). This option specifies
that the thrust level per engine (or unit thrust) for the booster is obtained from the
• total.vacuum thrust level of the orbiter, TV . The vacuum unit thrust or the vacuum _
: thrust/gross weight of the orbiter is fixed inOut specified in the orbiter input data
block (see Volume II, Weight/Volume Han(_ook). The T V is thus obtained fromO
the orbiter sizing (WTSCH). Prior to the booster sizing entry to WTSCH, the
booster thrust/weight factor is set t,_ zero and the vacuum unit thrust of the bo_ ,_"
, TVB/NB, is computed as follows:
, =Tv 0 N O ] i
• where NB and NO are the fixed number of booster and orbit er engines as specified
in the booster and orbiter input data blocks respectively, and TRATIO is the input
specified scaling factor for the ratio of the booster vacuum uni_ thrust to orbiter
,?,-119
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vacuum unit thrust. This factor is input (_1) to account for the differences in nozzle
expansion ratios between the stages. The booster is thus sized on this vacuum unit
thrust yielding the gross stage weight, WGB. i
The following input flags must also be specified _o obtain this option:
BOOTW = O.,
TWLOI = -1.,
Use of this option includes an important initial check on the basis of the
sizing process prior to either simulating the ascent trajectory of the vehicle or
testing for additional constraints placed on the configuration. This check is performed
to ensure the inititally-sized vehicle has been synthesized with a set of estimates
that yields a reasonable thrust/weight at liftoff for the configuration (>1.2)*. The
liftoff thrust/weight, &'/W)LO , is computed in the subroutine TAMPER utilizing
W G and the actual liftoff thrust for flight phase 1 as discussed in Section 2.3.1.2 -_
B
above. Adjustments are made to the a° and the estimate for the maximum dynamic
pressure, OMAX, utilized to size certain aerodynamic control surfaces on each
stage (see Volume _I, Weight/Volume Handbook), to anticipate the effect of changes
in T/_!_)L O. The vehicle is then resized with the adjusted values. If the process
results in a "poor" T/W)L O after two iterations, the run is aborted which implies
._
that either a larger number of booster engines, NB, are required or a higher orbiter i
thrust/weight or orbiter unit thrust is needed. The adjustments made to a° and QMAX
are based on sensitivities derived from past studies of typical shuttle configurations:
p
*'rhi_3 check is not made if GWREO >0 (se&' Section 2.3.2.3, Fixed Booster Gross
Weigt_t) sad with the vacuum unit thrust of the orbiter specified since this assures _(),
that the llftoff thrust/weight is fixed and known, a priori.
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; y
I - 1: * 1 + .... (n) _n-1)I'iO(n+l) _O(n) (1 - X(n)) E/W)T,O(n) -
and,
._:: T/W) LOfn ) - T/W)Lo(:: QMAX = @MAX + OMXS * n-l)y
(n+1) (n) (1- X(n))
where,
7
500
32. 174 * IVACO(7) * - 1
(n) (n)
- i000
Y =
32. 174 * IVACO(7)
:G
IVACO(7) = input specified vacuum specific impulse for the orbiter
t OMXS = input specified estimate for the slope of _MAX vs.
TI_LO: Input _900.
th
The subscript n implies the n adjustment and is equal to 2 or 3 (two cycles
! are allowed). The first sizing pass is based on the initial computed estimate for ao
with IDVEL (Section 2.3.1, Basic Synthesis Iteration) and an input specified estimate
for_OMAx = OMAX.
2.3.2.2 Fixed Lfftoff Thrust-to-Weight. (a) Non-Common Stage Engines. This
option specifies that the vehicle thrust-W-weight at ltftoff be held constant independent
• of the gross liftoff weight obtained from the sizing process (booster output from
WTSCH) and the thrust level specified for the orbiter, The vacuum unit thrust or
the vacuum thrust/gzoss weight of the orbiter is fixed specified input in the orbiter
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-.4 datablock (seeVolume If,Weight/Volume Handbook). The thrust/weightinputto /
the booster data block is assumed to be the required value at liftoff (sea level
conditions).Prior tothe boostersizingentryto subroutineWTSCH, thebooster
I
vacuum unit thrust is set to zero and the booster thrust/weight facter at vacuum
conditionsiscomputed as follows:
5 T/W)B = T/W)L O * IVACB(1)SLB(1)
whe re,
T/W)B = vacuum thrust/gross weight of the booster required to scale
..._ theboosterin subroutineWTSCH
: T/W)L O = requiredliftoffthrust/weightinputto theboosterdatablock
-"-._ IVACB(1) = inputspecifiedboostervacuum specificimpulse
:.! ISLB(1) = inputspecifiedboostersea levelspecificimptlse ---_
-i The followinginputflagmust alsobe specifiedto obtainthisoption:BOOTW=I.
:i_ (b) Common Stage Engines. This option specifies that the vehicle thrust-to-weight
.t
-_ at liftoff be held constant independent of the gross liftoff weight obtained from the
_i_ sizing process {booster output from subroutine WTSCH) and so that the following
_•'_ rela'_.onshipe,xistsbetween theboosterand orbiterthrustlevelsduringtheWTSCH
': sizingprocess:
:Vo"IT% Oi
where,
;. TVB/N B = vacuum unit thrust of the boosteri
_i TV 0 '-- total vacuttm thrust of the orbiter
_. NO = number oforbiterengines
i,. TRATIO = Input specified scaling factor (see option described in (_)
-- Section 2.3.2.1 above)
.o
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, Since the orbiter stage is sized prior to sizing the booster, the orbiter thrust/weight
factor is iteratively determined so that the computed liftoff thrust-to-weight for the
vehicle is within input specified tolerance of the desired value. Thus the input
specified value of the orbiter vacuum thrust/gross weight b_comes the initial estimate
for this parameter and the vacuum unit thrust for the orbiter is internally set to zero.
• After the orbiter has been sized, the booster is sized with the vacuum unit thrust
•" compated from theabove relationshipyieldingthegross weightof theboosterstage,
W G . The totalvehiclethrust/weightat liftoff,T/W)Lo, is thencomputed insub-
routineTAMPER as follows,usingtheinputspecifiedvaluesofthe specificimpulses
and thrustfactorsforflightphase 1 :
-._.; . W'--I ITVB
T/W}Lo = * * TFCTRB(1) *
.:_ IVACB(1)
'_ G B
"1
-_ + TVo * TFCTRO(1) * ISLO(1) J|_ IVACO(1)
"_ Use of the factors or, TV in this equation are discussed in Section 2.3.3,
.i Secondary Synthesis Option( wi_h FIRE=I and optional use of the orbiter main engines
'_ at liftoff for thrust augmentation)along with modifications to this equation if fixed i
_i solid rocket motors are used at liftoff for thrust augmentation. This computed t
value of the vehicle liRoff thrust/weight is then compared with the desired specified
value input by TWLO. If the difference is greater than the allowed as specified by
the input value of the tolerance, TOLTW (_. 001) the following, correction is made to
; ' the (n+l) th iteration estimate of the orbiter vacuum thrust/gross weight ratio, T/W)o:
_ TWLO
T/V_ = T/W) ' ....
o o T/W)Lo(• (n+l) (n) ,.-
: 2-123
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).: where )
" (n+l)th (n)th
_ii. T/W)o(n+l), T/W)o(n ) = and iteration estimate value of the
orbiter vacuum thrust/gross weight
TWLO = input specified thrust/weight for the vehicle
at liftoff .
_._[_; T/W)LO(n) = computed value of the liftoff thrust/weight forthe (n)th iteratian.
; ii This iteration process is continued until convergence or until the input Iteration
:_ counter, TWLOI (_6), is exceeded.
,"{
.:_ The following input flags must be specified to obtain this option:
_: BOO'rW = O.,
i_ TWLO = desired vehicle liftoff thrust/weight ratio
TWLOI = number of maximum allowable iterations to
obtain TWLO • -)_
_6.
TOLTW = tolerance on TWLO
_. 001
!_)! 2.3.2.3 FixedBooster Gross Weight (Lif_toff Weight). The normal procedure
-" utilized in the WTVOL subprogram provides for sizing the shuttle configuration:?!
f_r a fixed payload as input - specified by the orbiter stage input data block (see
Volume IL Weight/Volume HandbooK), thus obtaining the gross weight of the orbiter
and booster, respectively. The gross weight of the orbiter automatically becomes
the booster payload. The booster grove weight is basically considered the gross
i ltftoff weight of the syst era.
: This option provides for the capability of fixing the booster gross weight1
i by specL_.lng the required value with the input GWREO and solving for the orbiter i
0
i
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, payload. Since the orbiter stage is sized prior to sizing the booster, _,le payload is
iteratively determined so that "he computed gross weight of the booster, WG , is
• B
• within tolerance of the desired gross weight. (NOTE: if fixe_ solid rocket motors
are used for thrust a.gmentation during boost, the gross weight of the solids should
not be included in GWRE_ since WGB ia not sized with them; see Section 2.3.3,
Secondary Synthesis Options).
A Newmn-Raphson iteration procedure is used to solve for the payload, PL,
• _ that yields the desired booster gross weight, GWREQ:
J
I% "% ]
'i / B(n_lI B{n[l
_ (n) WGB( n PL(n ) - PL(n_l ) JPL(n+l)= PL - (GWREQ .....
.,
where,
:_ O PL(n+l), PL(n),PL(n_I ) = (n+l), th, and (n-l) th iteration estimate of the value
•i) of the system payload, respectively
:! GWREO = input specified booster gross weight
_i WGB , WG = computed value of the booster gross weight for
" in) B(n-1) the (n) tn and (n-l) th iteration, respectively.
;4
This iteration process is continued until convergence or until the maximum allowable
iterations have been exceeded lnternMly _et at 5). Convergence is usually very rapid
and is obtained within 3 or 4 iterations. The built-in tolerance on the iteration
process requires that the computed value of the WG is within. 005% of the desired
' value, GWREO. For typical configurations this yi _s a gross weight that is within
250 pounds of the desired value.
" I
2h
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The input value of GWRNO is also the input flag that specifies use of this option.
If GWREO _0 this option is automatically bypassed. In addition this option should
orJy be used in conjunction with the Fixed Booster Thrust option described in Section
2.3.2.1 above (BOOTW = 0,., and TWLOI = -1., ) where the vacuum unit thrust level
of the orbiter is input specified.
!
f
2.3.2.4 Fixed Orbiter Gross Weight. This option provides for the capability of
fixing the orbiter gross weight by specifying the required value with the input WOREÚ.
As mentioned earlier the norm--,i procedure utilized in the W'ITOL subprogram
provides f_r sizing the shuttle configuration based on a constanttot_! characteristic
; velocity requirement, AV, which is the sum of the incremental characteristic
velocities required of the booster and orbiter stages. In WTVOL the total characteristic
velocity is considered to be approximately proportional to the product of the mass
T
._ ratios, ao * aS = constant = exp (AV/Ig), where I may be considered the overall --_
system specific impulse. The computed gross weight of the orbiter, WGo, is then
:" implicitly defined in terms of the booster mass ratio (tt B ),
.i.
_ W =f(a o)=f exp (AV/Ig) aB °
'_ GO
e
Since the orbiter stage is sized prior to sizing the booster stage, the desired value
.:
of WGo is iteratively determined by varying aB within the process. Hence this
process essentially varies the velocity distribution between the stages.
A Newt_n-tl_phson iteration procedure is used to solve for a B that yields the
desired orbiter gross weight, WORNQ: •
_ _B =t_ - (WOREQ-W G _
;':i (.+i) O(n)/ L U,B(n)- U,B(n_l)
_,-
_.
'2. :0
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.-. •.. where,
(n+l)th th th
B(n+l )' _B(n)' '_B(n-1) = (n) , and (n-l) iteration estimate of
the booster mass ratio, respectively. The first
estimate of UB is input through the booster input
data block (see Section 4 of this volm._e and
Volume II, Weight/Volume Handbook)
._-
•-: WOREQ = input specified orbiter gross weight
" • -_
:_ :!?_i- WG , WG = computed value of the orbiter gross weight for
.- __
::_:_: O(n) O(n-1) the (n) th and (n-l) th iteration, respectively.
• This iteration process is continued until convergence or until the maximum allowable
i.,!_ ..- C_"IIIII! iterations have been exceeded (internally set at 6). Convergence is usually very
rapid and is obtained within 3 or 4 iterations. The built-in tolerance on the iteration
_i_i_l process requires that the computed value of WGo is within. 025% of the desired value,
;:_i#!_:_] WOREQ. For typical configurations this yields a gross weight that is within ± 250
:..::.::_;_ pounds of the desired value.
,-.-"-"' The input value of WOREO is also the input flag that specifies use of this
?:4_i .{:
-:_,:.:-q option. If WOREQ _ 0 this option is automatically by-passed. This option may be
"'.:-,_ used in conjunction with any one of the basic synthesis options described in the pre-
.-:::_ ceding paragraphs, but no__twith the Fixed Orbiter Propellant Weight option described
in the next section, Section 2.3.2.5. NOTE: if this option is not used, the system/
• •_ is sized with a fixed value for _B as Lnput specified in the booster input data block.
;_ Use of this option includes an adjustment to ,, during the iteration process
. described above. This adjustment not only improves convergence of this option
_ but also improves the Basic Synthesis Iteration process (described in Section 2.3.1)
• ,'-_§
il Q by anticipating the effect varying the velocity distribution between the stages by -
changing _B" During each Newton-Raphson iteration above, the following adjustment
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• is made:
.._,;_ to ao
aB
= U, * _
 O(n+l) o(.) B(n+l)
where,
Y a°(n+l), _O(n) = (n+l)thand (n)th adjustmenttothe orbitermass
-. ratio used in sizing during the (n+l) _ and (n)_
/-: iterationon theboostermass ratio,respectively
- 1)th (n)th
i_ ttB ' ttB = (n+ and iterationestimateoftheboosterIn+l) In)
mass ratio•to obtainthedesiredorbitergross
?
-_:... weight, respectively.
•_.. 2.3.2.5 Fixed Orbiter PropellantWeight. This optionprovidesforthecapau4.1ity
,._ of fixing the total "impulse" propellant expended during the orbiter burn (s) by
specifying the required w'Aue with the input WPORE_. The orbiter total "impulse"
propellantisdefinedas thesum oftheascentmain-propellantsburne____dtoparking
orbit insertion (excluding flight performance reserves, trapped propellants, losses,
_: etc. ) and the total post-insertion (or on-orbit) maneuvering propellants required, if
;_. any, (See Secondary Propellant Weights, Section 13.1.8 of Volume II, Weight/
Volume Handbook). Defining the orbiter total impulse propellants in this fashion
allows the user to readily specify the actual volume of propellants utfltzed in meeting
the total rdsston velocity requirements.
The iteratlve procedure and methodology utilized for this option is identical
_: to that used in the Fixed Orbiter Gross Weight option described in Section 2.3.2.4
._ since the orbiter sizing is performed prior to the booster synthesis and the orbiter "
.!
":'_.:.:: total Impulse propellants, WPo , are also implteifly defined as a function of "&_
t - .
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C_I' booster mass ratio, _ B' Therefore the desired value of the orbiter total impulse
propellants is iteratively determined by varying _B within the process.
A Newton-Raphson iteration procedure is used to solve for aB that yields
the desired _,alue of the orbiter propellants, WPOREQ:
rWp - W 1
= - (WPOREQ - W_ )/[ 0 (n-l)-- PO(n'
B (n4-l) _ E (n) t_O,,n, / L _ B,n, - _BJ, _ _ (n-l)
where, !.
(n+l) th , (n)th,, a , "-- and (n-l) th it eration estimate _
B(n+I) B(n) _B(n-1) ,,_:
of the booster mass ratio, respectively. The ._
first estimate of _B is input through the booster _
input data block (see Section 4 of this vohune ,_
• and Volume II,Weight/Volume Handbook) '_¢
WPOREQ = input specified orbiter total impulse propellant
Wp , WPo = computed value of the orbiter total impulse
O(n) (n-l) propellant for the (n)th and (n-l) th iteration,
respectively.
This iteration process is continued until convergence or until *.he maximum allow-
able iterations have been excelled (internally set at 6). Convergence is usually
very rapid and is obtained within 3 or 4 iterations. A built-in tolerance on the
iteration process yields a computed value of Wp within. 025% of WPOREQ or
• about • 200 pounds of the absolute value of WPO_EQ.
The input value of WPOREQ is also the input flag that specifies use of this
' option. If WPOREQ _0 this option is automatically by-passed. This option may
be use d in conjunction with any of the Basic Synthesis Options described in this
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;_ section except with the Fixed Orbiter Gross Weight option (Section 2.3.2.4) and •
.T
therefore, _TOREQ ._0. NOTE: if this option is not used, the system is sized
with a fixed value for t_B as input specified in the booster input data block.
Use of this option also includes an adjustment to _o during the iteration
procedure and isidenticaltothe scheme describedinthe Fixed OrbiterGross
Weight Option.
2.3.3 SECONDARY SYNTHESIS OPTIONS
The secondary synthesisoptionsprovidedby the SSSP are so-calledbecause
they were developed for use in preliminary studies during the early phases of con-
.. figuringthe Space Shuttleconcept. These optionsbasicallyprovidefor thrust
augmentation during the boost phase of flight (flight phases 1 or 2)* to minimize the
number or size of the main rocket engines required for the booster stage. As with
i
the Basic Synthesis Options (Section 2.3.2), the secondary options operate within
_: the WTVOL subprogram p_rior _ entry into the GTSM subprogram and simulation
_ of theascenttrajectory.The firstoptiondiscussesthenormal operationalprocedure _:
for the shuttle concept and the SSSP. •
2.3.3.1 Sequential Stage Burns. The normal operational procedure utilized for
•:_ the ascent flight of the shuttle involves sequential burn of the booster and orbiter
_: stagestoparkingorbitinsertion.The boostermain rocketenginesare ignitedat 'i•
_: liftoff and are burned to propellant depletion. Staging and separation of the stages
• _
occur a few seconds later. The orbiter main rocket engines are then ignited and
the crbtter stage continues to parking orbit insertion. This procedure is obtained
in the SSSP by specifying the input FIRE=2., selecting one of the basic propulsion
procedures discussed in Section 2.3.2 above to model the configuration and then
: supplying the input specified constant specific impulses and thrust factors for each
. flight phase as described in the Trajectory Simulation Driver (Ascent), Section
2.3.1.2. In this mode of operation the values of the orbiter thrust factors during
_ *See Trajectory Simulation Driver (Ascent), Section 2.3.1.2 Oj,
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' (,?i flight phases 1 and 2 are ignored and need not be input. The remainder of the thrust
factors may be utilized to account for variations in engine performance during flight
such as utilization of emergency power levels or changing the nozzle expansion ratio
with an extendable skirt. They have nominal built-in values equal to 1.
2.3.3.2 Simultaneous Stage Burns. This optional procedure allows for utilizing
the orbiter stage main rocket engines during the initial boost phase of flight (flight
phases 1 and 2 as described in _¢ection 2.3.1.2, Trajectory Simulation Driver). Two
r
' !
methods for accommodating this procedure are described in the following paragraphs. •_
!.
a. No Cross feed. This option allows the orbiter main rocket engines to be :_
utilized during the initial boost phase for thrust augmentation. Use of the orbiter ::
¢
: engines in this mode requires use of the propellants from the orbiter tanks during
the boo_L vurn thereby depleting the supply of propellants available to the orbiter :_
%
during its solo burn to orbit insertion (i. e., no crossfeed of propellants from the
C'_ booster tanks to the orbiter engines). Usually the burn of the orbiter engXnes in
this mode is of short duration and assumes that the engines are in-flight restartable
or have a wide range of throttling capability since use of the orbiter main propellants
for this purpose has proven to be rather expensive in terms of overall system
performance.
This procedure is obtained by specifying the following input:
FIRE=I. ,
NXFOB=I., (or / 0.,) i:
selecting one of the basic propul lion procedures discussed in Section 2.3.2 above
to model the configuration, and then supplying the input specified constant specific
impulses and thrust factors for eac._hhflight phase as described in the Trajectory
Simulation Driver (Ascent) Section 2.3.1.2. The thrust factors may be utilized
' to account for variations in engine performance during flight however, these
factors have nominal built-in values equal to 1. In addition the terminal condition
0
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of flight phase 1 must be input specified as a time point after liftoff (see Section 4 for
trajectory simulation control) which is wed in the subroutine TAMPER to compute
the total orbiter propellant expended during flight phases 1 and 2 in this mode and
hence, the automatic termination value of flight phase 2, boost-phase propellant
depletion.
.: b. With Crossfeed. This option allows the orbiter main rocket engines to
'_ be utilized during the initial boost phase for thrust augmentation without depleting
' the propellants in the orbiter tanks. Use of the orbiter engines in this mode requires
use of the booster main propellants in a crossfeed manner to the orbiter engines
.;.
thereby depleting the supply of propellants available to the booster during ascent.
NOTE: the weight of the propellant feed lines and necessary hardware items to
accommodate this option should also be accounted for in the input data blocks of
either the booster or orbiter stages ($DATA3, _ee Section 4 of this volume).
;. This procedure is obtained by speciiyi:_: _he following input:
NXFOB =0.,
selecting one of the basic propulsion procedures discussed in Section 2.3.2 above -_
_; to model the configuration, and then supplying the input specified constant specific
:_._ impulses and thrust factors for eac._.__hflight phase as described in the Trajector_
_ Simulation Driver (Ascent), Section 2.3.1.2. The thrust factors may be utilized
to account for variations in engine performance during flight however, these factors
have nominal built-in values equal to 1.
2.3.3.3 Fixed Solid Rocket Motor Augmentation. This option provides for thrust
augmentation during the initial boost phase of flight by utilizing fixed solid rocket i
strap--one. The characteristics of the solids are fixed input specified and are
: modeled in a very simplified manner. Use of the solids is limited to flight phase 1 "
" described in Section 2.3.1.2, Trajectory Simulation Driver (Ascent).
O
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-: ;" The vacuum thrust time history for the solid rocket(s) is assumed to be a
linear function of time from ignition:
, TVsRM = SOLID * (AS + BS * t)
where,
t
TVsRM = totalsolidrocketvacuum thrust
,,; SOLID = input specified number of solid rockets
-_ AS = input specified constant (single rocket vacuum thrust at t=0)
_ BS = inputspecifiedconstantslope
•:_ t = time (seconds)from ignitionofsolids
• The modeling of the solid rocket thrust during simulation of flight phase 1 accounts
i C_ for the atmospheric pressure on the nozzle exit areas as follows:
= TVsRM * SAE
TSI_I - SOLID * Pa
where,
"ii TSR M = total solid rocket thrust
+!_' Pa = atmospheric pressure (psi) = f (altitude)
'+, _ .
+.{ SAE input specified nozzle exit area (in2) per rocket
._i"! The total solid rocket propellant flow rate, WSRM, is computed as:
= Istop
WSRM TVsR M
+.
, where SISP = input specified constant specific impulse (sec) for the solid rocket(s).
'i ' The total solid rocket propellant expended, WPsRM, is computed as:
-.I 1
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where TSBO = input specified burn time for solid rockets. The gross weight for
solid rockets, WGsRM , is computed as:
L
WGsRM ---WPsRM + SOLID * SINERT
where SINERT = input specified inert weight per solid rocket. The input value of
TSBO is used to automatically terminate flight phase 1 at which time the spent solid
rocke*_s, W. , are jettisoned where
JSRM
W. = SOLID * SINERT.
JSRM
The input value of SOLID is also the input flag that specifies use of this option.
If SOLID _ 0 this option is automatically by-passed. This option may be ,:sed in
conjunction with any of the Basic Synthesis Options (Section 2.3.2) or secondary
options described above with the following exception: Fixed Liftoff Thrust-to-Weight, :-) _
Non-Common Stage Engines (Section 2.3.2.2a). This option may be used in con- .;
4
junction with the Common Stage Engines part of this basic option (Section 2.3.2.2b) 4
however, since the iteration procedure described computes the total vehicle thrust/ _i
weight at liftoff, T/W)L O, which is compared to the desired value, TWLO, the
following modification is made in the subroutine TAMPER to include the solid !
rockets:
I * IS_LO ]TV * TFCTRB(1) * _ * TFCTRO{1) '_CO(1)J
T/W) LO = B IVACB(1) + TV 0II II I
WGB _"WGsRM
where TSLsR M is the total solid rockets thrust at sea level conditions at ignition
2-134
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(_ (_0) computed as:
TSLsR M = SOLID * (AS - 14.69 * SAE)
NOTE: if this option is used in conjunction with the Fixed Pooster Gross
Weight option described in Section 2.3.2.3, the gross weight of the solid rockets,
WGsRM , are not included in the iteration process and therefore should not be
accounted for in the input value of GWREQ.
2.3.4 BOOSTER SUBSONIC CRUISE OPTIONS !
Inherent in th_ basic design of the Space Shuttle system is the concept of
reuseability of the stages. This section concerns itself specifically with recovery
of the booster stage and how the SSSP accounts for the cruise fuel allotment necessary
to power the airbreathing engines for successful returh to a suitabi_ landing site or
airport.
During the Basic Synthesis Iteration procedure described in Section 2.3.1,
the booster is sized during each basic iteration in the WTVOL subprogram with
the gross weight of the orbiter, WG , as its payload, a fixed main-impulse mass
ratio , t_ B' and a fixed total thrustOr thrust/weight ratio. The result of this i
synthesis is primarily the gross weight of the booster, W , which describes the l •
% ioverall system performance. An important input parameter to the booster synthesis
process is the allotment of the airbreathing fuel requirements. This parameter t
!
is also updated during each basic iteration and is provided for in terms of the
performance mass ratio required for the cruise portion of flight (see Section 13.1.3
. of Volume II, Weight/Volume Handbook). The cruise performance mass ratio is
derived from Breguet's endurance equations for an aircraft cruising for a given
¢
distance at a constant speed, lift/drag ratio, an_ constant specific fuel consumption
for the airbreathing engines. These constants are input specified. The distance
0
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or range that the booster must cruise after entry and transition to subsonic flight
is supplied by various options within the SSSP. These options are primarily based
on the flight conditions at the staging point supplied from ascent trajectory simula-
tion. This data becomes the initial conditions for hypersonic entry trajectory and
transition flight to subs(_nic speeds. Thus this update procedure operates directly
with both the WTVOL and GTSM subprograms.
This section first describes the various options awflable that provide the
basic subsoniv cruise range requirement for calculation of the booster cruise mass
ratio. Finally three alternative procedures are outlined which may be used to
calculate this performance mass ra_o in the form utilized by the synthesis procedure
in WTVOL. One procedure must be selected from each of the two following sub-
sections to define the booster cruise requirements and hence to successfully drive
this portion of the SSSP.
2.3.4.1 Booster Range Calculation. This section describes the five basic options
provided by the SSSP in order to determine the booster subsonic cruise range
requirements.
a. Parametric F!yback Range Data. This option provides for determining
the cruise range requirement for flyback to the launch site with the use of built-in
data generated parametrically as a function of the flight conditions at staging
initial conditions for entry for a typical shuttle configuration. This data was !
generated external to the SSSP using a three-degree-of-freedom trajectory simula-
tion for a range of initial conditions, and was then incorporated into the SSSP in the
form of curve fits or as table_ (subroutine RANGE). The staging conditions necessary i
i
to drive this data is supplied by the simulation of the ascent trajectory. The output
provides the range increment from the staging point to initiation of the subsonic
cruise which is in the downrange direction from the launch site. The range ' i
increment from the launch site to the staging point (also provided by the ascent I
trajectory simulation) is then added to form the flyback range required. Provision i
l,
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for a bias on this range requirement has also been made to account for variations
from the basis of the w.rametric data results. The basis for generation of the
parametric data is discussed in what follows.
The nominal b_.,)ster recovery trajectories were initiated at the staging point
and terminated at an altitude of 50, O00 feet. ":'he following hypersonic vehicle
characteristics were used for the trajectories:
i,
_- Entry loading parameter, W/C L S = 80.7 psf
_: max
;:_: L/D at C = 0.55 L
... max
_'_,: CL = 0. 723
_' max
:: The vehicle pitch attitude was assumed to be at zero lift at staging and be changed
.o
_,_,o_
,_ instantaneously to the CL attitude at apogee and maintained in that attitude
O until termination. The pl_nc_Xangle-of-,attack at CL for the vehicle used was
60 degrees. The vehicle bank angle was used te m_n_ltze downrange travel within
_, a maximum normal losd factor consLraint of 4.0 g. This bank angle was maintained _
•_ at this constant preselected value after st aging until terminal altitude was reached
(approximate change in heading angle of 180 degrees). The range increment from
,_
=: the staging point to the terminal point was then computed as the great-circle
distance between these points. The stagiag conditions which initiate this entry ;
trajectory were parametrized, within reasoneble bounds, to generate the comuila_
tion cf range increments. ,'_ne basic staging conditions utilized were the altitude
(hs) , relative velocity (Vs), and relative flight path ang!e(ys). Table 2-9 summarizes
, the output from this procedure and illustrates the approximate range of the data.
This data is compiled into the subroutine RANGE, RANGE is called to yield the
:0 appropriate range increment after the staging conditions are determined from the
• ascent trajectory simulation. The table look-up subroutine TBL2D is ueed to
i .
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% Table 2-9. Parametric Range Increment8 from Staging to Flyback Initiation
h (ft) y (deg) V (ft/sec)
," 8 B 8
¢.
Note: Range in nautical miles.
7000 8000 9000 10000 11000 12000 13000
18000 2 93 108 122 138 153 169 184
4 101 118 !34 153 171 190 209
6 110 130 149 173 196 225 256
8 120 145 168 199 232 267 304
10 132 161 190 228 272 331 404
12 144 179 212 270 338 413 507
-- 190000 2 99 116 133 150 168 185 204
4 107 127 146 168 190 215 241
6 117 140 163 19_ 222 252 285
8 127 151 183 219 252 298 354
10 139 171 203 253 312 378 455
12 152 189 237 303 372 457 -534
200000 2 105 123 143 165 187 209 230
4 113 135 !58 186 212 239 266
: 6 122 148 177 210 241 271 310
:: 8 133 163 195 237 284 339 403
1_ 146 180 224 284 345 411 496
12 159 203 260 329 403 -480 -559
210000 2 III 130 152 176 200 224 248
4 120 142 167 196 225 253 283
V 6 131 154 182 219 260 302 349
8 142 169 206 259 316 375 441 _
10 153 t88 240 _04 371 446 -530
12 168 213 270 347 -432 -.497 -573
_ 220000 2 118 136 157 182 208 234 260
i 4 128 147 172 205 241 275 309
_i 6 139 161 193 239 288 338 392
8 150 177 222 280 343 405 476
! 10 163 201 251 320 397 480 -545
12 179 220 278 365 -444 -514 -588 s
!•i
230000 2 123 142 167 197 226 254 280
4 133 155 186 224 263 302 343
6 145 172 211 261 313 366 421
8 158 193 237 297 362 430 503
10 173 211 263 336 419 -490 -556
12 186 229 292 -374 -451 -522 -597 ' t
where: the minus sign preceding the range increment indicates t
a result beyond the generaced data
", = st._ngal_ude
: B
Ys = staging flight l_tth angle (relative) _._
V = staging velocity (relaUve)8
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i,
_ interpolatebetween valuesinthetableto selectthe proper valueas thestaging}
pointsvarie_duringthebasicsynthesisiterationprocess described in Section2.3.1.
( If the u_ bounds of the table have been exceeded during any iteration, this optior_
provides for a default value of range to be used (via data extrapolation) so that the
synthesis iteration may continue to convergence. The converged case may or may
not have exceeded these bounds and thus this procedure is helpful in preventing
aborted cases or at least in diagnosing problem areas. The following are the
upper bounds on the staging condif_ons used:
h = 250,000 ft(orresultingapogee h = 300,000 ft)s
" V = 13,000 ft/sec
S
Ys = 14 deg
The total reference range requirement in nautical miles, RRE F, is computed
C as:
RRE F = ARLo + A RDATA + DRNG
where,
A RLO = range incrementfrom thelaunchsiteto thestaging
point(from computed range angle - GTSM)
ARDATA = range incrementfrom thestagingpointto initiation
oftheflybaekcruisefrom Table 2-9
DRNG = input specified additive range factor (n. mi) to bias results.
The parameter RRE F is the basic range requirement which is utilized to calculate
the cruise performance mass ratio described in the next section (Section 2.3.4.2).
t
ARLo is supplied from the ascent trajectory simulation and is also internally stored
with the staging conditions for use in this option. DRNG is usually input to accou_t
for the additional range increment required to perform the entry maneuvers over
a finite period of time (_ 25 n. mi) rather than instantaneous bank and pitch attitudes
2'-139 [
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" assumed for the data base or to reflect the results of a detailed analysis of the entry
trajectory lor a particular baseline configuration.
This procedure also provides for use of an empirically derived correlation •
factor and which is applied to the reference range requirement, RREF, to account 4
• for variations about the nominal CL utilized to generate the parametric range
max
:: increments, ARDATA:
[ 1. R' = 0.72_: REF RREF* CLVG
!
: where, R REF = adjusted value of range requirement, RKE F
,.',. CLVG = input specified adjustment factor ff CL is not _0.7
"_ max
.., This adjustment is made only if input value of CLVG _ 1. •-_.
_ This procedure for defining the cruise range requirement for the booster is
_:_ obtained by setting the input flag FLYBCK--I° This option has been successfully
*. used for a wide variety of shuttle configurations with a resultant cruise range of
'_! within • 10% of a detailed analysis.
..:: b. Sta_n_ 0 Function Range. This option provides for dete.mlining the cruise
range requirement for flyback to the launch site with the use of an empirically derived
formula based on the dynamic pressure at staging, Qs" The form of the equation
was derived from prede_ign observations of the effect of Q on typical booster entrys
profiles and the resulting flyback range requirements. Use of this option requires
J
that the initial pitcl_ver maneuver performed during flight phase 1 of the nominal
ascemt trajectory (Section 2.3.1.2) be used to target to an input specified staging
} dynamic pressure {terminal state of flight phase 3), however.
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The reference range requirement in nautical miles, RRE F, is computed as:
_ _ lOgl0, RRE F 55.915 * (Os) + 430 + DRNG
where, DRNG = input specified additive range factor (n. mi) to bias results from
basic form of equation.
This procedure is obtained by setting the input flag FLYBCK=2. This option
is particularly useful in predesign where minimal information is available on the
hypersonic entry characteristics of the booster configuration.
c. Constant Range: This option provides for specifying the cruise range
requirement with the constant input. , The reference range requirement, RRE F,
is specified during each basic iteration as:
RRE F = DRNG _ .G 'i
where, DRNG is input specified (n. mi).
This option is obtained by setting the input flag FLYBCK=3. This option is
helpful ill predesign where use of inflight refueling with minimum cruise range
or preselected distances to downrsnge landing sites are, a priori, known,
d..Ballistlc Impact Ran_. This option provides for determining the cruise
}
range requirement as a function of the intersection of the conic orbit which is
defined by the conditions at staging with the surface of the earth. The reference !
range requirement in nautical miles, RRE F , is specified during each basic iteration
as:
RRE_ A_M p + /_RLo + DRNG
where,
1971015347-157
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ARIM p = range increment from staging point to predicted impact
point on earth surface (from computed IIP central angle -
GTSM, Section 2.2.2)
ARIA ) = range increment from the launch site to the staging point
(from computed range angle - GTSM)
DRNG = input specified additive range factor (n. mi) to bias results.
This option is obtained by setting the input flag FLYBCK=4. This option is
useful in predesign to estimate the range requirement to downrange landing sites or
as a "first-cut" estimate at the requirement for full flyl_ack to the launch site.
e. Entry Trajectory Simulation Range, The booster entry/return trajectory
can be computed by numerical integration of the flight differential equations of
motion by specifying the input FLYBCK=5. This option uses the same trajectory
simulation module (GTSM) that is used for the simulation of the ascent trajectories,
b_wever in this case the trajectory profile, vehicle control, and vehicle modeling
are NOT fixed (with the exception of the aerodynamic reference areas which are
internally set equal to the computed booster theoretical wing area), and th11. "*'u_
be input by the user. It is emphasized that care must be taken when defining the
simulated return trajectory since errors can cause termination of the case. The
most frequent error is the specification of a flight se_on termination condition
which is not satisfied soon enough to prevent impact with the earth. Avoidance of
this type of error requires a priori knowledge of staging con&_.ions and the return
trajectory. Consequently it is recommended that the numerically integrated return
be used only after a similar case which utilizes _aother return option has been
s
generated. *
l
• Also cases in wbich the numerically integrated return option is specified will /'N
generally require from 10 to 40 per cent more computer run time. __:P I-
J
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_' _i_ The booster return flight is assumed to be initiated from _e booster state and
attitude at the staging point. These entry "initial" conditions are defined at the end
of simulation section 3 of the ascent trajectory. The state and attitude parameters
which are defined at this point are presented in the following list; the quantities in
, parentheses are the associated program internal parameters.
'- t Absolute time (T, SW(20))
R Geocentric radius magnitude (Z(1), SW(37))
-._
_ V Relative velocity magnitude (Z (2), SV(8))
i!_ y Relative flight path angle (Z(3), SV(10))
B Relative azimuth (Z(4), SV(31)) ._
=_ 0 Geocentric latitude (Z (5), SV(32)) '
!_:_ W Booster weight at entry/cruise
_'_" conditions (Z(7), SV(34))
•_ ,;-
_3' h Altitude above the oblate earth (Z(8), SV(9))
'_i O _ Bank angle (Z(ll),SV(38)) _.
_ _ Pitch angle of attack (2(12), SV(39))
"_ ), Yaw angle of attack (7.(13), SV(40)) '
:., _ Pitch angle as measured from the
geocentric radius vector {Z (43), SV(41))
_ _ Geocentric longitude _Z(6), SV(33)) |
: The numerically integrated booster return trajectory is initiated in simalation
section 8 (sections I through 7 are allotted to the ascent trajectory). Up to 8
simulation sections (sections 8 through 15) and the last two general iteration blocks
(G. I.S. blocks 3 and 4) are available for the return trajectory. Specifically thts
, means that for the return trajectory, the values of subscripts K and M which are
_ described in Section 4.2.3 $DATA1 are restricted such that
i
/ * K= 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, or 15
and M = 3 or 4
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"_" None of the GIS blocksor sections9 or above need be used when the integrated
_4
returntrajectoryoptionisused. The number of simulationsectionstobe computed
t_,ctotalnumberisinputinto$DATA1 viathe SEC parameter. The valueof SEC L. _
of simulationsections(ascentplus returnsections)_o be computed.
SEC <7., SEC is internallysetto 7 and c.Cythe ascen_:trajectoryis computed.
: If SEC = n where 7 < n _15, the return tra_:,ctory is si_._,.ulate_lwith n - SEC
simulation sections( assumed FLYBCK = 5., )
7_ Up to two tables for both the aerodynamic axia.;. _e=ff_,"- nd the aerod_mamic
normal coefficient are available (see Section 4.2.3.6 , Aeredy.Jamic Models). Tl_e_e
tables are tables 4 or 5 which require that the table subscript L (see sec. 4.2.3
$DATAI) be equaltoeither4 or 5. Itispossibletouse tablesi, 2 or 3, butin this
: case the user should note that tables 1, 2, or 3 are tables defined for ascent con-
.-_ figurations* consequently selection of one of these tables for the return trajectory
• _ is equivalent to s#ecifying that the return model in question be equivalent to that -_
_.-._
_,,,._ used for one of the ascent configurations. The corresponding booster return aero-
:.;-_ dynamic reference areas are internally set equal to the value of the computed
-" theoreticalwing area ofthebooster. These parm_aeterstogetherwiththeassociated
"_
_| program internalparameters (thelatterappears inparentheses)are:
=:.- A Aerodyv,.amicaxialreferencearea (O(5,K),TB45) ;
__
_: A Aerodynamic normal reference area _0(6, K), TB45)
forK=8, 9, ..., 15
Three attitude tables which model either pitch sngle as a function of time or
pitch angle of attack as a function of Mach number are available during the
.'.,_
i . .-
_ *The asdent configurations are (1) powered booster in the presence of the attached
•: orbiter (Table 1), (2) no thrust orbiter in the presence of the attached booster
(Table 2), and (3) powered solo orbiter (Table 3). :0
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numerically integrated booster return flight. These tables are tables 2, 3, or 4,
consequently the table subscript L (see Section 4.2.3, $DATA1) must be equal to
. either 2, 3, or 4.
Two propulsion thrust-time tables are likewise available to _e booster return
" flight simulation. These tables are tables 1 and 2 with associated admissible values
q
of L being 1 or 2o
Upon completion of the numerically integrated booster entry/return trajectory,
the range from the specified target or landing site (RNG T I end of integrated flight) i
is defined (see Sections 2.2.2.10, Position in Radar Coordinates, and 4.2.3.3,
Targeting for a diseuvsion of the range calculation and the definition of the target/ ,,,"
landing site). The reference booster range requirement (RREF) which is used in
the booster cruise performance calculation (discussed in Section 2.3.4.2) ts then _.
defined
G
RRE F = DRNG + RNG T [ end Of integrated flight
where
DRNG is a $DATA2 input additive range parameter (SQ(10, 3))
RNGT is the computed range to the lauding/target site
from the vehicle (Z(95))
Two typical examples of integrated return _:raject,Jries are presented in *.,he
1
following paragraphs. The first example assumes that the bank angle (_) and the
pitch angle of attack (or) can be modeled by linear segments where each segment
is used to define a simulation section. The second example utilizes trajectory
t
segments in which the time rate of change of relative flight path angle is held constant
• by modulation of the bank angle. In this case, the booster pitch angle-of-attack is
assumed to be a function of Mach number. In both examples, the vehicle is headed
toward a specified landing site pi'ior tc the final transition _nd cruise.
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FIG. 2-21 LINEAR ATTITUDE ANGLES FOR A BOOSTER ENTRY/RETURN TRAJECTORY
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_ Example 1. The bank ar_le (_) and the pitch angle-of-attack (c_) can be
approximately modeled by the linear segments shown in Fig. 2-21. The return
, simulation is to be initiated at booster staging which from previous SSSP cases is
known to occur at approximate values of 220,000 ft altitude (h), 10,000 ft/sec
relative velocity (V), and 6 de_ relative flight path angle. The mission requires a
right turn until the booster is headed toward a landing site at 35.33°N, 232.03°E.
The numerically integrated retvrn trajectory is terminat_<l when the vehicle descends
i: _ to a 40,000 ft altitude.
With this information, a flight profile is constructed. Inspection of Figure 2-2t
reveals that eight simulation sections are required to provide proPer altitude model-
ing. Fortunately there are no other modeling discontinuities requiring the use of
other sections as there are only 8 simulation sections available for the return
simulation. The total number of simulation sections i_ thus 15, (T for the ascent
e plus 8 for the return), consequently the impact parameter SEC is input as "SEC=15., ':
Since the attitude angles _ and _are linear functic"s, the $DATA1 input parL_eters
SIGC(K) and SLPC(K) can have values of 1. or 2. for SIGC(K) or 1., 2., 4., or 5.
for ALPC(K) (See Tables 4-3 and 4-6 in Section 4.2.3.6 ._ttitude Models). The
selection of which of these values to use is optional, however the user should be
aware of the differences between these codes in order to insure that the input is
consistent. The following disucssion assdmes that both SIGC(K) and ALPC(ID have
a value of 1. unless otherwise noted. It is noted that the subscript K denotes the
number of the Simulation section. The following discussion includes a few of the
0
required input parameters in order to familiarize the user to the input procedures.
Most of the input is NOT mentioned in the dis6ussion. The flight profile i_:
t
1. Section 8 is initiated at staging. The bank angle is zero (constant) until
, 160 seconds, however _ increases linearly to 60 (leg when the
time from staging is 40 seconds, hence Section 8 must be terminated
either by specifying a termination relative time (tr) of 4b seconds
i.l_ 2-147J
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:i! or termination _of 60 degrees (either option may be used). The :
-,- required $DATA1 input (ALPC(8), ALPDT(8), and SALP(8) for the
' '>_xpression (see Section 4.2.3.6, Attitude Models) are defined
:_ _= ALPDT(8) * tR + SALP(8)
. where
" ALPC(8) = 1., (see footnote)
/::"-i ALPDT(8) = 1.5, (60 deg/40 sec)
._ : SALP (8) = 0., (see footnote)
-.:_.
:: The corresponding $DA TAI parameters which define _ (SIGC(8)), SIGDT(8)
• _'_'_ and SSIG(8) need not be input * since their values _ho,dd be 1., 0., and 0.,
:-_
,-..) respectively in order to specify the constant zero bank angle.
ii__ Similarly the termination parameters STGC(8), STGD(8), and STGT(8)
,:_ n,ed notbe input*since _ection 8 can be terminated on tR. In this case, :-)
"STGV(8) = 40.," should be input.
._.
il 2. Section 9 which is initiated at the time at which- Section 8 is terminateddetermines the trajectory during the time when _= 60 degrees and is
<:_;._, consequently terminated when _.tR= 60 seconds (tR is the section relative
_'.... " and "STGV(9) = 60. ,-.- ...:.._ time). For this section, "SALP(9) = 60.,
,.":::,_ must be input.
3. Section 10 must be terminated when the third cdines segment ends;
' this occurs at tR = 60 seconds, consequently STGV(10) = 60., must be
input. In this case "SALP(10) = 60.," (the value of _at the initiation
i
t '• This value is the same as the internally compiled default value and cons equentlyneed not be input if it has not been specifically input previously to the current$DA TA1 Input block. 0
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_ of Section 10) and "ALPDT(10) = -. 333333, (-20 degrees/60 seconds, ncte
the minus sign). The bank angle is zero throughout this section and need
not be input*.
4. Section 11includes both a 6 and an & term, consequently the following
. a!titude parameters are input:
SIGDT(lt) = 1.85,
::._ A LPDT(ll) = -. 16667,
,_ SALP(II) = 40. ,
_
_: SSIG(ll) need not be input since its required value (0.) is the internal de-
:_
,: fault value. Thts section is terminated when ¢ = 74 degrees which occurs
"_<
f
_: att =40sec.
"_,_ r
--<
_. 5. Section 12 is terminated after 50 seconds (tr = 50. ). In this case (SSIG(12)
_ = 74., must be input unless the "SIGC(II)=2.," option is used (see
i_i _:_ Sec. 4.2.3.6 attitude Models) and "SIGDT(12)=0., ". Since the termination
_ time occurs during a linear _ segment, it is more convenient (though not
necessary) to specify the "A LPC(12)=2." option which references the value
of _ at the termination of the previous section. If this is done, the follow-
,_' tng values are input.
ALPC(I2) = 2.,
A LPDT (12) = -. 166667,
SALP(12) = 0.,
Note that SALP(12)must be equal to zero in this case since the starting
, value of or for Section 12 is set equal to the final value of _ in Section 11.
6. Section 13 is characterized by negative _ and & rates. These are input
by the procedures used for the previous sections. This section is
terminated at tr = 50 sec.
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7. Section 14 is flown at a constant of 6 d_grees and a constant cT of I0
degrees. This section complete_ the turning maneuver (_ > o) which was/
initiated in Section 11, consequently Section 14 is terminated at a relative
azimuth value such that the vehic!e is headed toward the target/landing
site which is defined by _DATAI input parameters TLAT(M) and TLNG{;',#_).
This occurs when the difference between the azimuth to the target/landing
site from the vehicle and the azimut_ of the vehicle (4 A Zv) (see Section
2.2.2.10 Position in Radar Coordinates) is zero. Since the booster is
banked to the right, its azimuth is expected to continually increase while
the azimuth to the target/landing site should remain nearly the same, the
! valueof AA Z is thusalgebraicallydecreasing. Additionally,ifthev
vehicle azimuth takes on values near Oor 360 degrees, it is necessary
to co_ider the principal cycle discontinuity which occurs ._t 0 and 360
degre£s. There is an optional $DATA1 input flag (PRI_'(K)) which can be
J
used to allow the azimuth to take on either negative values or values )
: greaterthan360 degrees (seeSection4.2.3.5 Program Control). "3ased
:._ on this _scussion,thefollowing$DATAI parameters are inputwith
A
'gS:
: STGC(14) = 94.,
STGD(!4) = -1.,
_TGT(14) = . 001, (need not be input)*
STGV(14) = 0., (need not be input)*
PRIF(14) = l.,
\
• * This value is the same as the internally complied default value and_
co_.-quently need not be input if it hss not been specifically input
previously to the curren_ $D,_TAI input block.
0
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!Ci _' _: 8. Section 15 is the final section. It is terminated when the booster descends
to an altitude of 40000 ft. The booster is flown at a constant _of 6 degrees
(see Fig. 2-21 ), but the bank angle is zero since the vehicle is already
• hea _led toward the target/landing site. The required section termination
parameters (as input to $DATAI) are:I
STGC(15) = 8.,
STGD(15) = -1.,
•._ STGT(15) = I.,
'_ STGV(15) = 40000.,
•. :!_
.'.
_, _Example 2 In this example, two convenient but physically meaningSd
_ techniques are employed to define the _ and _ time histories• Use of
_ these options generally results in a smoother trajectory (eliminates any
_Y oscillatory phugoid motion) and a reduction in the number of required
_: simulation sections. The first technique is to assume tbat the desired
C_ or required value of c_is dependent* on the Mach number (see Section
}_ 4.2.3.6 Prcgram Control for input instructions). The second technique
is to assume that during the banked turning segment of the flight, the
i bank angle (@ is modulated in order to hold a specified constant time rateof change of relative flight path angle _ . Additionally this program has
i the capability to hold a constant _ with a fixed _ by modulation of _, how-ev r, this latter option is not used in thi- _articular example. Both t _
constant _ options are described in Sections 2.2.2.6 Specified Time Rate
of Change of Relative Flight Path Angle and 4. 2.3.6 Program Control.
As in the case of example !, only a few of the required input parameters
q
:_ are discussed, however a complete listing of the r_quired booster ev*ry/
_: return $D_TAI input parameters is shown in Table 2-10. The flight
i * The trim angle of attack (ot_r) is conveniently expressed as a function of Mach
number, consequently if the v*ehicle is constrained to fly at _ T for any _ime, this
option should'b_ ur,ed.
,;.- %
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Table 2-10. Sample Booster Numerically Integrated Return Trajectory Input
SEL = 15. e
C_GF(3)= _o,
fLAT(3)= 35.3333_
TLNG(3)= _32.03_,
HTLS(8)= b.lOOgOUop
' STEP(8}= 6*_O.p
TOL8(8)= 6.50000U.,
: PEIF(8)= b*1.,
STGC(8)= 0., 0., 3., 8. e g_.e 8. e
:i STGD(8|= 1., 1.e -Z.p -1.w -1., "l*p
__ 5TGT(S)= U°OOle O.O01p O.O005p l.e O.O01e l.e
.... STGV(8)= 1U.UOe 3O.OOe -5.00p lO0000.e O,OOe _O000.e
::; wOUT(8)= b*3.,
:: XOUT(_)= b*l.,
ATMC(8)= b*l.e
AC2(8)= b*W.p
AC3(_)= b*_oe
A2(le_)= -20U.e 20Ooe
C2(1,1,;)= -.0231678,'.O231678,'.O_31678w=,2000000,-.1385019,-.16_357e
+ C2[7r1,_)= -.1789872e'.1818783,-.1308036,-,130803b,
C2(1w2,_)= -.02_1678,'.O23107_,'.O2_lb70,'.2000000,'.1385019e_.16_357_-)
'"_ C2(7e2,_)= -.1789872e-.1818783,-.Z3O_O_b,-,Z30803b, _.
XKA2(1,_)= lO.e 2. e
_ xM2(lp_)= -l.0e 0.0, Oo8w 1.0+ 2.0e _oOe
_i XM2(7e_)= b. Ue 8.0+ lO.Oe tOO.Oe!4 A3(le_)= -_OO.e 200.e
-_ C3(1,1,_)= -.57557_3,-.57557_3,-.57557_3,'.2000000,-.5508_32_-,9551889_
__ C317_1_)= -Z.3_0583_-l.7219bO,-1.973_59e-l.973959_
_: C3(1,2e;)= -.57557;3,-.57557;3_-.57557;3,-.2000000,-.5508332,-o9551889,
:.:; C3(7e2_)= -1.3_0583,-Z.7219bO_-l,973959e-l,973959e
XM_le_)= -l.Oe O.Oe O.Se 1.0_ _eOe _.Oe
::!. XM3(7,_= b.O, 8,0, 10.0, 100.0,
GDOT(8)= O.e O.e -O.lOOe Ooe 0.+ O.e
SXGC(8)= 1., 1._ 3._ 3., _.e 1o,
SIGDT(8)= 0., 0., 1._ 1., 1,e 0*_
5SIG(8)= 0., 0._ 0._ 0._ 3b.e O.e
ALPC(8)= loe X.p _'26.e
ALPDT(_)= 2.00e 2.00e ;*0,00_
PDT(I,3)= b.OOe 6.OOe 6.00_ O.OOe 1_,00_ 3O.OOe '
PDT(7e:)- _q. OOe 5_.00_ 60.OOe 60.OOe
PT(I_3)= "loUO_ O.OOe O.80e XeO0_ 2oOOe _eO0,PT(7,3): 6.OOe 8.00e 10,00o lOOoOOv
+!- SALP(_): -20.00, O.OOe ;*0.00,
XKPT(3)= I0,,
;: xOUT(8)= 10,_ 3*2.e 2"5._ 0
.!
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profile is:
1. Section 8 is initiated at staging. The bank angle is zero (constant) _md
the booster is pitched-up at the rate of 2 deg/sec. These models are the
linear segmented altitude angle options which were used in example 1
(SIGC(8) and ALPC(8) equal I.,). This section is terminated after 10
seconds.
2. Section 9 is a continuation of the flight described by Section 8 (this
section was inserted into the flight to provide an available section if an
additional maneuver was to be modeled in a subsequent case). This section
is terminated when _ equals 60 degrees (equivalent to t = 30 sec. ).r
3. Section 10 utilizes both the _ as a function of Mach number option and
the constant _ by _ modulation opt ion. This section is intended to simu-
late the flight through its apogee and terminate upon entry at a relative _
flight path angle (y) of -5 deg. The -_ value was selected to be -4). 10 deg/
sec; this parameter could be optimized ii required. The booster is flown
at the trim angle of attack (ST) which is a function of Mach number (note
the input of the _-Mach number table, SDATAI parameters PDT(I, L),
PT(I, L), XKPT(L), and "._LPC(10) = 26. ," where L denotes the table
number and I denotes the table element umnber). Other $DATA1 input
parameters which are noted include
GDOT(10) = -0.I00,
SIGC(10) = 3.,
SIGDT(10) = 1., (denotes right bank)
SSIG(10) = 0., (denotes minimum acceptable
• value of a )
STGC(1O) = 3..
STGD(10) = -1.,
STGT(10) = 0.0005.
O fiTGV(10) = -5,00, I"
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4. Section 11 is similar to section 10 except that _ is maintained at 0 deg/ _J
sec. "/his section is terminated upon descent to a 100000 ft altitude,
5. Section 12 continues the flight described by Section 11 and as in the
case of Section 9, Section ll is an extra section........which _......_,,vv_,_,"_^'_in"
order to bc available for any additional maneuvers to be modeled in sub-
sequent cases. This section is terminated when the booster is headed
toward the landing/target site defined by $DATA1 input parameters TLAT(3)
and TLNG(3) (see example 1 simulation section 14 for more details). The
minimum allowable banh angle is 35, consequently "SSIG(12) = 35.," is
input.
6. Section 13 is the final trajectory segment in which the booster flys
toward the target/landing site while descending to 40000 ft. The booster
is consequently flown with a zero bav_ angle and the section is terminated
at a descending altitude of 40000 ft. - _i_"
From the previous examples, it is noted that some prior knowledge
of t_e return trajectory profile is necessary in order to define meaning-
ful simmRtio_, sections which will shape the trajectory to required position
without impacting the earth. The use of the constant _ and @-Mach number
options simplifies the determination of simulation control flags and values
(e.g. section termination conditions).
2.3.4.2 Booster Cruise Performance Calculation. The required cruise per-
formance mass ratio for the booster return flight is computed by using a sequence
of simplified closed form experessions. There are three options for these calcula-
t.ions. For each of these optio-s, it is necessary to have previously defined the
t
required booster range capability (RREF) from a reference point _.r,the return
trajectory (see Section 2.3.4.1). These options are described in the fol!owing
paragraphs.
0
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a. Simplified Single Segment Cruise. This option assumes that the booster
is operated in tl_.ecruise mode for a range equal to KREF" The Brequet range
equation is used to determine the cruise performance mass ratio (_c) and the cruise
- performance parameter (Vc).
' -" 'uc WI WFLYX exp-: ,_ - ( VCRUSE * ALD)
-..-_
=ac Ie
where
WI = weight of booster _ust prior to ignition of the cruise
engines from the previous synthesis iteration (lb)
Q WFLYX = input specified optional weight additive term (lb)
RRE F = required booster range capability from a reference point
in the return trajectory (_. mi)
SFC = input specified booster specific fuel consumption in the
cruise mode (lb/lb-hr)
VCRUSE = input specified cruise velocity (fps)
ALD = input specified booster lift-to _rag ratio during cruise
1.689 = the conversion constant from knots to ft/sec.
_ This procedure is obtaine,__ by setting the input flag ]_JFUEL = 1.
_: b. Four Segment Reference Range Option 1. Both this option and the
, succeeding option _ssume that the required booster range (RRE F) from a reference
"t
point in the return trajectory is comprised of four segments. These segments are:
• 1. Transition
2. Idle Descent
O 3. Crdiseback
!_'_ 4. Final Descent
" 2-155
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_j The transitionsegment is a descendingglidewithno fuelexpenditure(booster
weight is constant). The range (RT) traversed during transition can be input
specified to be included in the determination of the cruiseback range. The fuel
expended during idle descent (&V_) is determined by assuming a constant fuel
1
weight - vehicle weight partial derivative.
(_v_) = wT-CA
_.. where: i
WT = booster weight during transition (immediately prior to
the idle descent
, input specified
CA = bWI idle descent
W = required fuel weight during a fligh¢ segmentf
_"._ W I = boosterweightatthe initiationf a flightsegment
:{
The booster weight (W2) upon completion of the idle descent (at the initiation of the
:_ crulsebacksegment)is
. W2 = WT - (h Wf) i
_ The required cruiseback range (R2) is the reference range (RREF) decremented by
the ranges traversed during transition, id]o descenL and the final descent.
R2 = RRE F - RT -- R1 - R3
where
R9 is the input _pecified range traversed duriykg the final descent
lq1 is the input specified range transversed during the idle descent t
The fuel expended during the cruiseback (AWl2 _,s determined from the Breguet
._ range equation
: 0
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: . . (-:'
<_wf,2=w2* 1- 1[ ' ]"Lalp2 * @LY2
where
"_ SFC2 = input specified booster specific fuel consumption during
(_-i crutseback (1[:/lb-hr)
:_;_ ALD2 = input specified booster lift-to-drag ratio during crulsebaek
--_,:. VFLY2 = input specified booster velocity during cruisebaek (fps)
£_'.,.,.. The booster weight (W3) upon completion of the cruiseback (at the initiation of the
:i_: fiual descent) is
w3=w2 - (aWl)2
_' Both expended weightand traversedrange duringfinaldescentcan alsobe included
in thedeterminationof _c and v . The traversedrange (R3)can be includedinC
!!_ the determination of R2 by the input of a non-zero value. The fuel expended duringfinal descent (/_Wf) is dot ermined by as- "nning a constant fuel weight - vehicle
weightpartial derivative
::. _ wf)3=w3*CS
_ where
• CB = -_ , inputspecified
, _I Ifinal deocent
_,- 2"_e landing weight 0V L) and the total fuel expended during the traverse of RREF are
z
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W L= W3- (AWf) 3-wFLYX3
(AWf) = WFLYX + _._ (_Wf_Total Kk=l
where
WFLYX = input specified optional weight additive term.
(
The cruise performance parameter (vc) and the cruise performance mass ratio (_c) !
can now be defined
(AWf) Total
c W L
_c Vc +I
This procedure is obtained by setting the input flag FBFUEL = 2.
c. Four Segment Reference Range Option 2. This option is the same as that
described in the previous paragraph, Four Segment Reference Range Option 1, except
for the equation used to define (AWf) and (_ Wf) For this option, the Breguet range
1 3
equation is used to evaluate both of _ese parameters. Specifically,
1
(AWf) = W T* 1- [1.689" Ill*SFClj'1 ex_-D'_ , VFLYI
and
(_f) 3 ....= W3* 1 - _g_689 * P.3 * SFC3]
exl_ ALD3 * VFLY3 j !
where the follow_.ug are input specified:
!
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•:::: SFC1 is the booster specific fuc: consumption during idle descent(lb/Ib-hr)
SFC3 is the booster specific fuel consumption during final descent (lb/lb-hr)
,_LD1 is the booster lift-to-drag ratio during idle descent
ALD3 is the booster lift-to-drag ratio duirng final descent
VFLY1 is the booster velocity during idle descent (fps)
e
: VFL,Y3 is the booster velocity during final descent (fps)
,s This procedure is obtained by setting the input flag FBFUEL = 3.
_."-_- ..Sl_ecial,. Note: The three procedures described above for determining the required
.. cruise performance mass ratio (_c) and the cruise parameter (_c) used in ._
._:-'.,. the booster sizing process have special significance when one of the following ._
_.. Basic Synthesis Options (Section 2.3.2) are utilized:
2.3.2.4 Fixed Orbiter Gross Weight .i'
-_ 2.3.2.5 Fixed Orbiter Propellant Weight ;_
,. Both of these options adjust the booster main impulse mass ratio., _ B' during ]
_:
_ the iteration process within the WTVOL subprogram. During these iterations
,! an adjustment on v is also performed to anticipate its effect on the overall orc
_i basic synthesis iteration process (Section 2.3. l). This adjustment not only
improves convergence of the WTVOL iterations, but also of the basic synthesis
_.
iterations. The adjustment is made as tallows during each Newton-Raphson
Iteration i_ WTVOL: -.
(n+l) C(n) _ _ B RpAR
• where,
: , _RREF = effect of changing _ B RREF
:_ _B on calculatio_ of during each basic
synthesis iteration. This parameter is ' _put specified as FBPAR
:i _)_ and has a typical value _ 250 (n. mi). Note: FBPAR is an
_-_
",.. 2"1_9 5-
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initial estimate if FBFUEL =1. This oarameter is updated during
each basic synthesis iteration thereafter. !
RpA R = _eighting factor on the v update and is computed as follows:C
if FBFUEL = 1. ,
A LD * VCRUSE
RpAR = 1. 689 * SFC
if FBFUEL -- 2., or = 3.,
A LD2 * VFLY2
RpAR = 1. 689 * SFC2
©
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3/ PROGRAMMING DISCUSSION
j_
The Space Shuttle Synthesis Program (SSSP) resulted from the cot hination of two
independent programs - GTSM (General Trajectory Simulation _odule) and W_'VOL
5Veight/Volume Program). To reduce computer core requirvments and to improve
turn-around time, SSSP is strvctured as an overlay progra_ with a zesideJt ovezlay
and three primary overlays, f_SSP is characterized by tEree i,put NAMELIST blocks
and prestored input parsmeters. Larg,e subscripted arrays are used to define
principal parameters and flags needed by the trajectory and synthesis interfacing
portions of the program _,i to handle the input coefficients and exponents required for
the weight and volume calculat_)ns. The subsections of this section contain the
description of the overall _rgauization of the program and descript:_ns and flowc_harts _
of the overlays and subroutines.
3.1 PROGRAM ORGANIZA_ ION
C SSSP consists of a resident overlay (MAIN), three primary overlays (SYNTH, GTSM, (WTVOL), BLOCK DATA, and 40 subroutines. The Inter-relationship of the _ub-
.outines is shown in Figures 3-1 for the MAIN overlay, 3-2 for the SYNTH overlay,
3-3 for the GTSM overlay, and 3-4 for the WTVOL overlay. The SS3P subrcutines
and their purposes are listed below.
Subroutine
MAIN Driver for prod:am (overlay (0, 0)). Contains data
statements for t_itializing variables. Calculates flyback
fue_ required.
STORE Stores orbiter and booster input data _nd performs
arithmetic operations on input geometry.
CHECK Prints run title.
BLOCK DATA Pze -setsdatavariablesfortrajectorysimulation.
" _qYNTH Driver for input ro_tines, c_s synthesl_ iteration i
routine. Driver for oveZlay (I,0). |
FRENCH Driver routinetodetermine or#¢.'of readingand
storingorbitersnd boosterweight/vo!nn,e inputd_ta.
0
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P
READY Reads input data for weight/volume routines.
I SETO Pre-sets to zero variables used for weight/volume
! calculations.
: •
, VEHDF Reads "synthesis" input data and stores values in
'_ working variable arrays.
!
I °
i TRAJA Storage of trajectory data, input of trajectory data,
initialization of parameters, and output of input data.
!
!
TRAJC Defines those GTSM variables which the user may notI
i change by input.
i ITER8 Checks synthesis loop for convergence, sets final i
print flag.
RANGE Calculates flyback range.
TBL2D Two dimensional table look-up routine.
SUMOUT Prints summary sheet. Calculates thrust (nominal
and uprated) for print purposes only.
GTSM Driver for the General Iteration Scheme, defines ++.
iteration blocks and non-iteration segments of the
trajectory, and r'ms final reference trajectory. Driver
for overlay (2, 0).
CNTVR Defines iteration control variables, stores initial values
of the control variables, and re-initializes control
variables.
XNEWl (1 _ 1) Newton-Raphson general iteration with steps
defined by TRAJB.
XNEW4 (2 x2) General iteration with steps defined by TRAJB.
TRAJB Trajectory sin_ulation driver with a sectional operating
mode which causes simulation of either all the simula-
tion sections contained in an iteration block; or all
those to the start of an iteration block; or all those to
the end of the trajectory. TRAJB also prints the re-
quired sectional headers and performs the bookkeeping
associated with the payload and jettison weights.
ENDCN Defines the iteration end conditions for an iteration
block.
0
o
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C
INTGRT Kutta-Merson numerical integration scheme with general
simulation section termination (general staging).
PAROUT Output of the parameters which are computed at each
integration step.
EQTNL Provides the earth gravitational potential and surface
geometry models; sub-driver which calls the atmos-
phere mode.l, the three-dimensional aerodynamic models,
qnd the propulsion models; expresses the three degree-of-
freedom flight equations, the ideal velocity and associated
losses acceleration equations, and the heat flux.
ANGLE Provides the vehicle attitude model which determines the
roll, pitch, and yaw attitudes as a function of time.
ATMCS Atmosphere model which is defined by a table look-up
scheme with a memory.
AERO1 Aerodynamic model which defines the yaw aerodynamic
force coefficient (directed along the standard pitch '
axis) by means of a double table look-up scheme with a
_; memory. This routine is currently not available in
order to reduce core requirements. A dummy "do
nothing" AERO1 is used in its place.
AERO2 Aerodynamic model which defines the axial aerodyna**dc
force coefficient (directed along the standard roll axis)
by means of a double table look-up scheme with a
memory.
AERO3 Aerodyanmtc model which defines the normal aero-
dynamic force coefficient (directed _long the standard
yaw axis) by means of a double table lool_-up scheme
with a memory.
PRPSN Propulsion models which define the thrust level, specific
impulse, and propellant flow rates.
" TRAN1 Coordinate transformation matrices M-5 and M-6.*
TRAN2 Coordinate transformation matrix M-7. *
TRAN3 Coordinate transformation matrix M-8. *
O * See Section 2.2.2.2.
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QUAD Adjustsangularquantitiesto be withintheprincipal
_ cycle, from 0 to 360 degrees.
OARG Used tocallsubroutineARSIN or ARCOS or ATAN with
appropriatelogicto avoidprogram errors wlichcccur
when thesubroutineargument isoutsideacceptable
values(e.g.,ARSIN (ARG) when IARG J_-l),and to
:_ providean angularunitsoption(e.g., radiansor
:= degrees).
WTVOL Driver forweight/volumeroutines,overlay(3,0).
_!i Containsiterationsforthrust/weight,and weightoptions.
}: WTSCH Computes vehicleweightsand volumes.
• _
SOLVE Iterationroutineforgross weightand volume inWTSCH.
TAMPER The interfacebet_•'u WTVOL and GTSM overlays.
Weights, thrusts,specificimpulsesand referenceareas
calculatedinWTVOL are definedfor GTSM variable
names. Pitchratealgorithmisevaluated.Orbiterand
boosterweightsrequiredfor summary outputsare
:; stored. "I
_ PRINTW Printsvehicleweightbreakdown.
_._ PROTHR Printsdesigndata.
4 PRITVA Printsgeometry coefficients,cruiseback and maximum
_' dynamic pressure conditions.
_' PRITEQ Printsweightand volume c_)efficients.
.{.
PRWTSM Printsweightsummary.
: PRINTV Printsvolumes.
3.2 OVERLAYS AND SUBROUTINES
The residentoverlay,threeprimary overlaysand 40 subroutineswhich comprise
SSSP are describedinthe followingsubsections.Flowchartsare presentedand
completeFORTRAN listingsappear inAppendix IV. •
:' 3.2.1 RESIDENT OVERLAY
_ The residentoverlay,designatedas OVERLAY (0,0), remains inthecomputer
i_ centralmemory throughoutprogram executionand containsthreeroutines,MAIN,
CHECK, and STORE. The residentoverlayisthecommunications linkbetween i
,.,_ 3-8 I.
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" the three primary overlays. Data generated by one overlay and required by another
must reside in a COMMOH block located on the resident overlay.
3.2.1.1 MAIN Program. The executive dirver for the SSSP MAIN, contains the
logic necessary for calls to the three primary overlays, data preset by DATA
statements, and equations for calculating the booster flyback fuel. A flowchart of
the logic in MAIN is sho_vn as Figure 3-5, and the FORTRAN listing appears in
Appendix IV-1.
3.2.1,2 CHECK _,ubroufine. Printout of the user's run title is accomplished by
the CHECK subroutine, Appendix IV-2 contains the FORTRAN listing.
3.2.1.3 STORE Subroutine. There are two purposes served by the STORE sub-
•" routine: (1) computation of geometry sizing coefficients which needs to be done
:: outside the synthesis iteration loop; and (2) transfer of weight/volume data from
_ either working variable names to discrete variable names, or vice-versa. The
.'.':-_ first purpose is accomplished by the normal entry to the subroutine, STORE. Four
" alternate entries (ORBSTO, BOOSTO, ORBCAL, BOOCAL) allow the transfer of
_.:_. data from one variable name to another.
_',
,_:;_" _ One set of working variable names is used to read input data, calculate weig_lts
and volumes, and print the weight and volume output data, for both the orbiter and
_;". the booster. Since it is necessary to preserve the values unique to each one, two
_i_ sets of unique variable names are maintained. The alternate entries ORBSTO and
_ BOOSTO receivedata under thecommon working variablenames and storeitin the
_:. uniquedata set. To reversetheprocedure and obtainorbiterand boosterdata
_" under theworking variablenames, the alternatentriesORBCAL and BOOCAL are
:"_. used. Figure 3-6 shows a flowchart of subroutine STORE and Appendix IV-3 contains
a FORTRAN listing of the subroutine.
3.2.2 SYNTHESIS OVERLAY
The synthesis overlay (overlay (1,0) is a primary overlay comprised of its driving
program (SYNTH) and ten subroutines whose purpose is fourfold: (1) reading inpu!
data, (2) checking the synthesis loop for convergence, (3) calculating the booster fly-
back range, and (4) printing the synthesis summary data. The subparagraphs of
• thissectiondescribetheroutineslocatedon thisoverlay.
; , 3.2.2.1 SYNTH Program. SYNTH is the short main program for the synthesis
• - primary overlay. Its logic determines the order of the three input data categories -
:_ weight/volume, synthesis, and trajectory - by calls to the subroutines FRENCH, |
l
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STORE SUBROUTINE FL0WCqART
ADJUST GEOMETRY COEFFICIENTS [
4
0RBST0
STORE ORBITER DATA IN
UNIqUE LOCATIONS
ill , ,,
Boos,o)
[sTo_ BOOSTERDATA_N
u_Qu_LOCA;IONSj
R_TURN _
0RBCAL )
t ,
- STORE OEBITER DATA IN
WORKING LOC_TI 0NS /
. R_URN
I _o__oo_ o._IN . i
RETURN t
l_tgure 5-0 Subroutine 95fORZ Flow Diagram _ i
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VEI-IDF, avd TRAJA. The subroutine Itl_IIB is also called by this driver to check
the synthebls loop convergence and when appropriate, to calculate the b_s_r fly-
back range and to print synthesis summary data. A summary flow diagram is shown
. in Figure 3-7 and a FORTRAN listing appears in Appendix IV-4.
3.2, 2.2 FRENCH Subroutine. The subroutine FRENCH reads the "input flag"
card ( IOS ) which carries information about the weight/volume input data. The
information FRENCH thus obtains determines for the orbiter and the booster whether
or not the following will occur: (1) initialization for a new vehicle (2) printing of
-. -..
input data, (3) punching of input data. A flow diagram is shown in Figure 3-8 and
• _ a FORTRAN listing appears in Appendix IV-5.
_._:
* 3.2.2.3 READY Subroutine. The subroutine READY handles the reading, printing.
_
_,'_ and ptmching of weight/volume input data for the orbiter and booster. NAMELIST
_-_ statements are used for all three purposes. This routine is used in conjunction with
_ the STORE routine and its alternate entires (sec. 3.2.1.3 ) to allow reading and
:_'_-- working with orbiter and booster data by the same variable names while retaining
i!i_'Ji!_! their respective identities. A flow diagram for READY is shown in Figure 3-9 andAppendix iV-6 contains a FORTRAN listing of the subroutine.
/_:_i 3.2.2.4 SET_.._..OOSubroutine. The subroutine SETO is used to preset to zero the
...:_ variables used for weight/volume calculations. The preset value remains until
: :,-.-_ changed by the input data list or subsequent calculations of a value for the variable.
:_ 3.2.2.5 VEHDF Subroutine. The purpose of the subroutine VEHDF is to read and
: _; print the "synthesis" input data (see. 4.2.2 ) and store it in woi_king variable array
!_i_ names. An average specific impulse is calculated and the orbiter mass ratio is
i,_: adjusted by the input mission ideal velocity for later use as an initial estimate in
-i
_" the weight/volume routines. If solid strap-on rockets are to be simulated, their
" propellant weight, sea level thrust, and total weight are calculated and stored for
future reference. A flow diagram of VEHDF is shown in Figure 3-10 and a FORTRAN
listing is in Appendix IV-8.
, 3.2.2.6 TRAJA Subroutine. The principal purpose of TRAJA is to define and
.. initialize all dnta which is required for the trajectory simulation, This is accom-
plished by compiling-in reference input data, reading input data, initializing the• f
• .:./ parameters which are required to start the trajectory Simulation, and printing all
:_ initial data. A summary flow diagram of subroutine TRAJA is shown in Figure 3-11
):'_, and the FORTRAN listing is presented in ,4ppendix IV-9.
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,- SYNTH SUBROUTINE FLOWCHART
_-._
Call FRENCH ! Call I Tl_I8 Call ITI_8 ,
(READ WEIGHT/VOLUME (CHECK CONV_G_CF. (CHECK C0NVERGENCE
DATA ) ON SYNTHESIS LOOP) ON SYNTHESIS LOOP)
. • CALL VEHDF RE URN RE RN
[ (aD S  ESlS
'. , DATA) '
/ i H
CALL TRAJA
(READ TRAJECTORY
!. DATA)
._.
..-
! TURN IG0 . Flag denoting purpose ,
call te this overlay-
to read input datQ or to
.J
: check on convergence°
Figure 3-7 Subroutine SYNTH Flow Diagram
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V_DF SUBROUTINE FLOWCHART
READ NAMELIST DATA2
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FIGt_ 3-10 Subroutine VEHDF Flow Diagram
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I
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INITIALIZE PRINCIPAL ARRAYS
ADJUST REL AZIM'UTHA,_,'DLO.'_'GITL"DETO BE BETWEEN 0 AND 360 DEG
INITIALIZE ALTITUDE OR KADFL'SMAG.%"ITUDE
_. DETERI_n,\'E STARTISG MODE: RELATI%'E, I.N'ERTIAL, OR ORBITAL
LNITIALIZE PITCH ANGLE OR PITCH A.\'GLE OF ATTACK
,
18 YES _ .......
TARGETING IUSED? _ I_'ITIALIZE TA/_ETL"_G PARAMETER.S_,.!
AUTObIATIC JINITIAL AZIMUTH DETER._H,_-E INITIAL AZIMUTH
USED? [
VECTOR L%'ITIALIZE _| "_| "_3 COORDINATE
COMPONENTS SYSTEM ORIZNTATION ANGLES
PRINT OUTPUT DATA
SET MULTIPLE
----'-- CASF.,FLAG lS _T< .S_ EXIT
. Figure 3-11. St,b_u,.'tine TRAJA Flow Diagram O
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A dual system of defining input data is used to reduce the card input require-
ments and simplify input generally. Input is accomplished with the input acronyms
that are defined in Section 4, Program Operation Instructions. The values of these
, acronyms are obtained directly from either compiled-in values or from NAMELIST
input• With the exception of the table data arrays t , all input acronym values are
complied-in by means of DATA statements; these compiled-in values are then subject
r_ change if the input acronym is input with a card via NAMELIST. For simplicity
there is only one NAMELIST, and if either the compiled-in value _f the input acronym
will suffice or if the input acronym is not required for the particular trajectory
simulation, then it is not necessary to input the acronym by card via the DATA1
NAMELIST. In the case of the table data arrays which have no compiled-in values,
:: it is always necessary to input by card those elements of the arrays which are to be
used inthetable. Itisnotnecessaryto inputsectionsof an array which are not
used. These elementswhich must be definedare specifiedby theinputparameter
_ which specifiedthenumber of arguments inthetable. All inputacronyms are
• floating point; those beginning with a fixed point alphabetic designator (I,J, K, L, M,
or N) are defined to be floating point with a REAL statement.
A dual system of initial parameters and sectional parameters is used in GTSM.
These parameters which are elements of the V, VQ, and 0 arrays are initially
_ _ defined by the input acronyms. For quantitative parameters this definition is usually
._ an identify, while for some integer parameters such as flags the value is incremented
: internally by 0.1 to avoid truncation to the preceding integer during fixed point
conversion. An example: 9 might be read as 8.999... a_4 truncated to 8. This
: procedure allows the use of engineer-oriented input acr0/_ _ _s with "natural" values_
while internally taking advantage of the characteristics o{1 te large subscripted
,.
arrays, and results in providing a permanent set of input acronym values which can
only be changed by specific card input via DATA1 at the initiation of subsequent
multiple cases. The V, V@, and/or Q parameters can be redefined either by special
subsequent initialization or when used as control variables in a general iterat ion
i block. The one exception to the permanence {unchanged by program operation) of
input acronyms is the parameter "MULT". "MUL'P' has a compiled-in value of zero.
Each time a multiple case is required, "MULT" must be specifically input by card
in the preceding case with a value greater than 0.5. Upon completion of any case,
if "MULT" is greater than 0.5 the subsequent case is initiated after "MULT" is reset
, to zero; if "MUIT" is zero, control is returned to MAIN.
• Special initialization of position, velocity, and attitude parameters is
accomplished subsequent to the initial initialization of the V, V@, and O arrays.
These initializations are required to provide flexibility in the choice of parameters
from which to initiate the trajectory and include:
1' These arrays are appropriately defined in Section 4 (Program Operating
Instructions)
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: a. Specification or no specification of cycle constraints for relative azimuth
and longitude. This refers to restriction, or no restriction of azimuth
and longitude to primary values.
1
b. Specification of initial altitude or intial radius.
c. Specification of relative, inertial, or orbital starting modes.
•_ d. Specification of initial pitch angle or initial pitch angle of attack.
::_ e. Definition of initial parameters for down range computations.
: f. Definition of initial parameters for targeting, if required.
: g. Specification of initial azimuth for targeting, if required.
/:' h. Definition of orientation parameters for optional vector components,
_ if required.
_:;_ The input data is then printed according to the following grouping:
•.- )
,, a. Initial Conditions
2._ c. General It eration Blocks
'_ d. Section Data
•!:_ e. Atmosphere Table, unless suppressed by program input
f. Aerodynamic Tables, unless suppressed by program input
g. Propulsion Tables, unless suppressed by program input
h. Pitch Rate Tables, unless suppressed by program input.
b
3.2.2.7 TRAJC Subroutine. The subroutine TRAJC was created to prevent the
t user from erroneously inputting certain program flags for the trajectory portion of ,
the synthesis simulation. This routine is called from the subroutine TRAJA
(sec. 3.2.2.6) immediately following the reading of the trajectory NAMELIST input
0
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data (sec. 4.2.3 ) so that the program flags set by TRAJC wili override those the
user inputs. The user is referred to the Compiled-In Data ( Appendix V) for a
c_mplete list of these variables which may be categorized as:
i
-program control flags (STGC, STGT, STGD) for simulation sections
2 thru 5, and 7, and SEC)
.: - propulsion control parameters (TWC) for sections 1 thru 7
._ -iteration control (GIS, CVC1, CVN1, DCV1, ECC1, ECC2, ECN1, ECN2)
=,, - vehiclestate(PLD)
_. - vehicleattitude(ALPC, SALP)
.:, For solidstrap-onrockets,thefirstsectionControlVariables(STGC, _'fGT,
-.-, STGD, and STGV) mad J_,'I'W are defined.
..-.
:: A summary flow chart is shown in Figure 3-12 and a FORTRAN listing is
_ presentedinAppendixIV.-I0.
ii_: 3, 2, 2, 8 ITE._._ Subroutine, The subroutine ITER8 tests the overall synthesis
:_2 loop for convergence, The orbiter mass ratio used versus a basis of calculations ..
._ in the weight/volume routines is compared to the orbiter mass ratio obtained from .:
._ the trajectory simulation for successful mission completion. If the two values are
_ notwithinthespecifiedinputtolerance,the valuecalculatedIn thetrajectoryslmu-
-:_ latlonis used for theweight/volumecalculationsand thei;eraUoncontinues. Upon
__. successful convergence, the weight/volume and trajectory, calculations are repeated
: once for r_lnt purposes. ITER8 calls RANGE to calculate the booster flyback range;
'-'-: and SUMOUT for printing of the Synthesis Summary Output. A flow chart of ITER8
is shown in Figure 3-13 and theFORTRAN listingappears inAppendi:_IV-II.
3.2.2.9 RANGE Subroutine. Five options are available to the user for calculation
of the booster flyback range by the Subroutim RANGE:
1. Detailed flyback range calcuhted from butlt-in tables of booster
, staging conditions (altitude, flight path angle, velocity), apogee J
altitude and velocity, and bank angle.
t•_ ' 2, Flyback range a_ a function of dynamic pressure at staging,._:
.!
:" 3. Flyback range set to an input constant.
-,
_t
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Figure 3-12 Subroutine TRAJC Flow Diagram
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' 4. Flyback range as a function of IIP central angle.!
I
I 5. Flyback range calculated by trajectory simulatk, n.
I
; The flowchart for RANGE is presented in Figure 3-14 and Appendix IV-12
contaius the FORTRA N listing.I
3.2.2.10 TBL2D _ubroutine. The sr.broutine TBL2D is used for two dimensional
;_ interpolation by the subroutine RANGE (see. 3.2.2.9 1. For two independent
?;
• "_';_i: variables (x and y), the value of the corresponding dependent variable (z) is located.
._.. The elements of the x and y vectors must be monotonic. The routine is used by the
._. statement
._ CA LL TBL2D (X, Y, XTBL, YTBL, ZTBL, Z)
-'-.::.." where
: X is thevalueofone independentvariable
"_%:_
.... Y is the value of the other independent variable
-. _ &
:_.,_: XTBL is thex vector
'?"_'_ YTBL is thematrix ofthedependentvariable
-:,.I Z is thevalueoftheoutputdependentvariable.
"_ Z is the only output.
-:.._-;
,:, . A flow diagram for TBL2D is shown in Figure 3-15 and the FORTRAN listing
_:': appears inAppednlxIV-13.
-',. ,
---_ 3.2.2.11 SUMOUT Subroutine. The subroutine SUMOUT is called from ITER8
(sec. 3.2.2.8 ) after calcu'_ating and printing the data for a converged synthesis
case. For sea leveland vacuum c-,nditions,nominaland upratedthrustsare
determined for the booster and orbiter for print purposes. This rovt4.ne then
prints synthesis summary outputs weights, volumvs, nropulsion and performance
data as shown in the sample output CFigures 5-8 and 5-9 ). Mtdtiple copies
of this data sheet may be obtained by Inputting the desize_" mmber of copies as
_ COPIES in $DATA2 (see Sec. 4 ). A flow diagram for SUMOUT is shown in
' Figure 3-16 and the FORTRAN li_ting is Appendix IV-14.
,C
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3.2.3 GTSM OVERLAY
I The GTSM over.1.ayis a primary overlaycomprised of itsdrivingprogram (GTsM)
: and 19 subroutines. A detailed trajectory simulation of the booster and the orbiter ,
i is computed by this set of routines and of the booster entry if utilized.1
I
!
|
• A rigid system of nomenclature was developed for GTSM which greatly simplifies
: ::. the design and coding of any option having general application to the principal groups
/ of parameters which are required for or defined during a trajectory simulation. This
-_ system utilizes parameter arrays, which group parameters according to their use
:i:! and operation in the program. The principal arrays are:.
V Array. The V array consists of all principal vehicle, environmental, and
•_ trajectory parameters which are evaluated once before the initiation of each trajec-
_ )_ tory. Also included in the V array are important flags. The V array consequently
- defines the initial conditions and the ground rules for each trajectory simulation.
i::: The only exception to this definition is the group of iteration block parameters.
These parameters are defined in both the V ._rray and the VQ array and are subject
•_ to change (internally) whenever a new ite_at-:on block is entered.
• )
_,._ VQ Array. The VQ array consists of all the principal parameters which are
_i used to deflueiterationblocks. These parameters, known as the iterationparameters,
::"•. are defined for each iteration block once before the initiation of each trajectory simu-
._ lation.
--_
i
2_ Q Array. The Q array consistsofalltheprincipalvehiclemodelingand trajec-
_:_ tory control parameters together with the important flags which are required to
_!:_. define the simulation section. These are the simulation section conditions and are
:_ defined for each simulation section once before the initiation of each trajectory simu-
lation.
" Z Array. The Z array consists of all major vehicle, _vironmental, and trajec-
tory parameters which are determined at least once for each in:egration step during
the trajectory simulation. These parameters are known as th_ uutput parameters.
W Array. The W array consists of ,parameters which are evaluated from once
to several times during a trajectory sin_ulation, or are usL:l as major flags requiring
_ transmittal from one routine to another.
ii WQ Array. The WQ array consists of the subgroup of parameters contained in
the W _,rray which are used in conjunction with Iteration blocks or trajectory blocks.
•', 3-28
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3.2.3.1 GTSM Program. The purpose of subroutine GTSM is to define the
iterative and non-iterative portions of the trajectory simu)ation and then to cause the
required iterations and/or simulation of trajectory segrne_ts to be initiated. A
summary flow diagram of this subroutine is shown in Figure 3-17 and the correspond-
.- ing FORTRAN listing is presented in Appendix IV-15,
• "y_
• ,:_ GTSM was designed to avoid any unnecessary repetition of simulation sections
.-.:_ daring an iteration; that is the GIJ blocks are mtomatically defined to include only
• i_. the simulation sections which are required for the iteration. These simulation sections
- .. - %-
.•:_.. are those which contain primary * control variable_, iteration end conditions, and all
:- : ::; simulation sections in between. Sections which contain secondary* control variahl es
" .4
:::=_ are not required to be contained within their corresponding GIS block, consequently
_, a GIS block may be used to iterate on the value of a secondary control variable which
': _ will be used subsequent to the iteration block if and _nly if the secondary control
i variableinquestionhas a likeprimary controlvariablewithinthe GIS block. An
exatapleoftheuse of thisfeatureis theuse of thepitchattitudeangleas a primary
.; control variable to obtain a specified flight path angle (iteration end condition); and
•-.. also s ,, secondary control variable in a simulation section, subs quent to the one
i_ which contains the specified flight path angle, to automatically provide a good initial
ii:_ estimate for the value of a primary control variable of a subsequent iteration block.
_._i__" With this one exception of secondary control variables, there can be no.overlapping
-_._-;_ of contained simulation sections for differsnt GIS blocks; that is a simulation section
:!:",!_._ contained on one GIS block cannot be contained in another.
=:,_ Simulationsectionswhich are containedwithinan iterationblockmust be
_:=_ executed once during each required iteration step** plus an additional time upon
'* completion of the iteration, while non-iterative simulation sections are processed
only once. This procedure was adopted to allow the use of short summary printout
*See Section 4.2.3.2 for the definition of primary and secondary Control variables.
** An iterationstepoccurs when the iterationend condition(s)is(are)evaluated.
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t during iteration while providing detailed trajectory printout upon completion of an
iteration block and results in eliminating redundant simulation section computations.
Up to four GIS iteration blocks may be used per trajectcry; there are seven
iteration options per GIS block. Upon definition of the simulatit,n sections contained
: within a GIS block, the required iteration option is selected by means of a code flag
-• _SLCT. These seven iteration modes provide a means to nest any pe_'mutation of
-, iterations where the number of primary control variable-iteration end condition pairs
::: does not exceed three.
:'% 3.2.3.2 CNTVR. The CNTVR subroutine is a storage and recall subroutine which
_-: provides the means to define the initial control variable values from the V and Q
arrays. The CNTVR flow diagram is presented in Figure 3-18 and the corresponding
": _'ORTRAN listing appears in Appendix IV-16.
._.
.- CNTVR has four prindpal functions:
.L
" a. Determination of the initial control variable values from the V and/or
:.._ O arrays and subsequent storage of these values.
of the control variable(s).
-.!.:_:
.: _.
._- c. Reset of the appropriate V and/or Q parameter(s) to the corresponding
_ initial value which was initially stored.
_,;.
:,:::_ d. Re-initialization of the control variable values from the V and/or Q arrays.
:._!::"!- The use of the larlre subsc_, pted arrays V and Q provides great fle_ibility
' :: and simplicity for carrying out these operations.[
3.2.3.3 XNEWl. The XNEW1 subroutine perle rms a Newton-Raphson iteration
! for a single control variable group*-iteration end condition. The flow d_sgram and
FORTRAN listing for the XNEW1 subroutine is presented in Figure 3-19 and
Appendix IV-17. XNEW1 defines the end condition directly from a single simulation
of the trajectory segment contained within the current GIS block? and is designated
as a (1 x 1) iteration.
,q
i *See Section 4.2.3.2 for the definition of a control variable group.
J'See Section 4.2.3.2and 3.2.3.1 for the definition of a GIS block. 0
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The XNEWlsubroutine utilizes a conventional Newton-Raphson iteration
technique in which the new value of the control variable is predicted by assuming a
constant slope for the function in order to predict a new "more nearly correct"
value for the control variable. The first step is completed by assumihg an initial
value for the control variable and then computing the trajectory segment directly
(V and 0 arrays defined) or with internal iterations according to the iteration mode
which is employed to obtain the corresponding end condition. The second step is
obtained by incrementing the control variable by a specified value and in a similar
manner defining the corresl_nding end condition. From these two sets of control
variable-end condition parameter pairs, the Newton-Raphson technique is employed
to predict a new control variable value. This last procedure is repeated until either
successful convergence is obtained, an excessive number of iterations are made, or
,_ an error occurs. At each step, the immediately preceding control variable-end
condition is used together with either the second or third preceding control variable-
, end condition, selected on the basis of which corresponding end condition is closest
to the required end condition, to define the next value for the control variable.
3.2.3.4 XNLT_4. The XNEW4 subroutine is similar to the XNEWl subroutine in
program organization and operation, however this routine is designed to perform
simultaneous iterations on two control variable groups*. The flow diagram and
FORTRAN listingappears inFigure 3-20 and Appendix IV-18. -'_
The XNEW4 subroutineperform3 a simultaneousiterationon two control
variable group-end condition pairs where the end conditions are evaluated at each
iteration step by direct simulation of the trajectory segment which is contained
within the GIS blockt and is designated as a (2 x 2) iteration.
The program form of subroutine XNEW4 is similar to that of subroutine
_rEWl except, of course, it is expanded to process more than one iteration variable
and it computes and uses item tion end condition/primary control variablc partial
derivatives to predict the new values for the control w riables. After the initial set
of control variable-end conditiop pairs are defined, the initial partial derivative
values are evaluated. The first prediction of the values of the control variable is
accomplished by using the initial values of the partial derivatives and by assuming
that these values are constant over the required range of the control variable values.
Prior to all subsequent iterations, the value of each partial derivative is adjusted
to reflect the accuracy of the previous control variable prediction.
*S'-'eeSection 4.2.3.2 tor the definition of a control variable group.
Ah iteration step is completed when the iteration end conditions are evaluated.
t See Section4.2.3.2 and 3.2.3.1for the definition of a GIS block.
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This procedure, which was obtained from Reference 7, adjusts each partisl
derivative according to the following expression:
"_ = A 2
-,i.'. where hk Xk(i)
•':_ xk = the kth primary control variable
---, = the jth Iteration end condition
__ YJ
= i: Yk = the required end condition value for Yk
-.:"-_ _ = the previously predicted increment for xk
" ' _ (I) the _ltially specified incremea$ for xk
-.":'__ Ayj = the last difference Yk - Yk
!iii_ _ = for N primary control variables
i? I
_,; This procedure has been used extensively and has been found to reduce the number
.i_ of required iterations by about 13 to 20 percent from the conventional planar iteration
procedure/which assumes constant partial derlvativ,_a
3.2.3.5 TRAJB. The purpose of subroutine TI_ASB is to initiate the numerical
integration which computes the required trajectory simulation sections. TRAJB
prints the simulation section output headers, the summary iteration control variable- I
end condition parameters statements, and the summary burnout weight-jettison
i weight statements. In addition the necesary bookkeeping for the initiation of a tr_-
=/_ jectory segment, for the storage of the Z array and the absolute time at the end of "
i a trajectory segment, and for the Jettison weight options is accomplished in TRAJB.
• A summary flow diagram is shown in Figure 3-21 and the corresponding FORTRAN
¢,
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O Figure 3-21. Subroutine TRAJB Flow Diagram
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lis_ng is I_resented in Appendix IV-19. TP_JB also causes the value(s) of iteration
end condition(s) to be determined at the completion of their corresponding simulation
section by calling subroutine ENDCN.
The jettison weight options provide the means to either subtract a speci fled
weight from the total weight at the end of a simulation section or to reset the curren*
total weight to _, required initial weight for the subsequent simulation section. This ,
latter option is e::ercised whenever the jettison weight parameter, "JETW(K)", is
input with a value which is less than -0. 00001; in this case th_ total weight is reset
to a value equal to -"JETW(K)" plus the specified payload.
3.2.3.6 ENDCN. Subroutine ENDCN defines the value of the iteration end condition(s)
from either the time parameters T and TR or the Z array. The simplicity of this
method fox' defining the general iteration end conditions is a direct result of using the
Z array to represent all parameters which are computed once during each integration
step. A flow diagram and the FORTRAN listing of ENDCN are presented in Figure
3-22 and Appendix IV-20 respectively.
3.2.3.7 INTGRT. Subroutine INTGRT performs two functions: the first function
is to numer_cally integrate the twelve differential equations which define the vehicle
motion, weight, veJocity losses, and heating parameter; the second function is to
provide a general means to terminate the integration procedure_ This latter function - ]
is called section termination. The flow diagram for this subroutine and the corres-
ponding FCRTRAN listing are presented in Figure 3-23 and Appendix IV-21
respectively.
The efficient yet simple Kutta-Merson numerical integration scheme, which is
described in detail in Section 2.2.2.7 is used for this subroutine. This scheme is
incorpora_ed in INTGRT by simply FORTRAN coding Eq. 2-51 inside a DO loop
which applies these equations to all twelve differential equations. The derivative
elements (fk) of these equations are evaluated by calling the differential equation
definition subroutine EQTNL which in turn calls the necessary modeling subroutines.
This evah_tion can become lengthy in terms of computer time; consequently it is
necessar] to avoid any redundancy in this evaluation. The Kutta-Merson scheme
requires at least five such evaluations per integration step. At the end of each
integration step the logic tests are performed to indicate if the integration tolerances
are met and whether the integration over that step is acceptable with no increase in
integration step size, acceptable with a subsequent expansion in step size, or
unacceptable requiring a reattempt with a smaller step size. The arithmetic opera-
tions of l'_is integration process are performed in DOUBLE PRECISION thus
eHminat_g uncertainties in nume_cal values which can occur when taking
0
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_ ..Figure 3-22. Subroutine ENDCN Flow Diagram• .c
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• differences where the differe.-ce is several orders of magnitude les_ than the
magnitude of difference variables. The Kutta-Merson integration technique as
coded for INTGRT incorporates three special logic options. These are:
a. If the recg4red step size is reduced below an input minimum allowable .
value, it is possible to either terminate the integration, or continue
integration with the preceding integration step size which is greater
• than the minimum allowable _ep size. Both options print appropriate
diagnostics indicating the integration errors which occurred.
b. Special logic is provided to reset the relative azimuth, the geocentric
latitude, and longitude upon crossing a pole. This procedure is described
in Section 9.2.2.5.
c. A cycle test option is provided for both the relative azimuth and the
longitude. These parameters can be either constrained to the principal
: cycle, that is between zero and 360 degrees, or they can be allowed to
take any value that results from integration. Simplicity in the use of
the output data normally makes it desirable to constrain these variables
to the principal cycle; however, when section termination or iteration
_iii: _nd conditions are based on one of these parameters and it is likely that:_. the values of the parameter will be near zero or some integral multiple
"_ of 360 degrees, it is necessary to provide continuity in the value of the
parameter by not restricting it to the principal cycle. This is necessary
:_: in order to allow the appropriate iteration to overate properly.
_ qfhere are t_,o methods which are available to terminate the numerical inte-
.; gration; these are the primary general section termination procedure and the back-
"L
_ up time termination procedure.
The primary termination procedure is initiated whenever the current vahe of
the selected parameter has passed the required termination value in the specified
direction. This procedure consists of using a Newton-Raphson iteration to
determine the value of the integration step size which will result in the termination
parameter attaining the specified termination value and then reattempting the
iteration step. Up to ten such iterations are allowed for any termination; in the
event that termination is not completed by the end of the tenth iteration, termination
is then executed anyway with an appropriate dtagnostic_ This general termination
• proce(_._'e allows the use of the time parameters (absolute time or section relative
;_ time} or any parameter of the Z array to be used as the termination parameter.
":" i
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The backup time termination procedure is an auxiliary termination option and
is initiated whenever the time exc_e4s a specif led (by program input) time value and
the primary termination logic has not been entered. Either absolute time or section
relative time may be used. The termination procedure is identical to that of the
primary termination option except that it is secondary to the primary option and
limited to the time parameters.
3.2.3.8 PA ROUT. Subroutine PA ROUT is used to output th_ values of the para-
meter_ whio.h nre computed during each _'-*.... *'-- _*^- _'_ - -......... _s,,_v,, ._p. xL_e_v parameters which
in,"Aude the absolute time, the section relative time and the specified elements of the
Z array are output according to the specified output option. A FORTRAN listing of
i PAR()UT is presented in Appendix IV-22.
= 3.2.3.9 EQTNL. The primary purpose of subroutine EQTNL is to evaluate the
derivative functions which comprise the twelve differential equations that axe numer-
• : icaUy integrated. EQTNL ib also used to either directly evaluate or cause evaluation
- to be accomplished of all the trajecto_, parameters which are computed at least once
_ during each integration step. A summary flow diagram and FORTRAN listing of sub-
routine EQTNL are shown in Figure 3-24 and Appendix IV-23, respectively.
-_.:,-
:_=; To evaluate the differential equations, it is first necessary to evaluate all of the
trajectory parameters which contribute to the value of the coefficients and terms of
:_ these equations. These parameters, known as the necessary parameters, define or..t.
contribute to the definitio_ of the forces (both environmental and applied) which act
: _. on the vehicle. After the initialization of parameters which is performed on the
::'_ first call to EQTNL during a simulation section, the vehicle attitude angles are de-
: fined by calling subroutine ANGLE. Next the planet surface geometry and gravita-
: ' tional acceleration vector are determined. The current altitude can then be deter-
.-: mined and is used subsequently in the evaluation of the atmospheric environmental
parameters ff they are required. These parameters are evaluated by callLug sub-
routine ATMOS• If applied aerodynamic force models are specified and if the at-
mospheric environmental model has been definAd, these aerodynamic forces are
defined by calling subroutines AEROI and/or AERO2 and/or AERO3 as appropriate.
Next the propulsive characteristics are determined_ if they are required by calling
subroutine PRPSN. At this point all the parameters which are required to define the
• f
total applied forces have been defined. If q modulation is required for constant 3/
• flight (see Section 2.2.2), a Newton-Raphson iteration is used to iteratively deter-5" •
_.: mine the value of a to meet the conditions for constant 7 flight• In this case the "
,_ applied aer,_lynamic and propulsive forces must be reevaluated as they are
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_} .Figure3-24. Subroutine EQTNL Flow Diagram
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functionally dependent on _ If a modulation for a constant 3)flight is required (cz
and cTmodulation cannot be called simlfltaneously), the roll angle (c7) is simply
adjusted to meet the constant _ condition; in this case it is not necessary to iterate
on the value of _. It is noted that either _ or cTmodulation can be used with either or
both applied aerodynamics or/and propulsive forces. After the applied forces and
any required a or a modulation is computed, the differential equations are then
evaluated. At this point, the computations which are required during the numerical
integration process h_ve been completed and for intermediate calls from INTGRT
control is returned to INTGRT.
For the first and the last call from INTGRT and at the successful completion of an
integration step, all other trajectory parameters which are computed at l_ast once dur-
;_ ing an integration step are now evaluated. The computations of these parameters,
which are called the after-the-fact parameters, are deleted for the intermediate calls
to EQTNL during integration steps as these parameters are not required in the evalua-
tion of the terms and coefficients which comprise the differential equations. The effec-
' tire pitch rate (as specified or an average) is determined first; then the inertial velo-
city, flight path angle, and azimuth are evaluated. If the optional orbital elements are
required, these are evaluated next. Instantanecus impact conditions can also be com-
puted if required. These conditions are an optional part of the orbital elements. If the
: optional vector components are required, they are then determined. The down- "_
_ range is then evaluated and if the cross range is required, it is subsequently deter-
; mined. The radar site information (e.g., slant range, elevation angle, and azimuth) is
computed as an optional part of the downrange - cros_ range segm _nt of EQTNL.
_ Upon evaluation of the downrange, control is returned to subroutine INTGRT.
:i 3.2,3.10 ANGLE. The attitude of the vehicle is determined in subroutine ANGLE.
i A summary flow diagram and FORTRAN listing of subroutine ANGLE are presented
', in Figure 3-25 and Appendix IV-24, respectively.
The roll (bank) and yaw angle of attack are defined accordin_ tt_ the option which
is specified by program input. The option by which the pitch orientation of the vehicle
is determined is also defined by program input. In this c_tse either the pitch angle*
or the pitch angle of attack can be defined first; and the other of these two parameters
can then be defined. These options are described in detail in Section4.2.3.6. The
pitch angle can be defined directly by a simple linear equation or it can be obtained
from a pitch rate table. For this latter case, constant pitch rates are assumed dur-
ing specified time intervals. To facilitate use of this table, an equivalent pitch
angle table which defines pitch angle as a function of time is defined on the initial
J
call to ANGLE during a simulation section. The table look-up procedure then obtains
*The pitch ailgle is the angle from the current geocentric radius vector (up _
direction) to the positive vehicle roll axis.
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._ Figure 3-25, Subroutin_ ANGLE Flow Diagram ,_-
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the pitch angle at the initiation of the current pitch rate and then adds it to the change .t
in pitch angle which occurs from this tim_. The pitch angle table is provided with
a memory flag which after the initial call to ANGLE (at the beginning of a simulation
section), starts the table search procedure at the time of the previous entry. This
feature rninimizes the search time and yields an extremely fast table look-up pro-
cedure. _'ive of these pitch rate tables are avRilable; any one of these can be speci-
fied during a simulation section.
3.2.3.11 ATMOS. Subroutine ATMOS is used to define the atmospheric ambient
pressure and the velocity of sound as a _mction of altitude. Thi_ definition is accom-
plished with a single independent variable (the altitude) table look-up procedure.
The table look-up procedure utilizes a memory flag which starts the table search
procedure at the altitude value of the previous entry for all calls to ATMOS after[ :
the initial call at the start of a simulation. This _eature provides an extremely
rapid evaluation of the two dependent variables, the atmospheric pressure and the
velocity of sound. A summary flow diagram and corresponding FORTRAN listing
are presented in Figure 3-26 and Appendix IV-25, respectively.
3.2.3.12 AERO1, AERO2, AND AERO3. Subroutines AERO1, AERO2, and
• _ AERO3, which are called the AEROK subroutines, are used to define the aerodynamic
: yaw force coefficient ( C _), the aerodynamic axial force coefficient (C _), and the 3
!_ aerodynamic normal force coefficient (C_), respectively, 8 _ a function o_'Mach
:_ number and the appropriate angle of attack. See Section 4. , 3.6 for the _efinition of
• '_ coefficients and the corresponding independent variables. These evaluations are
performed by means of a douMe independent variable (Mach number and the appro-
;_ priate angle of attack) table look-up procedure similar to the singlevariab[e procedure
_ used in subroutine ATMOS. This procedure utilizes two memory flags to initiate
the table search procedure at the M_ch number and angle of attack values of the pre-
vious entry for all calls to AEROK after the initial call at the start of a simulation,
and consequently provides an extremely rapid definition of the required aerodynamic
coefficient. A summary flow diagram and corresponding FORTRAN listing are shown
in _igure 3-27 and Appendice_ IV-26t IV-27, and IV-28. The AEROK subroutines
are identical in form with the exception of a minor logic statement which is in-
cluded in AERO1 to provide automatic symmetry about a zero yaw angle o_ attack for
Cr_ There are five availal_le tables for A_RO2 and AERO3. The yaw modeling of
AERO1 is currently not available in order to reduce core requirements. A duvuny
"do nothing _, AERO1 is currently used in SSSP. Any one of these five tables for
each AEROK subroutine may be specified during a simulation section.
J
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3.2.3.13 PRPSN. The current total effective thrust, propellant flow rate, and
specific impulse are determined in subroutine PRPSN. Three principal methods are
available; these are use of a SIMPO* propuIBion model, a thrust-time table, or a
combination of SIMPO plus a thrust-time table. A summary flow diagram of this
" subroutine appears in Figure 3-28 and a FORTRAN listing is presented in Appendix
IV-29.
If a SIMPO model is to be used by itself (e. g., with no thrust table) the current
thrust level, propellant flow rate, and specific impulsp are ewaluated according tc
the option which is specified by program input. These options are defined in detail
in Section 4.2.3.6 Propulsion Models. Upon completion of this evaluation, control
is returned to subroutine EQTNL.
Whenever a thrust table is _pecified, the thrust and propellant flow rate elements
which are defined by table are processed first. 2nero are five propulsion tables
which are available, any one of which can be specified during a simulation section.
These tables utilize the same efficient memory procedure which is used in the atmos.
phere table of subroutiue, except here the el.ements which have different definitions
_re dimensicued for five tables. These tables define vacuum thrust and propellant
,-- flow rate (if specified) as a function of a time argument which is equivalent to time
_:'!: measured from a reference time in a reference simulation section. Whenever the
current time precedes the first table time argument, the vacuum thrust and propellant
flow rate which are defined by the table are assumed to be zero. Upon definition of
the vacuum thru_L the p,_ -_,ellant flow rate can either be defined by its own table
(correspondinffly, fi_:_ pzopeEant flo_v rate tables are available which utilize the same
time argume_ _" , as their associated thrust table) or from an effective vacuum
specific impulse corrected to include the effects of "allweight which is expended
during the motor burn (e. g., expended inertc, thrJst vector control fluids, etc. )
The current thrust level is then determined as a function of atmospheric pressure_
motor exit area. the number of motors, and the "mzzle cant angle. See Section 4.6.5
for a c gmplete definition of the available options. If no SIMPO model is to be added
to the thrust table model, the effective speciEc impulse is then computed and control
is returned to subroutine EQTNL.
r. ,,_
!
(:_,' *A SIMPO propulsion model consists of tl:ree propulsion parameters from which the
effective thrust, propellant now rate and st" _clfic impulse can be obtained.
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If a SIMPO model is to be added to a table model, this is accomplished after the
effective thrust and propellant flow rates modeled by the thrust table have been com-
puted. These parameters are then stored as Z27 and Z47 (temporary s'corage not
to be confused with the Z array), respectively, and then the specified SIMI_ mod¢1
is employed to define the effective thrust and propellant flow rate which is modeled
by SIMPO, according to the SIMPO option which is specified by input. These para-
meters are each added to Z27 and Z47, respectively, to obtain to total combined
' effective thrust level and propellant flow rate. The total combined specific impulse
is then determined and control is returned to subroutine EQTNL.
3.2.3.14 TRAN1, TRAN2, AND TRAN3. Subrout-(nes TRAN1, TRAN2, and
TRAN3 simply execute the arithmetic operations required for the transformations
defined by Eq. [M-51 or [M-7 _, and [M-8 ], respectively. The required initial
: vector components and the sine and cosine values are introduced to the program by
_ means of the CALL statement list, thus providing generality of application to other
matrices having the same form and eliminating redundant calculation of the sine
and cosine values. The components of the transformed vector are returned to the
calling subroutine (inthis case, EQTNL) via the CALL statement. Listings of the
_ TRAN1, TRAN2, and TRAN3 subroutines are presented in Appendix IV-30o
?
3.2.3.15 OUAD. Subroutine OUAD is used to constrain angular quantities to the
_ principal cycle, that is, between 0 and 360 degrees. This is accomplished by
_ repetitive addition or subtraction of 360 degrees to the angular quantity until the
';i quantity is adjusted to be within the principal cycle, a FORTRAN listing of OUAD "
is presented in Appendix IV-31.
3.2.3.16 OARG. The purpose of subroutine OARG is to provide an automatic
_ means to obtain either degrees or radians when evaluating the arcsiue, arccosine,
_ and arctangent functions and to provide the appropriate lo_c to bypass computational
errors which occur when the argument of either the arcsine or arccosine function is
outside the acceptable bounds i_ 1). In this case the function is evaluated for the
boundary value nearest the value of the argument. A FORTRAN listing is presented
in Appendix IV-32. . _
" 3.2.4 WTVOL OVERLAY
, The weight/volume overlay consists of a main driver program {WTVOL), the three
subroutines required by the driver for the weight/volume computations {WTSCH,
SOLVE, TAMPER_ and six subroutines (PRINTW, P_INTV, PROTIiR, PRWTSM,
" (i_? _RITEQ, PRITVA) red toprinttheweight/volumedata. These tenroutinesare
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discussedin the subparagraphsof thissection.
3.2.4.1 WTVOL Prolgram. The WTVOL routine,an executivedriver,controls
the co_-,utationand printingofthe weightand volume dataand containsthelogic
for the four sizing options, iterating to: (1) gross weight at lift --off, (2) gross
orbiter weight, (3) orbiter propellant weight, and (4) thrust-to-weight ratio at lift-
off. A rapid convergence technique, Newton-Raphson, is used for the first three
options. A modified straight iterative is used for the thrust-to-weight rati( at lift-
off option. A flowchart forWTVOL is shown in Figure 3-29 and the FORTRAN listing
:- is in Appendix IV-33.
3.2.4.2 WTSCH Subroutine. The subroutine WTSCH computes the propellant and
design weights, vehicle geometry data, vehicle structure and subsystems weights,
and sums tim vehicle weights. Volume 11[of this report contains the explanation of
• the equations along with substantiating data curves. A flowchar_ for WTSCH is
presented in Figure 3-30 and the FORTRA N listing appears in Appendix IV-34.
: 3.2.4.3 SOLVE Subroutine. The subroutine SOLVE employs a Newton-Raphson
iteration procedure to drive the difference in gross stage weight that is the estimated
input a_d the gross stage weight that is obtained _rom the WTSCH subroutine to zero.
:: Appendix IV-35 contains the FORTRAN listing of SOLVE. _ )
f-i
:::, 3.2.4.4 TAMPER Subroutine. The subro_ttine TAMPER acts as an i_*erface for
:; the WTVOL and GTSM overlays. Weights, propulsion characteristics (sea level
and vacuum thrust and specific impulse), and vehicle reference areas determined in
the WTSCH subroutine are definedfor GTSM variable names. A pitch rate algorithm
_ is evaluated. Two alternate entries (ORBSUM andBO( 5 J,4 are used to store weights,
_ volumes, and geometry which will be printed by the rou_ .,_ SUMOUT. A flow diagram
•_ for TAMPER isshown in Figure 3-31 and theFORTRAN listingis inAppen_d!xIV-36.
3.2.4.5 PRINTW Subroutine. The weight breakdown for both the orbiter and booster
stages is printed by the subroutine PRINTW. A sample output from this routine is
shown in Sec. 5.1.1 . The driving program WTVOL calls PRIICrW only if a
converged case is being printed or if the input flag INTOUT has been prol_erly set
by the user. The FORTRAN listing for PRINTW is presented in Appendix IV-37.
$
• 3.2.4.6 PRINTV Subroutine. The volu_es of the booster and orbiter stages are
, printed by the subroutine PRINTV which is called by WTVOL only for a converged
cs_se of if the input fla_. WTOUT has L_en properly set. A sample outpu¢ printed by
'} thisroutineis shown ,__c.5.I.1 . The FORTRAN listingofthe PRINTV routine
" appears in Appm dix ' ,'• .'
g
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3.2,4.7 PROTHR Subroutine. The design data page of the sample output shown
in Sec. 5.1.1 is _rinted by the subroutine PROTHR which is called from the
subroutine PRINTV. This information is printed only for a converged case or if the
print flag WTOUT has been set by the user, The FORTRAN listing of the subroutine
PROTHR is shown in Appendix IV-39.
3.2.4.8 PRWT_M Subroutine. The weight summary information as shown in Sec
5. I. I is pri_ted by the subroutine PRWTSM which is called from WTVOL. The
printout occurs only for a converged case or when the input flag WTOUT has been
set by the user. Appendix IV-40 contains the FORTRAN listing for subroutine
PRWTSM.
3.2.4.9 PRITEQ Subroutine,, The input arrays of weight and volume coefficients
that are non-zero are printed by the subroutine PRITEQ as shown in the sample
output in Sec. 5.1.1 . Appendix IV-41 contains the FORTRAN listing of subroutine
PRITEQ.
3.2.4.10 PRITVA Subroutine. The geometry sizing coefficieuts as shown in
See, 5.1.1 are printed by the subroutine PRITVA which is called from the subroutine
PRITEQ. The printout occurs for a converged case or if the flag WTOUT has been
set by the user. A FORTRAN listing of PRITEQ is shown in Appendix IV-42.
8
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